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Golden Vari-Tran®
reflective glass
makes its debut in Dallas.

This is Lemmon Park Central, the office building designed by Dallas Architects Woodward, Cape & Partners, Inc. Vari-Tran/Golden gave them a beautiful new way to achieve aesthetic effects, while effectively controlling solar radiation and significantly reducing cost of cooling equipment and annual operating expense for owners Southwestern Dynamics, Inc.

Window walls are Thermopane® insulating glass with a golden Vari-Tran coating. Spandrels are Tuf-flex® tempered glass, also Vari-Tran coated. So the building’s facades read as one material. Reflections on its glass surfaces change and shift with light conditions. And the surrounding environment becomes a part of its architectural expression.

Get the data on L-O-F products with silvery and golden Vari-Tran coatings in six variable heat and light transmittances. Write Architectural Construction Department, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, Toledo, Ohio 43624.

L-O-F HI-PERFORMANCE GLASS
For more data, circle 2 on inquiry card
Lake Point Tower conquers the Windy City's weather—with an assist from Butyl sealants.

Will history repeat itself at "Big John"?
In Chicago, so the saying goes, if you don’t like the weather, just stick around for a few minutes...it's bound to change.

Trouble is, the change is usually for the worse. If ever there was an acid test for sealants, the Windy City is it.

That's why we're especially proud of the way tapes made with Enjay Butyl rubber have held up in the famous Lake Point Tower. For three blustery winters and rain-swept summers, they've kept the wet in its place...outside.

With a track record like Lake Point Tower behind them, it's not surprising that tapes of Enjay Butyl rubber were selected for Chicago's newest skyline-buster, the John Hancock Building.

"Big John," as it's affectionately called, has enough windows to make it a glazer's nightmare. But since Butyl rubber tapes were used, we're betting it won't be anything of the sort.

Big John's sealants of Enjay Butyl rubber have a lot going for them. Ozone resistance, for one thing. Durability, for another. Plus all the accumulated experience we've amassed with Butyl rubber since we introduced it 30 years ago.

Ask your glazing contractor about it. Especially when you're involved with a building that has to stay dry—inside—for years to come.

Just say Big John sent you.

Enjay Chemical Company, Synthetic Rubber Division, 60 West 49th Street, New York, N.Y. 10020.
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Light is the setting. Light is the scene. Light is so you want to come back again.

Come in and breathe the excitement. Customers will, and sales will show it. This is our kind of light.

You see here Sky-Cube®, large enough to brighten an acre. Smaller units to light a walk. Up-down lights and wall-mount luminaires that paint the architect's mood.

Of course, to fit your design of things, we have hundreds more than you can see here. We'd like to show you.

Circle the reader service card. Call us, or call your nearby Crouse-Hinds agent. He'll do the analyzing, costing and comparing, with an assist from our home office computer.


CROUSE-HINDS

For more data, Circle 33 on Inquiry Card
IBM USES ZINC

To protect this handsome exterior

The zinc is on hot dip galvanized reinforcing rod imbedded in the precast panels forming this beautiful facade. It was specified by the architect, Frank Grad and Sons, Newark, N.J., to prevent subsurface rust which can "bleed" through to stain the surface. The building is part of the office and computer center in phase I of IBM's new Data Processing Division headquarters at White Plains, New York. The galvanized re-rod also eliminates surface cracking or spalling from internal pressures caused by rust build-up. When you specify materials remember that nothing else gives you the proven combination of strength, corrosion resistance and economy that you have in galvanized steel.

St. Joe supplies quality zinc—American industry puts it to work.
Architects and social responsibility: good beginning, and a big boost

At the Chicago convention in 1969, with the passage of the “$15 million resolution” to “alleviate urban problems”, the A.I.A. as an organization and as a group of individuals took on a major commitment.

In large part through the efforts of the A.I.A.’s Task Force on Professional Responsibility to Society and related A.I.A. staff people and chapter members, the results over the last year and a half have been impressive—perhaps not all that many might have hoped for, but certainly more than many might have expected:

The Community Design/Development Centers, which had a small beginning six years ago, have developed (in over 50 areas) into strong comprehensive planning mechanisms for community self-development. In the last year, with active national A.I.A. support, progress was made in gaining financial support from foundations, OEO, and HUD. And through a seminar held at the Octagon, key Federal agency representatives were exposed to the CDC concept and agreed to work more closely with CDC people in such areas as urban renewal and Model Cities. The U.S. Conference of Mayors has agreed to a presentation by the CDCs at their convention; and a number of legislators have begun actively supporting the concept.

Further, in the last year, the A.I.A./Ford Foundation scholarship program got off to a good start; and its success has resulted in more matching fund money being made available by several universities for the training of disadvantaged. Three more of the seven predominantly black schools of architecture—Hampton, Southern, and Tuskegee—were accredited. Other pre-college educational and remedial programs are effectively underway. So, a strong beginning.

And next year, some stronger follow-through. Much stronger. The reason:

In September, the A.I.A. board established the Human Resources Council, to “implement the programs of the Task Force on Professional Responsibility to Society.” The HRC is an action arm. It is chaired jointly by two men who will not mind being called activists—Nathaniel Owings and Robert Nash, the first black architect to be elected a national vice-president of A.I.A. And it is out to enlist the active participation of “an activist corps” of architects from every single one of A.I.A.’s 175 chapters.

Its role is to raise funds from all possible sources, and inspire volunteer effort at the local A.I.A. chapter level, for the support of the Task Force programs named above, plus some new ones—a study of constraints to building and creative economics, the implementation of BEEP—Black Executive Exchange Program, and others. HRC, which will be financially self-supporting, has an executive committee of 12—appointed by the president of A.I.A. from HRC members—which will receive and evaluate proposals for dispensing the funds raised.

HRC hopes to raise funds from more architectural firms (10 have already pledged $100,000), from sympathetic corporations and foundations, and from government programs. And it hopes to use its funds as seed money. For example, says Robert Nash, “We intend to get a few CDC housing projects—projects that are now designed and have enthusiastic local approval—going. Then we can show local bankers and Federal officials how effective the CDC approach can be. “This is where,” says Nash, “HUD could really plug in to get housing built.”

I find I cannot resist saying that this would be a real Breakthrough—real housing built by the real construction industry on tough urban sites for the people who need it most and designed by architects who, from the beginning, have worked directly and effectively with the community for which the housing is being built.

How soon? Nash says he’ll make a report at the Detroit convention in June “on which projects are underway.” And he sounds confident when he talks about this and all the other HRC action.

Will it really work? That depends to a very great degree on the amount of support that the programs receive at the local level—from local A.I.A. chapters and each individual architect. Because if the Task Force and HRC succeed, they will have succeeded because local architects volunteered their services to solve local problems, raised money locally to finance them, and got local support from local government and local citizens.

Here is a real chance for architects to make a major, positive, measurable, right-now impact on the conditions of living in cities and towns across the country; a chance to make at least some impact on the social problems of our times that are so desperately unfair and divisive; and a chance to make it possible for deserving students who otherwise would never have a chance to become effective and valued members of the architectural profession.

On February 27th, in Omaha, HRC is holding its first all-member meeting. Someone from your chapter has been named as representative. If you share the goals of the Task Force on Professional Responsibility to Society, why not tell your chapter representative? If possible, volunteer your time and/or money. But at least volunteer your support and enthusiasm. It’s a beginning.

—Walter F. Wagner, Jr.
Common sense about the content of catalogs

Some catalogs are—from the point of view of supplying the information an architect or engineer needs—very, very good; and some, as everyone knows, are horrid.

What makes a good catalog good? Sweet's Division of McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company—with the cooperation of the A.I.A. has (and three cheers for them) gone to an awful lot of trouble and expense to find out exactly what architects and engineers need from and want in catalogs, and will be issuing a series of 310 Guidelines during 1971, broken down by product category, that will make it easy for any manufacturer to include the right content in his catalogs. Sweet's calls it "the building product manufacturer's basic working tool in the development of building product catalogs completely satisfying architects, consulting engineers, and specification writers' information needs throughout the design/specification process. . . ."

The Guidelines were developed painstakingly. Sweet's began with the 16 division format of the Uniform System and defined 310 product categories.

With that beginning, Sweet's employed 15 architects, spec writers, and engineers on a consulting basis and they, with Sweet's Architectural Services Department, developed the first rough drafts of the 310 Guidelines. These were each extensive documents. The draft of Guideline 9.23 Resilient Flooring, for example, ran eight typed pages of what should be included in a resilient flooring catalog—from general description of product, manufacturer, and advantages of use; to product applications, technical design data; installation details; comparative cost range/price lists; suggested architectural specs; guarantees; maintenance instructions; and availability by area.

After review and polishing by Sweet's, each of the Guidelines were then submitted to one or more of a panel of 280 practicing professionals who reviewed, evaluated, and either approved or recommended modification of the Guideline. Finally, Guidelines were sent to leading manufacturers in each product category for their review.

The first of the resulting Guidelines will soon be available free and on a non-proprietary basis by contacting Architectural Services Manager, Sweet's Division, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company, 330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036. The rest of the Guidelines will be made available as completed during 1971.

There have of course been general generic checklists for the design of catalogs before. And CSI's SpecData 1 calls for a specific format for literature. What's different in the case of Guidelines is that they provide a carefully studied list of what the user needs, and leaves it (quite properly) to the manufacturer to make what he thinks is the most effective use of the Guideline.

In all, it seems to me, a most valuable aid and service to the profession at a time when the need for information on products and materials is needed faster and in more detail than ever before.

Again, three cheers for Sweet's.

Project Air-Reclamation: a unique effort by a publisher

There is, of course, nothing new about air pollution. It's been around—in dangerous concentrations—since the beginning of the Age of Industrialization. In the April 1937 issue of RECORD—which also included an article on the newest ideas in classrooms complete with cast iron desks and a demand for a lighting intensity "of at least 15 foot-candles"—the editors published a four-page article on "The War Against Air Pollution."

Well, air pollution has been getting worse, and we and others are writing more and more about it, but we've got (I'm happy to say) a publisher who is doing something.

On page 33 of this issue is an announcement signed by RECORD's publisher, Blake Hughes, which announces what I believe to be a unique offer:

Since "it would be a most constructive development if architects, and the engineers who work with them, were more fully informed on anti-pollution systems and equipment designed for use in all types of buildings . . . with the hope of rendering a professional service, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD is offering . . . one full black and white page free to any manufacturer of equipment specifically designed to reduce outdoor air pollution . . . . ." Well, there are conditions (you can read them on page 33) but that's the gist of what seems to me a most valuable service to the profession. Editors hardly ever say anything nice about publishers (who set budgets and keep telling editors to cut costs and be more efficient and all that), but on this occasion this editor would like to say "Three cheers for our publisher and his personal effort to do something about air pollution."

In next month's RECORD

Child care centers and community health centers are a bold new concept in the health care field. There are few of them—for example, there are now in the whole country only about 25,000 day care centers for children (public or private) and many are woefully substandard; but there is of course a tremendous need. Thus, according to Edward Zigler, director of HEW's Office of Child Development, "The growth of day care will be the single greatest new development in the next five years in Federal programming." The March Building Types Study will examine a number of such centers, along with health centers in poor and ghetto neighborhoods.

Also in the issue: The last major office building complex to be designed by Mies, the clearest article I've read yet on the use of computers in architecture, and so (as usual) on and on.

—W.W.
Foam-Line walls
Urethane insulation
Porcelain enamel finish
$3 sq ft installed

FOAM-LINE: An architectural wall system with urethane insulation plus porcelain enamel at a cost within range of an ordinary insulated and painted panel.

Foam-Line's low cost is possible because of a brand-new, continuous, in-line foaming, bonding and finishing process Robertson developed. This new process, plus Foam-Line's low installation costs, account for the tremendous savings. But there’s more, including:

U.L. LISTED FOAM-LINE is the first panel to qualify for listing in a new category established by Underwriters' Laboratories, "Insulated Wall Panels." File R-5541.

FLAT, MASSIVE APPEARANCE: The hairline Foam-Line joints are so flush and tight they’re hard to see from a few feet away. And the bonded urethane prevents "oil-canning," preserves a billiard table flatness. Long lengths (up to 30 ft) eliminate end joints for most applications.

VITRALUME® FINISH: When we say permanent, we mean permanent. Robertson's Vitralume—porcelain enamel on aluminized steel—is permanent, will not chalk and it's available in a spectrum of handsome colors.

ALL THIS FOR $3 SQ FT*
INSTALLED: To find out what Foam-Line will cost on your building, write H. H. Robertson Company, Room 1113, Two Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

*Costs shown are based on average material, area, complexity and installation. For a quotation on a specific project, contact your local Robertson representative.
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What makes this ceiling system right for this job?
The invisible way it heats and cools, for one thing.

The ceiling system is Armstrong C-60/30 Luminaire. And though it heats and cools the Roanoke Municipal Building from top to bottom, there's not a distracting air diffuser or return-air grille to be seen. (Armstrong's unique Supply-Air Linear Diffuser makes it possible.) You might say the Luminaire story is a combination of function and esthetics. A striking modular system that handles air, light, and sound, while it offers rated fire protection, sprinkler-head adaptability, and the kind of flexibility that makes it always ready for tomorrow. We'd like you to know more about Luminaire and the wide range of other Armstrong Ceiling Systems. Write for a copy of our folio.

Armstrong, 4202 Rock Street, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

For more data, circle 1 on inquiry card
PPG Environmental Glass is highly reflective, visually exciting and ever changing.
It could be the maximum design medium.

PPG Environmental Glass enabled the architect for Atlanta's Cities Service Building to give his structure a changing face of beauty. He chose PPG's Solarban® Twindow® Unit, and used it as an active design medium. The reflectivity of the Solarban Twindow Units insures that the building facade will never be static. Its color, tone and reflective patterns will change as often as the sky tones, light intensity and cloud patterns change.

In addition, the architect and mechanical engineer found that the performance of the glass would offset its higher cost by contributing to savings in HVAC equipment and operating costs.

The architect attributes the design success of his building to the fact that he recognized this idea when he began: "Glass should not simply be something you use to see through; Glass is an active design medium."

See PPG about Solarban Twindow Units—or the others in our family of Environmental Glass for your next building. Early in the design stages. There's a PPG Environmental Glass that you can use as an active design medium to meet any esthetic consideration, solve any environmental problem and provide a solid return on investment. Write PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG: a Concern for the Future

Developer: Office Planning Associates, a Division of Cousins Properties Incorporated, Atlanta
Architect: Toombs, Amisano & Wells, Atlanta

For more data, circle 6 on inquiry card
Contempo-Wall is as flexible as tenants' requirements.
It's the Gold Bond Demountable Partition System that lets you divide space and rearrange space at will. All components are demountable and reusable. Partitions come in four heights: floor to ceiling, cornice, bank rail, and low rail — all with Durasan® vinyl-surfaced gypsum wallboard. Abrasion resistant. Washable. Choose from a wide range of woodgrains and colors... including textures of burlap, stipple, and grass cloth. For details on Contempo-Wall® and other products shown here, write National Gypsum Company, Dept. AR-12G, Buffalo, New York 14225.

OTHER CONSTRUCTIVE IDEAS FROM NATIONAL GYPSUM, THE ANSWER PEOPLE.

**Tonico® Cumulus Acoustical Panels**
Help solve the problem of noise. They have an NRC of .65-.75 and a 35-39 STC range. They're noncombustible, and have a richly textured finish for any interior design.

**Gold Bond Panel Vault Light Fixtures and Tectum® Acoustical Panels**
Are the answer to a decorative ceiling, that is acoustically efficient and easy to erect. Panel Vault Light Fixtures are equally adaptable with any Gold Bond Acoustical Panel.

**Durasan Vinyl-Surfaced Gypsum Wallboard Panels**
Are one answer to low-cost maintenance. They're rugged, abrasion resistant and washable. Durasan is available in a wide range of textures, colors, and woodgrains.

**Gold Bond Metaledge Corewall™**
Is the answer to the fast, lightweight, low-cost enclosure of elevator shafts and stairwells. Two-inch thick, two-foot wide long-length panels of gypsum have metal edges for attachment, rigidity, and increased fire resistance.

For more data, circle 7 on inquiry card.
Will not warp or stick.
Closes tight to seal out drafts, yet always opens easily. Never binds because of the perfect combination of stable wood and the vinyl protective sheath.

Andersen PERMA-SHIELD®
Casement Window

Your clients will buy the idea of a window that will reduce maintenance and save money. Check into all our Perma-Shield® Window styles. There's one for almost any kind of building or design. All the types and technical details are in Sweet's File (Sections 8.16/An. and 8.4/An). Or mail coupon to: Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota 55003.

For more data, circle 8 on inquiry card

- Send me literature on all your Perma-Shield Windows.
- I'd like your architectural representative to call on me.

Name
Firm
Address
City State Zip

Andersen Windows
Window beauty is Andersen
Andersen Corp., Bayport, Minnesota 55003

Doesn't need painting or scraping.
This tough, durable vinyl protective shield won't peel, crack, or blister, nor rust, pit, and corrode like metal—ends costly maintenance.
Here's the window that takes care of itself.

No need for storm windows. Double-pane, welded insulating glass provides comfort and saves fuel. And saves your clients the trouble and expense of changing storm windows.

Wood's a natural insulator. The core of warm, stable wood makes for both comfort and beauty. The inside wood trim can be finished naturally or painted to fit any decor.

Detachable operator arm means easy cleaning. Allows window to pivot fully so both surfaces can be cleaned from the inside. And with welded insulating glass, there are only two surfaces to clean, not four.

It's draft-free. Extremely weathertight, it reduces heat loss 15 to 35%. All-around vinyl weather-stripping always keeps its shape. And chemically-treated wood is dimensionally stable.
Cost of steel frame lowered
by designing 11 repetitive wedge-shaped sections

The steel frame, fabricated from Bethlehem A36 structural steel, is made up of 11 wedge-shaped sections, which allowed for repetition—and cost-saving—in fabrication.

New headquarters building reflects Arlington County's pride in its educational system

The bond issue that authorized the Arlington County (Va.) Education Center called for a building that would "reflect the importance" of the 26,000-student school system. Steel helped the architects achieve a striking building, at a cost below the budget figure.

The basic shape of the Center is an arc. A circular, domed planetarium was used as a radius point, and grid lines extend from that point to form 11 equal wedge-shaped sections in the main building. Here is where steel came into its own. Because of the repetition of the wedge shapes, structural steel could be fabricated using the same shapes repetitiously, at a significant saving in cost. To form the curves of the building, the steel frame was cut and fit from short straight sections. Bethlehem A-36 structural steel was used, and all connections were bolted.

The building takes advantage of a naturally sloping site, allowing for five stories at the outward curve of the arc, four on the inner face. The lowest level contains the school system's data processing center, the ground floor has the rooms most often visited by the public, and the upper three floors house staff offices.

Steel is versatile, adaptable, economical. It can lighten a structure, give it shape, shorten construction time, provide more usable floor space. Want to discuss your next building? The Sales Engineer at the nearest Bethlehem office is available to you at any time.

Bethlehem Steel

The Arlington County Education Center has 58,800 sq ft of floor space including the Planetarium building. The Center was built at a cost well below the budgeted figure.
At Du Pont, we were sure Antron* nylon was the ultimate carpet fiber for any heavy traffic use. But we were absolutely positive after we got the following report from Bonded Services, the maintenance firm at McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas:

"The carpeting is wearing like iron. One area has been subjected to more than 36,000,000 traffic in over four years and it has yet to show a single sign of wear.

"Antron" has proved highly resistant to the appearance of soil. The actual cost of maintaining the carpeting versus tile has been at least 40% saving in labor and material. At this date, we don't anticipate replacing the carpet. It might even double our original five-year wear prediction."

Can you have any doubts after this kind of rave? Wherever you're considering carpet, consider "Antron". No matter how light, how bright the color, no matter how hard the wear, a carpet with pile of "Antron" will keep looking cleaner, fresher, newer longer than you ever thought possible. If you have any questions, get in touch with us. Du Pont, Contract Carpet Specialist, Centre Road Building, Wilmington, Delaware 19898. We're convinced. Let us convince you.

*Du Pont registered trademark. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets.

One manufacturer, Lennox, is responsible for the HVAC equipment and controls in this 800-acre industrial park. It's the Dominguez Industrial Park, adjoining Los Angeles. A Boise Cascade development, centered in a 2000 acre industrial complex. Buildings like these, for light manufacturing or service companies, are custom designed, and available for purchase or lease.

(continued overleaf . . .)
single source responsibility: the Lennox concept

Innovative design themes, creative landscaping and wide traffic arteries add to the park feeling. Special zoning plans keep compatible industries adjacent to one another. Sites range from one acre up.

*The developers have standardized on Lennox Air Conditioning and Heating, and one contractor, Landmark Heating & Air Conditioning Company of Torrance, and one source for the service contract, also provided by Landmark.*

This standardization offers Boise Cascade important benefits. Design and purchasing time is reduced. Because the system is fully packaged, the cost of purchase is predictable. On-site labor is minimal. Service contracts fix the cost of owning. A full range of equipment is offered. Functional capabilities are known. It is easy to integrate Lennox systems into any plans, for any type of occupancy.

Sleek, low-profile silhouettes preserve the esthetics of the development.

Because Lennox systems are modular, principally rooftop, they pose no problems for expansion. New units can be added as a building grows. Walls can be moved or added as the owner adjusts to change. Single and multizone units provide precisely needed environments for different occupancies... offices, production or warehousing.

If you are planning a development, consider the esthetics, the comfort, the economies, the performance of Lennox Air Conditioning and Heating. Write Lennox Industries Inc., 975 South 12th Avenue, Marshalltown, Iowa 50158.

**LENNOX**

AIR CONDITIONING • HEATING

For more data, circle 10 on inquiry card
Aerial view of 800 acre Domingues Industrial Park, Los Angeles. At present stage of development, there are 225 Lennox gas-electric air conditioning, heating, ventilating units installed on rooftops.

Lennox air conditioning, heating and ventilating units are completely factory-assembled, wired and tested. Choice of: gas, oil, electric or hot water heat with up to 33 tons DX cooling. They are shipped ready to lower onto a Lennox roof mounting frame. Optional Power Saver™ cools with outside air when temperatures are under 70°F.
for architects, engineers, consultants . . .

"NUTS & BOLTS" SEMINARS
ON BUILDING
MOBILE HOME PARKS

Qualify for today's hottest opportunity in housing

---

**Essex House**

NEW YORK CITY
March 11-12

- Two days of panel sessions. Basic coverage of feasibility, site and selection; planning.
- Detailed coverage: Sanitation (sewage and water) • Utilities services • Grading and paving • Landscaping • Auxiliary structures.
- FREE $100 LIBRARY FOR ENROLLEES
- **DENVER**
  April 15-16
- **ATLANTA**
  June 3-4

**MOBILE HOMES** have come of age. Right now they provide comfortable— and affordable — housing for more than FIVE MILLION people, in over 24,000 'parks'.

The homes are being produced faster than sites for them are being made available in soundly conceived, well-designed and properly engineered residential environments.

This spells opportunity for architectural/engineering firms, landscape architects, lenders and other specialists. All are needed to help land developers convert raw land into quality housing. Quickly, and at minimum cost.

This is big business. Mobile homes account for 67% of new homes selling for under $25,000. Production in 1970 topped 400,000; they were sold at retail for approximately $3 BILLION.

Sites are needed for more than one thousand mobile homes a day!

Typically, parks cover 30 to more than 200 acres; provide sites for 100 to 700 homes, at costs of from $2500 to $3500 per site. Million-dollar projects are not uncommon.

Specialized preliminary studies and engineering techniques are needed, if costly mistakes and delays are to be avoided. Is your firm prepared?

Mobile Homes Research Foundation, with over 20 years extensive involvement, is making the specialized techniques available through a series of seminars for professionals. Nationally recognized authorities share their experience covering every vital step and answer questions from the floor.

Obviously, attendance can be worth thousands of dollars in time and materials saved on these projects.

Also, enrollees can be listed in a Directory of qualified professionals being compiled by this Foundation for distribution to land developers and others in response to many requests.

Enrollment will be limited by the facilities. Prompt action is suggested.

Use the coupon below, write on business stationery, or to be absolutely sure, telephone (312) 792-3782.

---

**ALTERNATIVE**

Please send me brochure and details about the Foundation's SEMINAR checked below:

☐ **DENVER**
  April 15-16
☐ **ATLANTA**
  June 3-4

**MOBILE HOMES RESEARCH FOUNDATION**

6650 N. Northwest Highway, Chicago, Illinois 60631

_Gentlemen:_ Please pre-register me (us) for the Foundation Seminar at Essex House, New York City, March 11-12. (Get-acquainted cocktail party evening of March 10.)

Our check is enclosed □ ($225 for first registrant of a firm; $200 each for additional enrollees) OR □ We will pay on registration at Essex House.

Name(s) _____________________________

Firm Name _____________________________

Professional or business designation _____________________________

Address _____________________________

City _____________________________ State _____________________________ Zip _____________________________
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The close

Surprisingly sleek, startlingly smooth, truly universal. . . . #2800 Series door closer gives sustained high performance in any traffic. Unmistakably Russwin.

Russwin, Division of Emhart Corporation, Berlin, Connecticut 06037

In Canada – Russwin, Division of International Hardware.
DESIGN CONCEPT: A resort complex on a steep ridge overlooking a bay area, providing the arriving vacationer with a feeling of being absorbed into the recreational environment. Demands of the building program are 1) to create a high density that can afford a maximum variety of activities and service for the inhabitants, and 2) provide an architecture that is both informal and harmonious with the natural beauty of the site.
utility

DAP Butyl-Flex® gives all the protection of 20-year sealants in caulking joints where movement is minimal. This accounts for nine out of ten cases where a seal is desired against sun, snow and storm. No other caulk comes close to this combination of long-term dependability and widespread utility. But then no other caulk has the high butyl content of Butyl-Flex. That's why no other caulk matches its outstanding elongation and tenacious adhesion between similar and dissimilar construction materials. For catalog describing Butyl-Flex and other DAP Architectural Sealants, please write: DAP Inc., General Offices: Dayton, Ohio 45401. Subsidiary of Plough, Inc.
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Executone introduces Doctors’ REGISTAT,™ a revolutionary advance in hospital staff registration systems. It makes the registration and display of information at many locations both practical and economical.

Executone REGISTAT is an electronic information handling system which permits doctors (and other staff members) to register “in” and “out” quickly and easily at any entrance of the hospital. At the touch of a button, the system stores, retrieves and displays information concerning their status. This information may also be displayed at the Communications Center, Emergency Room, Surgery, and other strategic locations throughout the hospital.

Communications Now
The moment a doctor registers “in”, his waiting messages are displayed on the REGISTAT board. Up to seven standard messages, such as Call Office, Call Operator, Call Service, can be stored in the system and transmitted automatically.

More Power to Pocket Page
If Pocket Paging is included in the system, the staff member takes a pocket page receiver at random from the storage rack and registers it with his number. From that moment until he returns the unit, REGISTAT will automatically associate the staff member with that particular receiver.

Down with Rising Costs
The only answer to rising costs is to multiply the effectiveness of hospital personnel. This is the immediate result of Executone’s new REGISTAT system. And the system is easy and economical to install — both in existing buildings and in new construction.

Up with Service
Like all Executone hospital systems, REGISTAT is backed by on-premises service from the local Executone organization. More than 370,000 Executone-equipped beds in hospitals throughout the world testify to the dependability of Executone products and services.

Call your Executone man for complete information on REGISTAT and on Executone Hospital Communications Programming—a systems approach that helps you plan the application of REGISTAT and other modern communications equipment throughout the hospital. Or mail in the coupon below.
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Face it! Carpet is basically a blind item. Meaning there are thousands of ways to go wrong with thousands of yards of carpeting.

That's why you need a Cabin Crafts specialist. He helps you arrive at the right decisions by eyeballing your needs with skill, knowledge, and integrity. Instead of giving your sale a fast look, and once he's looked the situation over, he'll make recommendations based on fact. Not fancy.

More important, he can really deliver on his recommendations. Because he's backed by a line of carpeting with tremendous breadth of selection, A wide variety of colors, textures, styles and weights. So when he says you need something tough and practical, or thick and plush, he'll show you a whole collection of carpets tufted especially for that job. And all will bear prices your budget can live with.

Yes, our man is a different breed of cat. He's a real specialist. One who'll look your needs over. Then look you straight in the eye... and give you straight answers. That's why he's working for Cabin Crafts. That's why he should be working for you.

WestPoint Pepperell
CARPETS
Dalton, Georgia 30720

Please send me more information on your carpeting and your specialists.
Have your specialist contact me ☐

Name ___________________________ Street ______________
Title ___________________________ City ______________ State __________ Zip __________
Company ________________________ Phone __________________________
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Another concrete example of **AllianceWall**

**porcelain-on-steel compatibility**

Striking color accent was achieved for Atlanta's new I.B.E.W. Building with AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel insulated panels. Specifically selected were AllianceWall earthen tone, matte finish, Terra Cal colors which combined perfectly with the pre-cast concrete to create a structure of unusual beauty and durability.

Today AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel panels are available in virtually any color giving imaginative architects a valuable new dimension in design. These remarkable panels require practically no maintenance. Their smooth, non-porous surface will not retain dirt, grease or stains. Colors stay bright and new looking without fading or appearing to age.

For complete information including specifications check *Sweet's File or write to: AllianceWall Corporation*  
P. O. Box 247  
Alliance, Ohio 44601
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A memo to architects and engineers from the publisher

Subject: PROJECT AIR RECLAMATION

When an entire nation sees, smells and inhales a problem, the need for publicizing that problem becomes secondary to devising solutions to it—and communicating them to the right people.

Impetuous promptings to do something about pollution are understandable as it finally dawns upon an unsuspecting populace that unless effective action is taken, accelerating technical progress promises at best a poisonous prosperity. What the situation now demands, however, is more enlightenment on products and systems, available or under development, for protecting and reclaiming our environment.

In this regard it would be a most constructive development if architects, and the engineers who work with them, were more fully informed on anti-pollution systems and equipment designed for use in all types of buildings.

Architect and engineer expertise is essential to equipping new and existing buildings to meet anti-pollution standards. Moreover, architects and engineers bring to private projects a deeply reflected sense of responsibility to the public and the environment. As professionals they are the primary advocates of quality design solutions to quantitative building problems. Today, backed by clearly foreseeable legislative action and the pressure of public opinion, they are in a better position than ever before to persuade their clients to invest in the most efficient anti-pollution systems.

Unfortunately, effective dissemination of needed information to the design professions—and the stimulus that would provide to the introduction of effective anti-pollution systems—is dependent to a degree on editorial and advertising budgets. Therefore, with the hope of rendering a public and professional service, Architectural Record is offering upon application to the publisher one full black and white page free to any manufacturer of equipment specifically designed to reduce outdoor air pollution on the following conditions:

1. The manufacturer must feature a comprehensive solution to an air pollution problem in a building and, where applicable, include test data relating to prevailing standards and codes. (Note: components are not eligible unless presented as part of a total system and specialized process equipment is excluded.)

2. The manufacturer will assume full responsibility for the accuracy of all statements.

3. The manufacturer has national distribution and agrees to supply promptly to architects and engineers full information on his system.

4. The publisher of Architectural Record may designate the issue in which the message will appear.

5. All copy will be subject to review and approval by the editors of Architectural Record.

6. The offer may be terminated by the publisher of Architectural Record at any time and without condition.

Blair Hughes
PUBLISHER
Elkay offers problem solvers with three fully recessed stainless steel water coolers. Mounted completely flush to the wall they eliminate corridor obstructions, do not interfere with traffic. They comply fully with the hospital corridor safety requirements established by the “Hill-Burton” program. The exceptional features of Model EFR-12 are shown and described below.

**from the ELKAY family of firsts**

Cascade design, anti-splash basin with hooded stream projector and remote control. Recess design provides ample head room.

Model EFR-12

For complete information write for Catalog No. DFC-4 or call Customer Service Dept., Area Code 312-681-1880. ELKAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 2700 S. Seventeenth Ave., Broadview, Ill. 60153
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Architect-designed construction rebounded in November, according to the F. W. Dodge index, to 254 (1957-59 equals 100). This was about average for the year, but the extremes of 1970 were as high as 312 and as low as 200.

HUD has announced half a dozen construction starts in Operation Breakthrough, and all prototype work is expected to be underway soon. This phase involves building of about 2,000 units. Local fears of “overhousing” and race have been problems in certain areas. Congress gave HUD $15 million more for research and technology in fiscal 1971, raising the R. and T. budget to $45 million, still $10 million short of the Administration’s request.

The new housing bill that squeaked by in the final days of the 91st Congress contains a controversial New Towns provision deleted earlier by the House of Representatives. This permits HUD, with Presidential sanction, to plan and execute new community demonstration projects on Federal land. The bill also makes funding much easier for Operation Breakthrough-type programs.

Congress has voted nearly $2 billion in building funds for the defense services: $999 million for general construction, $716 million for family housing, $95 million for planning and design, and, notably, $75 million for pollution abatement.

Sprayed-asbestos fireproofing has been banned in Philadelphia. New York City is also considering banning asbestos-spraying, which has been identified as a possible cause of cancer. Further, air circulating in plenums and duct work where asbestos has been sprayed can carry the fibers into work areas and lobbies, endangering health, according to a Philadelphia Board of Health spokesman.

HUD Secretary George Romney recently joined critics of present construction industry bargaining processes, attacking unions for imposition of restrictions on new technology and for their closed nature. But A.F.L.-C.I.O. president George Meany argues that on-site cost of labor as a percentage of the cost of a house has gone down in the past two decades, while land and money costs have risen sharply. Mr. Meany complains the Administration has ignored these factors.

The United States Supreme Court has thrown out a case in which architectural licensing examination criteria were criticized as too vague. The suit, Henkes vs. Fisher, was brought in Massachusetts, and the Supreme Court ruling has the effect of upholding current Massachusetts examination procedures, which have come under attack in the last year (March, 1970, page 36; June, 1970, page 37).

William D. Ruckelshaus, head of the new Environmental Protection Agency (December, 1970, page 23), is losing no time in indicating he’ll make polluters uncomfortable. One of the Administration’s first major moves was to reconvene the Federal-state Lake Superior Enforcement Conference to determine the acceptability of Reserve Mining Company’s pollution abatement plans. He says the Minnesota firm dumps over 60,000 tons of taconite tailings into Lake Superior every day.

The Royal Institute of British Architects will award its 1971 Gold Medal for Architecture to Hubert De Cronin Hastings, of The Architectural Press, Ltd. It will be the first time the medal has gone to a publisher. John C. Parkin has retired as chairman of the National Design Council, Government of Canada; Mr. Parkin’s work includes Toronto-Dominion Centre and York University; he is president of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts.

“Architecture U.S.A.,” a major exhibit of 130 color-photo light boxes, is touring Poland. The exhibit was sponsored by the United States Information Agency and covers about 100 buildings by 60 architects. Purchase Campus, State University of New York, is the subject of an exhibit at New York City’s Museum of Modern Art which will open on April 6. Master-plan architect Edward Barnes and seven other architects have designed 14 buildings, all to be shown in models and drawings.

Applications for the $8,500 Rotch Travelling Scholarship are due March 11 c/o Francis B. Sellew, 54 Canal Street, Boston, Mass. 02114; applications for $3,000 Cintas Fellowships, open to Cubans residing outside of Cuba, are due by April 1 at the Institute of International Education, 809 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017.
International contest announced for large Paris site

France is holding an international competition for the design of a new cultural center devoted to contemporary arts on the site of Les Halles in central Paris. The center will include a library, a museum of modern art, exhibition halls and a theater. First prize is 250,000 Francs (about $45,000). Registration must be received in Paris by February 26. Applicants should send a statement that they are registered architects with their request for files, also a bank check of 200 French Francs to: Monsieur le Régisseur d'Avances/Plateau Beaubourg, Délegation pour la réalisation du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg, 25 rue de la Bienfaisance, Paris 8th, France. An anonymous mailing address, such as P.O. box, must also be included.

Richardson station to be destroyed in New London renewal

The town of New London, Conn., as part of an extensive renewal plan which intends to open its waterfront to pedestrians and convert its main street into a traffic-free mall, is planning to demolish Henry Hobson Richardson's Union Station, one of his last buildings. "Architecturally and physically, it's a blight on the city," says the director of the city's Redevelopment Agency, Robert Turk.

The station was rejected by the National Register of Historic Places listing on the Register is strong protection in any area where Federal funds are involved because it was already scheduled for demolition. It stands at the foot of the city's main street, partially blocking the river view, "dirty, obsolete, and totally incongruous to the new plan." Neither the Redevelopment Agency nor the planning consultants, Purcell Associates, of Hartford, Conn., believe an alternative use for the station might be found. How long the building lasts depends only on construction of a new facility nearby.

40-foot Dubuffet sculpture will complete Chase plaza in New York

A sculpture has at last been found to fill the space left for it in Skidmore, Owings and Merrill's 1956 design for New York City's Chase Manhattan Bank building. The 40-foot black and white painted sculpture was designed by French artist Jean Dubuffet and donated by David Rockefeller. It will be made of glass fiber and plastic resin on a steel and aluminum frame. It represents "trees belonging to the mental realm," according to the artist, whose other building-size designs are on exhibit at the Chicago Art Institute.

Factory-made components cut house costs

Using ready-made components currently on the market, designer Roger Rasbach has built a luxury demonstration home next to the Houston Astrodome, where the National Association of Home Builders recently met. Luxurious—four bedrooms, three baths—but cheap (relatively): $32,000-$35,000, the average U.S. three-bedroom price.

The "Computer House" as it is called, has four-by-eight-foot wall panels of polyurethane foam faced with plywood, made by Modular Dimension of California, and a synthetic tile roof made in New Zealand and built on a steel slab. A plan emphasizing privacy from neighbors permits a smaller than normal lot size; however, the saving of 75 per cent in construction time, due to the use of components, was the main cause for the reduced cost, according to Mr. Rasbach.

Louis I. Kahn to receive A.I.A. Gold Medal

Louis I. Kahn, F.A.I.A., will receive the Gold Medal, the American Institute of Architects' highest award, at the A.I.A.'s June Convention in Detroit.

Louis Kahn has been a leading figure in American architecture almost since he began practice in 1935. During the late '30s, he organized the Architectural Research Group of 30 architects and engineers who planned housing, slum clearance, and city redevelopment for Philadelphia. He then became associated with the late George Howe, F.A.I.A., and the late Oscar Stonorov, F.A.I.A. (June, 1970, page 36) in what many still consider the best housing projects ever constructed.

He taught at Yale from 1947 to 1957, and has taught at the University of Pennsylvania since 1957. His influence as a teacher and theorist has been as profound as his influence as a practicing architect. His sense of wonder and his personification of buildings—"it wants to be"—are apparent in his recent essay, "Architecture: Silence and Light," in On the Future of Art (Viking, 1970) : "How marvelous that when I am in a room with another the mountains, trees, wind, and rain leave us for the mind, and the room becomes a world in itself."

He believes the architect must work as an individual and an artist to produce works of great value, and that the architect must avoid over-specialization. In order that
Planned unit development wins praise in Connecticut

Wesleyan Hills, a 288-acre planned unit residential development in Middletown, Conn., recently received the American Wood Council's "Design for Better Living" award. Its contemporary house designs (above), by Richard McCurdy, design partner in the team of Designers/Builders Inc., have proved so much more popular than the "traditional" versions first offered that the latter have been discontinued. Prices are about $33,000.

Planner Emil Hanslin, of Emil Hanslin Associates, subdivided Wesleyan Hills into "mini-neighborhoods," grouping houses around common green areas. Another 60 acres will be left open. Existing structures have been converted for community use. Stores and a school are planned, as are townhouses and garden apartments.

Goodbye, Green Giant

The McGraw-Hill building, RECORD's famous home in New York City, has been sold in anticipation of McGraw-Hill's move to larger headquarters. Raymond Hood designed it in 1930, settling on a blue-green tile exterior after toying with yellow and red. The now-much-admired result caused one contemporary critic to call it "a decided step in a direction which we cannot clearly distinguish at this time."

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy is dead

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, architectural author and teacher, friend (and sometimes foe) of many of the century's best-known designers and architects, died January 8 in New York City at the age of 67. Mrs. Moholy-Nagy's work, which included several books as well as numerous articles in architectural magazines around the world, won her the American Institute of Architects' 1971 Critic's Citation, which she was to have received this June (January, page 37). Her long teaching career included 18 years at Pratt Institute. In the 1930's, she helped establish the New Bauhaus in Chicago (now part of the Illinois Institute of Technology) with her husband, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, a leader of the original Bauhaus.

Mrs. Moholy-Nagy was born in Dresden in 1903, the daughter of architect Martin Pietzsch, head of the Dresden Academy. She was a stage and movie actress before marrying Mr. Moholy-Nagy, with whom she made several films.

For sale

Dr. Edith Farnsworth has decided to move to Italy, so she is selling the house Mies van der Rohe designed for her, completed in 1951. The house and its 60-acre site in Plano, Ill., 50 miles southwest of Chicago, are priced at $235,000. The Chicago firm of Baird and Warner are handling the property.
Since its rebirth over a century ago, Atlanta has never looked back. Its distinctive metropolitan area pushes constantly upward and outward. Its urban renewal projects are reclaiming thousands of blighted acres. In more and more of this construction, Permalite Sealskin rigid roof insulation is providing assurance of all-year tenant comfort, lower air-conditioning costs and longer roof life. Lightweight (approx. 12 oz. per bd. ft.)...easy to cut, fit, lay and adapt to rooftop mechanical services...Permalite is nationally approved for FM Engineering Division Insulated Steel Deck Class 1 construction (fire and wind uplift); Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., Metal Deck Assemblies Nos. 1 and 2 and others. An ideal core, too, for weight-saving wall elements. GREFCO, Inc., Chicago • Los Angeles • A subsidiary of General Refractories Company.
Dover delivers
 orchestra lifts for the three performing halls of The Juilliard School

With the recent opening of The Juilliard School in Lincoln Center, Dover completes the largest and most elaborate project involving stage lifts ever conceived.

Each of the three performing halls of The Juilliard School has an Oildraulic® orchestra lift designed, built and installed by Dover. The largest has a curved platform measuring 14 by 61 feet, and a lifting capacity of 33,000 lbs. While primarily for optimum positioning of orchestras, the lifts also provide for extensions of the stages for theatrical performances.

Elsewhere in Lincoln Center, Dover installed an elaborate system of seven 8 by 60 foot lifts in the Metropolitan Opera House. These operate in conjunction with scenery and orchestra lifts to provide an ultimate degree of flexibility in operatic staging.

Dover is the nation's most experienced builder of stage lifts. Write for literature. Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. A-2, P. O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tenn. 38102.
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Lower Manhattan Cultural Center, Kahn and Jacobs, architects, Der Scutt associate in charge, is planned to have an interior exhibition space treated as one huge undivided area to be molded by the needs of particular exhibitions using such innovations as inflatable galleries. All art works will be highly sophisticated reproductions. There is also to be a library of reproductions, auditoria, commercial facilities, and piers for mini-museum glass-enclosed barges.

Embassy of the Republic of China, Tokyo, Japan, Y. H. Peng, architect, has a structure of six sets of steel trusses supported by four pairs of circular shafts containing stairs, restrooms and mechanical services. Various offices and functions are distinctly separated. Fifth level terrace can accommodate 800 for parties and ceremonies.

St. Thomas of Canterbury Church, Cornwall-on-the-Hudson, N.Y., Roger A. Pellaton of Pellton and Chapman, architects, received the Gold Medal for excellence in ecclesiastical design from the Society of American Registered Architects. The 600-seat structure was designed to express the new liturgy both functionally and esthetically.

Old York Road Temple Beth Am, Abington, Pa., Vincent G. Kling and Associates, architects, will be composed of two fan-shaped elements, the larger of which will house the sanctuary, the other containing chapel, office, and library. The Temple is on a constricted site between two existing classroom buildings. It is clad with brick.
Dallas A.I.A. chapter gives "Milestone" awards for designs of the past decade

Fourteen Dallas-area buildings built since 1960 were cited by the Dallas chapter of the A.I.A. in its third biennial awards competition. Winners not shown were: residence of Thomas W. Norsworthy, John W. Mullen, III, architect; residence of Irwin Grossman, Duane Landry, architect; Glass Container Plant, Beran and Shelmire, architects; residence of Victor H. Hexter II, Omniplan Harrell and Hamilton, architects; Duncanville High School, Jarvis Putty Jarvis, Inc., architects; Lakewood Branch, Dallas Public Library, Fisher and Spillman, architects; Quadrangle Shopping Center, Pratt, Box, Henderson & Partners, architects; The Arrangement, Craycroft-Lacy & Partners, architects; Architects' Office, The Pierce, Lacey Partnership, architects. Jurors were: O'Neill Ford of San Antonio, James Martin Harris of Tacoma, and Gyo Obata of St. Louis. Captions below are the comments of the jury.

Dallas Theater Center, Frank Lloyd Wright, architect, W. Kelly Oliver, associated architect (March, 1960, page 161), addition (shown in left photo) by William Wesley Peters, Taliesin Associated Architects, David George, Regan George and Newman, Bradshaw, associated architects is "a small, intimate theater whose curvilinear form produces a functional seating arrangement in which the audience relates well to the stage."

North Park Shopping Center, Harrell and Hamilton, architects (December, 1970, page 23). "The quality of construction is very high. Outside massing denotes articulation of interior spaces while achieving totality of mass. Interior mall spaces are human in scale and restrained in use of material. Merchandising devices, such as signs and exhibits, have been well regulated to the total environment."

El Centro College, the Oglesby Group, Inc., architects is "a very commendable solution to rejuvenating a series of existing buildings for an entirely new function while maintaining the exterior integrity of an old established area. The interior's remodeling reflects contemporary spaces and colors to which young persons should respond exuberantly."

Children's Development Center, Pratt, Box, Henderson and Partners, architects. "The jury was delighted to see this simple and friendly wood building. It would seem most likely that children would quickly identify with its residential character."
A.I.A. names ten winners in community and junior college awards program

The American Association of Junior Colleges, the American Institute of Architects, and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare have jointly sponsored the second annual program for Community and Junior College design. Winners not shown are: Joliet Junior College master plan, Joliet, Ill., Caudill Rowlett Scott architects; Allen County Community Junior College new facility, Joplin, Kansas, Schaefer, Schirmer and Eflin, architects; Linn-Benton Community College master plan, Albany, Ore., Jeppsen, Miller and Tobias, architects; Manchester Community College, Manchester, Conn., Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall and Philip J. diCorcia, architects; Seattle Central Community College master plan, Seattle, Wash. Kirk, Wallace, McKinley and Associates, architects; and Washtenaw Community College master plan, Ann Arbor, Mich. Tarapata-MacMahon-Paulsen Associates, Inc., architects.

Mount Vernon College Chapel, Washington, D.C., Hartman-Cox, architects, was designed to relate in scale and materials to existing neo-colonial campus buildings and provide flexible seating for 300 for worship, music or drama. It is a linear brick building running across and rising out of a ravine, with entrances at several levels.

Portland Community College, Phases I and II, Portland, Ore., Wolff Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Ritter, architects, provides learning centers for various disciplines, relating directly to the outside with extensive use of glass walls. Building services are separate structures to allow future flexibility. A Mall Complex provides "downtown" with stores, offices and meeting areas.

Cypress College Phase I, Cypress, Calif., Caudill Rowlett Scott and William Blurock and Partners, architects, is a bi-level campus separating pedestrian and vehicular traffic by a raised plaza which connects all major buildings. Decentralization is accomplished through the use of several academic "houses" with integral eating facilities.

Community College of Allegheny County—Boyce Campus, Monroeville, Pa., Celli-Flynn and Associates, architects, concentrates all common facilities in a central triangle to give a sense of place. Jury: "This is a unique and imaginative response to a difficult bowl-like site. The three linear connector buildings and the central multi-story core utilize the site to the fullest."
GENERAL ELECTRIC
INTRODUCES THE NEWEST THING
IN GAS/ELECTRICS.

We took a leaf from the auto industry's book to bring you a new line of roof-top gas/electrics with an ignition system that is virtually immune to the weather. These units will never be "down" because of a blown-out standing pilot light. Because they don't have a standing pilot light.

What they do have is the spark of a heavy-duty spark plug. And this plug lasts. It fires four to six times per start, which in twenty years would be only about as much use as the spark plug in your car gets in several thousand miles of driving.

These units come in three, four, five, seven-and-a-half, and ten ton sizes. This gives you great flexibility for installation where you want gas heating and electric cooling in one compact package.

Of course, our new gas/electrics have lots more going for them than the spark plug ignition system.

They've got our new Multiloy™ Spine Fin heat exchanger (stainless steel tubes with serrated steel fins for superlative heat transfer).

They've got GE's famous Climatuff™ compressor—with a remarkable record of reliability in over 300,000 installations.

They've got flat-top design, roof-mounting frames and curbs.

They're approved by the National Roofing Contractors Association.

They can be had with a wide choice of accessories, so they can be used in the widest variety of applications.

And they're approved by the American Gas Association as well as certified by the Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration Institute.

We've got other gas/electrics from two to twenty tons, and with all of them you can have the General Electric National Service Contract Plan.

Look up your GE dealer in the Yellow Pages under "Air Conditioning Equipment and Systems."

Now that you've met the newest thing in gas/electrics, meet the man who'll give you the ones you'll need.
Modern buildings require complex communications.

And the time to plan for them is before the blueprints are finished. That way, nobody ends up having to make expensive alterations and adding unsightly wiring later on.

To help you plan ahead, The American Telephone and Telegraph Company and your local Bell Company offer you the services of our Building Industry Consultants. They're on our payroll to work with you.

Before you build, call in one of the gang.
Julian Roth, of Emery Roth & Sons, Architects, discusses thermal expansion at the World Trade Center.

"We solved the thermal-expansion problem of the aluminum column cover by the simple device of a sleeved joint that provided for movement. But controlling the expansion of the steel columns themselves was more complicated. Obviously, when steel columns go up 110 stories, their coefficient of expansion is a critical factor. To meet our performance criteria, we had to hold the temperature on the interior of the column at 50 degrees when the outside temperature was zero . . . which normally could have been done by putting enough insulation around the steel.

"However, we had a dimensional limitation on the space available between the column and the column cover. So the problem was how to get enough insulation to meet the temperature specification, in the available space.

"In our development work, in association with Yamasaki, we hit on the idea of admitting heat in the back of the column, while rejecting it in front with insulation. Our final solution was to use fireproofing with high thermal-insulation value on three sides and with plaster on the back, allowing some thermal transfer from the building.

"The aluminum fabricator contributed much of the testing and research that produced this solution. And it was good that they were able to . . . because architects just don't have the necessary research facilities. All of which points up the importance of close cooperation between well-equipped and well-staffed manufacturers and the building team."

The World Trade Center is a project of The Port Authority of New York. Engineering and development work was carried out under the direction of the Authority's World Trade Center Planning and Construction Division.
Clearly the way to dampen sound

Polarpane® Sound Control

Lets light in, shuts noise out. It's the beautiful way to tune down the decibels to a perfect comfort level.

Two glass sheets of different thicknesses handle resonance frequencies for better overall sound reduction. The basic unit with \( \frac{3}{8} " \) and \( \frac{5}{8} " \) glass and 2" air space has a U value of .48...shuts out as much sound as a 6" concrete block wall. An acoustically absorbent separator affords additional noise reduction.

Glass edges are hermetically sealed with two separate all-weather sealants and are protected with an aluminum edge band.

Polarpane Sound Control carries a 10-year warranty against vision obstruction from inside dust, film, or moisture collection.

C-E Glass engineering and testing capabilities can develop units of higher STC ratings if needed.

Send for our Polarpane Brochure or consult C-E Glass specialists for sound control guidance through advanced glazing methods and materials. C-E Glass, 825 Hylton Road, Pennsauken, N.J. 08110.
Raynor builds garage doors for anything that rolls!

Highest quality overhead-type sectional garage doors for virtually every application. Residential, commercial, industrial. In every material... wood, aluminum, fiberglass, and steel. All backed by the finest guarantees in the industry; guarantees made possible by complete manufacturing control, exhaustive product testing, rigid quality control, and incorporation of the latest engineering advances. For selection, delivery, and quality... depend on Raynor. See the complete line. Send for free literature. Raynor Manufacturing Company, Dixon, Ill. 61021
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World's Largest Nuclear Power Plant depends on Aerofin Coils for reliable operational cooling of drywell safety containment

TVA's first nuclear plant will generate over 40 million lbs. of steam per hour when completed. Design of the complex is a coordinated effort between TVA and General Electric with the latter responsible for the nuclear boiler and all of the powertrain equipment. Steam is generated directly in each of the three reactors. Aerofin is supplying Heat Transfer Coils for the drywell atmosphere "cooling" equipment of these reactors—and in this application "cool" means maintaining an average temperature of around 130°. Since none of the equipment within the drywell is accessible during plant operation, dependability is a prime requisite for consistent performance. Aerofin was accepted as meeting TVA's demanding specifications. Chances are your heat transfer coil applications won't call for such advanced technology. But you know Aerofin has the capability for your most complex systems. For technical help, call offices in: Atlanta; Boston; Chicago; Cleveland; Dallas; New York; Philadelphia; San Francisco; Toronto; Montreal.

AEROFIN CORPORATION • LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24505
AEROFIN CORPORATION (CANADA) LTD., Gananoque, Ontario.

Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.
These are one desk.

The Davis Allen Desk doesn't look like other desks you can buy. In fact, one Davis Allen Desk doesn't even look like another. You could furnish a whole office with the one desk, and by changing colors, and woods, and tops, and accessories never get monotonous. Yet because the desks are structurally the same, regardless of size, you'd keep the same character and design integrity from one part of the office to another. The Davis Allen Desk also takes account of electricity. Wires from telephones and typewriters don't run across the desk to mar the appearance. They run into the desk itself. The end panels of the desk are easily removed without tools and provide access to outlets in the desk as well as on the floor. As you can see, the Davis Allen Desk is virtually custom made. You could say it's the first custom-made desk made on the production line. The Davis Allen Desk. Part of a collection by The General Fireproofing Company, Youngstown, Ohio 44501. GF Business Equipment.
A masonry wall couldn't be re-surfaced in one operation

Then along came Pliolite resin

Re-surfacing of masonry walls was a tedious, multi-step operation of plastering, stuccoing or re-siding.

One paint company had an idea for a surfacing compound that would do the entire job in one step. And also result in a textured surface.

They came to Goodyear Chemicals to get the resin to serve as the vehicle for the paint. We recommended Pliolite® resin.

As a base, Pliolite helped the paint spray on readily—to a coat ten times the thickness of a coat of regular paint. Pliolite resin prevents the new finish from chipping or peeling itself. It stands exposure well enough for exterior surfaces and looks good enough for interiors.

With their new texture paint, that company now has a considerable selling edge in their market.

As a market-oriented company, we've built our reputation on turning a chemical breakthrough into a selling edge for our customers.

If you think Pliolite resin can be the answer to an idea you have, the man to speak to is Bill Smith, Product Manager, at 216-794-4867.

Or write: Goodyear Chemicals Data Center, Dept. B-84, Box 9115, Akron, Ohio 44305.
A new Federal program in professional contracts

Many new design opportunities in the Federal sector for 1971 and beyond were outlined to more than 800 architects, engineers, government officials and others attending the New Federal Program national conference in New Orleans in January. Representatives from eight government departments and agencies formally presented details of their on-going programs, then met in shirtsleeve sessions to answer directly the many questions of architects and engineers regarding complications of doing business with Uncle Sam.

This new approach to man-to-man information exchange was co-sponsored by the American Institute of Architects, the Consulting Engineers Council/USA, and the National Society of Professional Engineers—Professional Engineers in Private Practice. Attendance was double that anticipated, clearly indicating that with work slack in many offices, A/E's were showing more than casual interest in the various Federal design and construction programs and were anxious to learn how they might participate more fully in the upcoming design contracts.

Much interest centered on a first announcement of the new architect-engineer fixed-price contract. General Services Administrator Robert L. Kunzig signed an order January 5 putting the form in general use. All Federal contracting components have agreed to use its general provisions; the special provisions will be modified by each of the 28 agencies employing it. Contractors were advised that the general provision clauses of particular importance to architects were those concerned with disputes, determination of rights of the government, changes and A/E responsibility.

Having surmounted the major hurdle of getting the form processed and into general use, GSA said it would continue to meet with A.I.A., C.E.C. and N.S.P.E. to work out problems of interpretation and application.

Administrator Kunzig insisted there has been a re-dedication to the goals of quality and efficiency in Federal design and construction. In these terse sentences he summarized the new direction:

"I want beautiful Federal buildings. I want a high quality of design. I want a recognition that time is money. I want to save and conserve the taxpayers' money."

Walter A. Meisen, assistant commissioner for construction management in GSA's Public Buildings Service, and in that capacity really responsible for government architecture, followed up with the statement that his agency "has not been getting the best architecture in the past with few exceptions." GSA has decided to do away with the design handbook and drop the number of project reviews to two, both in the architect's office.

One of the most significant changes for architects in the new public buildings program is the decision to assign individual project managers to major jobs. He will have "singular and comprehensive authority" from initial planning through completion. He'll keep the decision-making process swift and flexible, a welcome promise for designers.

There was much attention to design and construction costs and attendant problems in today's markets.

Mr. Kunzig insisted that cost must be dealt with on a realistic basis or government construction would dry up drastically in the next few years. And Gerrit D. Fremouw, director of HEW's Facilities Engineering and Construction Agency, said costs were out of control and getting worse.

On this subject, Harold B. Finger, assistant secretary for research and technology for Housing and Urban Development, went so far as to suggest that recent building trades three-year contract settlements calling for increases of 20 per cent per year need to be rolled back. These built-in escalations are more than twice the wage settlements negotiated in the industrial labor area.

Fees—the ever-present concern for architects and engineers—were touched on by GSA and Veterans Administration spokesmen.

In a new report on construction contracting systems, Public Buildings Service recommends higher design fees than are now applicable; that is, the six per cent level. L. G. Schweickart, deputy assistant administrator for construction at VA, noted that there can be no break from the six per cent limit until Congress votes a change. He added: "As an escape from our dilem­ma, we are taking another look at our policy with respect to the services which must be included in the six per cent fee and unless we are restrained from doing so, we will follow the practice of other agencies of including within the six per cent only those services directly related to the development of the construction contract documents."

Mr. Fremouw (FECA/HEW) pointed out that the separate funding of pre-design project planning to distinguish the planning process from the A/E fee schedule would likewise require legislative changes. This was one of the several recommendations coming out of a recent FECA workshop in which the HEW agency had sought the counsel of architects, engineers, planners and contractors in connection with administration of the multi-billion dollar schools and hospitals construction effort. FECA hopes to turn these large building programs to systems building and a certain aggregation of market potential. Life/cycle costing is also a prime consideration in the new HEW approach to providing health and educational facilities, as is systems building and management control. These slants on volume building place the government's A/E's in the position of spending more time and effort on performance requirements and less on particulars of solution, say the FECA spokesmen.

Robert W. Blake, the agency's chief of research and development, phrased it this way: "The bidder taking responsibility for completion of design and construction is in a position to strive for an economic and competitive solution in his own interest, and in the interest of supplying a competitive price to the government. Upon completion of the technical data package, the architects' and engineers' work is essentially done." At government option, however, he will participate in an advisory and consultant role and assist in analysis and evaluation of completed operations.

Here, then, are the dimensions of some of the major Federal Government programs. The outline will be affected markedly, of course, by the terms of the fiscal 1972 budget, recently submitted to Congress:

Public Buildings Service: The volume of its own design and construction activities approaches $200 million annually and it does an additional $100 million for other Federal
agencies. The design workload, including all work in progress, has been running at close to $600 million. PBS, like many other Federal contracting agencies, is trying desperately to speed up the process of design and construction. Phased construction, the dovetailing of design and building operations so initial work can begin before final drawings are prepared, already is in application at GSA. Drawings go into construction as they are completed. PBS officials would like to have more money to spend on new structures to catch up with a mounting demand backlog for nearly all types of buildings. But a parsimonious Congress will not be "breaking loose" any large design and build sums soon.

Facilities Engineering and Construction Agency of HEW: Operates 26 construction programs under 12 separate laws. In Federally assisted work, U.S. pays about one-fourth of in-place cost. This amounts to $1 billion this fiscal year on 581 projects. (These are new jobs.) FECA's grant total now in design and construction is nearly $11 billion covering 3,900 individual projects. HEW presently supports with Federal funds over 50 per cent of all national health facility construction and 30 per cent of all national educational facility construction. In direct Federal building, HEW executes about $50 million worth of work annually in special purpose categories such as laboratories, hospitals, clinics, centers and schools. The backlog in general purpose space (built by GSA's PBS) is estimated now at $120 million. One of FECA's goals is to develop consistent, uniform A/E standards and procedures. FECA, in its new endeavors, is striving for reduced total cost and life cycle costing, reduced time for both design and construction, and the improved quality standards for user, architect, engineer, economics, operation and maintenance. In its current efforts to reach these ultimate objectives, FECA is emphasizing four "specific action" areas: comprehensive planning, systems building, value engineering and construction management. The last (CM) is to provide construction expertise in early project stages to make the construction concept and cost control concurrent with development of the design concept.

Housing and Urban Development: The various programs were outlined in broad detail by Harold B. Finger, Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology. He detailed Operation Breakthrough which seeks to encourage volume construction of all types of housing in wide price ranges by building prototype projects using the systems approach. This is part of HUD's effort to stimulate production of the 26 million dwelling units needed in this decade. Mr. Finger cited the widely recognized problems of short money, land scarcity and high cost, labor's escalating wage settlements and the proliferation of local building codes. In this atmosphere too little research has been accomplished toward improving the building processes, he feels.

Explaining the motivation for Operation Breakthrough, Mr. Finger said that in this relative void of incentives available to the housing business for improvement in the entire housing process, action was required by the Federal Government. HUD's research and technology program (including OB) was given $45 million for the current fiscal period, only $10 million short of the original budget submission. Site development work is progressing at all locations in this program and HUD expects construction of the prototypes to be completed by the end of this year. Because of broadened population trends affected by housing needs, housing offers large economic opportunities, Finger said.

Federal Aviation Administration: New landmark legislation projects a 10-year commitment of $14 billion in Federal funds to expand the nation's aviation system. This will build airport capacity with trust funds to meet a critical shortage. Hundreds of new airports will be built and many existing facilities improved. For the first time focus will be on total, over-all planning of an entire aviation-related environment. The law provides $280 million each year for airport development from 1970 to 1975, generating a total of $2.8 billion in total program for construction and improvement. This is $500 million more than the total generated during the 23-year history of the Federal-aid airport program. An added $15 million will be available each year to aid public planning agencies in preparing airport master and systems plans. The Federal program regulations have already been published. Airline terminal work will not be covered directly under the program, lessening the interest of architects to some extent, but increasing terminal work indirectly.

The new law makes available, subject to appropriation, $250 million for each of the five years for facilities and equipment to expand the capacity of the national aviation system for both commercial and private flying interests. Much of the money will go for automating and otherwise improving FAA's domestic networks of 20 air route traffic control centers. The need is great; FAA estimates that the number of general aviation aircraft handled by the centers will increase four-fold in the next decade.

Post Office: Under terms of the new Postal Reorganization Act, PO's Construction Engineering Facilities Department is planning to spend $700 million annually over the next four to five years for new construction alone. Deputy Assistant Postmaster General Robert E. Isaacs called the capital acquisition authority thus provided,"the final cure" for problems of expansion and modification in the years to come. The new Postal Service is authorized to create and sell $10 billion worth of postal revenue bonds; up to $2 billion can be issued annually, $500 million for operating expenses and $1.5 billion for capital purposes. The Department's projects are planned and implemented to turn the traditional seven to 10 year planning and construction period into three years or less.

PO, like PBS, is using phased construction and construction management and has injected the new development of turning to the Army Corps of Engineers to handle supervision of some of its larger projects. Final arrangement has been made for ACE to supervise four, and three more are understood to be in negotiation. As explained, the Corps will not be replacing general contractors on these jobs but will assume management only from PO. There is no stated fee schedule in the Postal Service procurement regulations, but spokesmen at New Orleans said the payment was based on the professionals' system of fee scheduling. Isaacs stated that the new approach at PO assures the opportunity for the Service to pay A/Es "a right and reasonable fee for the services performed rather than a restricted fee. We are now discussing this point in our task committees and have recommended that the fee be the minimum fee as established by the architectural and engineering societies of the state and area of the project." Those interested in PO work were advised to submit Standard Form 251 with brochure to Mr. Isaacs' office in Washington.

The Department of Commerce, Veterans Administration and the new Environmental Protection Agency also presented their programs. VA's systems and modular approach to design of medical facilities was illustrated. San Diego and San Antonio hospitals and medical facilities at Denver, Cincinnati and Kansas City were cited to show the agency's development and use of innovative ideas directly during the design process. VA also uses an extensive research and development program to advance its own building technology. Studies have been made in air conditioning techniques and in systems integration. In line with other Federal agency trends, VA also is using simultaneous preliminary planning and program development, critical path method, value engineering and phased construction in its hospital program.

EPA's representative, Richard Vaughan, director, Bureau of Solid Wastes Management, detailed the new Resources Recovery Act, explaining its provisions for manpower studies, research on recovery of useful materials and energy from solid wastes, a national disposal sites program for hazardous wastes and the grant programs.

Acting Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology Richard Q. Simpson told of National Bureau of Standards' efforts—through a National Conference on Building Codes and Standards—to provide a national basis for building regulations by which the 6,000 code jurisdictions can be consolidated into a smaller number.

—Ernest Mickle
You were right
to wait for
Robbins 
SPORT-TRED

Robbins' new indoor/outdoor synthetic floor can be customized to your own unique specifications for color, length, thickness and formulation. What's more, Robbins has solved many of the problems plaguing other synthetics. As the leader in athletic floors of all types, Robbins was determined to have the best synthetic, too. It takes a little longer to bring out the best, but the wait was worth it. New Robbins SPORT-TRED is solid vinyl. Unlike laminated vinyls and filled urethanes, it won't fade, change color, shrink, absorb stains or show undue wear patterns under normal use. Specially compounded paints stay on without scuffing or smearing.

Also ideal for tennis, track, baseball, soccer, lacrosse; and ramps, walkways, roof decks, locker rooms.
Apartments: adapting to a changing market

Except for the gypsy, the squatter, and those whom society has sheltered at its own expense for one reason or another, a person obtains housing in one of four ways: he buys it (or the materials to build it), he rents it, he inherits it, or he moves in with someone who has it. Those who buy, and those who rent predominate statistically and determine the nature of the market. Although it has long been common practice that people both rent and just single family houses, it used to be pretty certain that, if someone lived in an apartment, he rented it. As early as 1950, though, over 20 per cent of the people who lived in multi-unit structures owned them. By 1960, this figure was closer to 30 per cent. And, since the cooperative and condominium form of apartment ownership didn't really come on strong until the decade of the 1960's, the 1970 Housing Census should show an even more dramatic shift in this direction.

As a result of population characteristics, apartment living generally gained in popularity during the decade of the 1960's. A look at household and family formations over this period shows that almost 45 per cent of the net increase in households occurred in the age brackets under 25 and over 65. These are the groups-families just starting out, and retired couples—that tend to prefer the relative ease of maintenance and lower cash outlays that apartment living offers.

But, an alternative that offered the benefits of both low cash outlay and ease of maintenance, the mobile home, was also gaining strength during this period. The mobile home carried an additional feature: it could be bought. The desires of many of the "under-25's" and "over-65's" for a financial stake in the place in which they lived found an outlet here during the 1960's. From a rate of roughly 100,000 units a year in 1960, mobile home shipments reached a level of more than 400,000 units last year. Put another way, mobile homes went from seven per cent of all shelter produced in 1960 to 22 per cent last year. The mobile home's success was heightened by the onset of tight money, which curbed the output of both single family homes and apartments for much of the latter part of the 1960's. In fact, many who were in the market for a new home were left with no other reasonable alternative.

While it's true that the inroads of the mobile home on the housing market were made at the expense of both apartment and conventional single family structures, it can be argued that, in terms of prospective customers lost, the apartment was hurt more severely. Even though the cooperative and condominium form of ownership grew quite rapidly during the sixties, fulfilling the "need to own" for many, they were too inflexible to meet the needs of all potential customers. Instead of having the under-25 and over-65 markets almost entirely to itself, apartment builders had to share those markets with the mobile home.

It is more than a coincidence that during the decade of the sixties, close to 45 per cent of the growth in households came from the under-25 and over-65 age brackets, and just under 45 per cent of the new housing produced was in the form of either apartments or mobile homes. A measure of the mobile home's success here is the fact that in 1960, it accounted for slightly more than one-fourth of the combined apartment - plus - mobile home total produced that year. Last year, the mobile home proportion was almost 40 per cent of that total. This does not mean that apartment building fared poorly during the 1960's though. The number built in 1970 was more than twice what it was in 1960. It could have fared better, however, without the inroads of mobile homes.

Most of the gains in the number of households in the years ahead will be coming from the 25 to 34 age bracket. In fact, between 1970 and 1975 over half of the gain in the total will originate in this group. In this age bracket, the family is growing and beginning to be a little better off financially. The house with the yard becomes both a more appealing and a more accessible prospect. And, somewhere in this age bracket, around age 30 or so, a "go or no-go" decision is made: look for a house or a bigger apartment—or a bigger mobile home.

...Apartment construction appears to be reacting to this new demographic twist. Just as the cooperative and the condominium form of ownership represents a response to the consumers' desire for equity, or a financial share in his home, recent shifts in apartment structural patterns reflect an attempt to increase the options open to the "new" consumer. The situation facing this new consumer is something like this: Should I look for a house, which offers lots of living space and a yard, but costs a lot of money and has a long commute attached, or a bigger apartment, with slightly more living space, and no yard, or maybe a communal yard, but for less money and probably less commuting time? The choice is now clearcut.

To attract this consumer, apartment units are becoming larger. As recently as five years ago less than half of the apartments built had two bedrooms or more. Last year, that figure was creeping up on 60 per cent.

Apartment buildings are getting both bigger and smaller. Apartment units in buildings containing 50 units or more accounted for almost one-third of the total last year; they accounted for only one-fourth of the total as recently as five years ago. Conversely, units in small five- to nine-unit garden type apartments accounted for roughly 20 per cent of the total units built last year. Five years ago this figure was closer to 15 per cent. In effect, we're building both more in-town units with the benefits of little or no commute and easy access to the cultural facilities of the cities, and more garden type structures, which offer some of the advantages of suburban living, but at a lower cost than the single family home.

Confined as it is to suburbia or, increasingly, exurbia, and limited in the amenities it can offer, the mobile home is at a distinct disadvantage in this type of a market. The conventionally built home will be attracting a lot of buyers. But, while all is considered; the unique ability of the apartment to offer a home for sale, or for rent, in either the city or the suburbs puts it in a unique position in the years immediately ahead. We must add to this the fact that stepped up government aid to replace deteriorated urban housing will have the greatest impact in the apartment area. The apartment should be the fastest growing of all residential building types—and that includes mobile homes—in the early years of the 1970's.
Random cedar texture combined with bold, heavy butt lines makes Shakertown shake and shingle panels one of the most outstanding finishes for the Mansard or sidewalls. You can blend them effectively with brick, stone or other wood building materials to create your design effect. Individual shakes or shingles in a variety of beautiful textures are electronically bonded into a multi-ply rigid panel to assure you of quality construction that can be applied fast and economically. Available in 7" or 14" exposure in random or even butt lines and in natural cedar, bleachwood or a variety of semi-transparent finishes.

**FABRICATED CORNERS FOR THE FINISHED DETAIL**

Every job will have that professional appearance when finished off with factory fabricated mitered corners to match the texture. Matching color, annular threaded nails are included in each package of panels.

**SHAKERTOWN TEXTURES OF QUALITY**

For more data, circle 35 on inquiry card

Write for complete details...

SHAKERTOWN CORPORATION
Dept. AR-2
4416 Lee Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44128

In Canada
BESTWOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD.
P.O. Box 2042
Vancouver 3, B.C.
EXPLANATION OF RECORD INDEXES
The building cost indexes in the table at right compare current costs to those of the base year, 1941, within each column-category for each city. They DO NOT compare prices or actual construction costs of one category vs. another. You cannot say, for example, that masonry-frame construction costs more than steel because the index is higher. You can say that masonry costs have increased slightly more from their own base year.

Building cost indexes
The information presented in the tables indicates trends of building construction costs in 33 leading cities and their suburban areas (within a 25-mile radius). The table to the right presents correct cost indexes for non-residential construction, residential construction, masonry construction and steel construction. Differences in costs between two cities can be compared by dividing the cost differential figure of one city by that of a second city.

The table below presents historical building cost indexes for non-residential construction; future costs can be projected after examining past trends.

All the indexes are based on wage rates for nine skilled trades, together with common labor, and prices of five basic building materials are included in the index for each listed city.

HISTORICAL BUILDING COST INDEXES—AVERAGE OF ALL BUILDING TYPES, 21 CITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>298.2</td>
<td>305.7</td>
<td>313.7</td>
<td>321.5</td>
<td>329.8</td>
<td>335.7</td>
<td>353.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>271.8</td>
<td>275.5</td>
<td>280.6</td>
<td>285.7</td>
<td>290.9</td>
<td>295.8</td>
<td>300.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>256.3</td>
<td>269.0</td>
<td>265.6</td>
<td>270.7</td>
<td>274.7</td>
<td>284.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>239.8</td>
<td>241.1</td>
<td>252.1</td>
<td>257.8</td>
<td>262.0</td>
<td>265.7</td>
<td>277.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>258.8</td>
<td>263.9</td>
<td>269.5</td>
<td>274.0</td>
<td>278.3</td>
<td>282.2</td>
<td>302.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>258.8</td>
<td>263.9</td>
<td>269.5</td>
<td>274.0</td>
<td>278.3</td>
<td>282.2</td>
<td>302.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>246.9</td>
<td>253.0</td>
<td>256.4</td>
<td>260.8</td>
<td>266.9</td>
<td>274.0</td>
<td>281.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>274.9</td>
<td>282.5</td>
<td>287.3</td>
<td>294.0</td>
<td>297.3</td>
<td>305.1</td>
<td>312.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>265.9</td>
<td>272.2</td>
<td>277.7</td>
<td>284.7</td>
<td>296.9</td>
<td>301.2</td>
<td>316.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>240.1</td>
<td>247.8</td>
<td>250.5</td>
<td>256.4</td>
<td>261.0</td>
<td>264.3</td>
<td>273.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>276.3</td>
<td>282.5</td>
<td>288.2</td>
<td>297.1</td>
<td>302.7</td>
<td>310.1</td>
<td>320.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>260.3</td>
<td>269.3</td>
<td>274.4</td>
<td>277.5</td>
<td>284.0</td>
<td>286.1</td>
<td>305.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>269.0</td>
<td>275.3</td>
<td>282.4</td>
<td>285.0</td>
<td>289.4</td>
<td>300.2</td>
<td>309.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>245.1</td>
<td>248.3</td>
<td>249.9</td>
<td>256.3</td>
<td>259.8</td>
<td>267.6</td>
<td>329.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>276.0</td>
<td>282.3</td>
<td>289.4</td>
<td>297.1</td>
<td>304.0</td>
<td>313.6</td>
<td>321.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>262.5</td>
<td>271.2</td>
<td>275.2</td>
<td>280.8</td>
<td>286.6</td>
<td>293.7</td>
<td>307.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>231.6</td>
<td>252.6</td>
<td>268.0</td>
<td>270.0</td>
<td>271.7</td>
<td>275.0</td>
<td>293.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>255.4</td>
<td>264.1</td>
<td>272.1</td>
<td>280.9</td>
<td>288.3</td>
<td>291.2</td>
<td>304.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>252.5</td>
<td>260.6</td>
<td>266.6</td>
<td>268.9</td>
<td>275.0</td>
<td>283.5</td>
<td>292.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs in a given city for a certain period may be compared with costs in another period by dividing one index by the other; if the index for a city for one period (200.0) divided by the index for a second period (150.0) equals 133%, the costs in the one period are 33% higher than the costs in the other. Second period costs are 75% of those in the first period (150.0-200.0=75%) or they are 25% lower in the second period.
APA® building systems for the seventies.
The no-squeak floor is coming on strong. Quietly.

Plywood and glue makes stiffer floors for townhouses and apartments in Raleigh.

"By eliminating one layer of floor system, I saved on material and labor. By using 5/8-in. tongue and groove plywood on 2x8 floor joists, I'm getting a stiffer floor than I had with the 2x10's I used on other units," says J. R. Adams, of Adams-Bilt Homes, Raleigh, North Carolina.

That's what the APA® Glued Floor System has done for his two-story, 70-unit apartment addition (left) and 370-unit townhouses.

The system consists, simply, of glue-nailing a single layer of plywood to wood joists.

Floor and joists are fused into a T-beam unit. APA tests (1 below) show the entire floor is stiffer. And joist size can often be reduced.

Properly constructed, APA Glued Floors can eliminate squeaks because the glue rather than nails carries the stress.

"2-4-1® plywood for glued floors makes a hell of a selling feature" in southern California.

The speaker: Carl A. Rudnick, now director of multi-family housing for Levitt & Sons of California, Inc.

The subject: several premium single-family homes he built as an independent southern California contractor.

"Thick plywood is impressive to customers. And 1-1/8-in. 2-4-1 gives them all the stiffness and resiliency they want in a quality floor. Cost-wise it works out to be competitive with concrete slabs.

"I don't get any complaints about floors squeaking, either. That's why I field-glued 2-4-1 in the home I built for myself."

Rudnick specifies tongue and groove 2-4-1 plywood on 4x6 girders 4 feet o.c. He first applies glue, then nails each panel with 8-penny barbed nails. He cross-blocks at each 4-foot section. Vinyl, parquet or carpeting goes over the plywood.

APA Glued Floor System cuts costs and callbacks in Columbus, Georgia.

Contractor Bryan Rust, vice president of Hilton Builders, Columbus, Georgia, uses field-glued floors because:

"Glues made possible our changeover to the single-layer floor. And the system has kept floor defects to a fraction of what they were with conventional methods.

"Nailing problems are all but eliminated. And we only have to nail on 12-in. centers. With this time savings and a single-layer floor, our labor costs are much lower," said Rust.

Suggestion: Use of a hand-made spacer (2 below) assures a 1/16-in. gap quickly and consistently between end and side joints of panel.

"We couldn't have found a better way to put a floor together . . . for both cost and quality," he said.

For more information on the no-squeak floor, see back page of ad.
Textured plywood is more than just another pretty face.

**Stained Texture 1-11® single-wall for low-income apartments in Seattle.**

United Homes Corporation and architect Larry Metler prove at left that low-income housing can be a nice place to live.

The Cascade apartment project for King County Housing Authority "was built around the trees rather than over them," said Metler, of McCool-McDonald & Associates, Seattle.

Five-eighths-inch APA Texture 1-11 plywood as combination siding and sheathing was specified for cost and appearance. "We were satisfied with both," said the architect.

The single-wall construction with plywood siding nailed directly to the studs eliminates one application step.

Plywood was also used for the subfloors and roof sheathing, according to Preston Sherrod, job superintendent.

The 108 units are operated under a pilot turnkey "lease-back" program. United Homes built it; sold it to Mead Samuel and Co., Inc., which in turn leases it to King County Housing Authority. Rent is based on tenant income.

**Stained Texture 1-11 single-wall for luxury condominium in Oakland.**

Here's proof (1 and 2 below) APA Texture 1-11 plywood siding in a single-wall system can work as well for a sophisticated condominium as it does for the low-income apartment at left. It's Hiller Highlands, an award-winning $20 million, 67-acre condominium community in Oakland, California.

Architects Callister and Payne specified T 1-11 plywood stained in basic earth tones of buff, brown and red.

Contractor was Weldwood, Inc.

Textured plywood as combination siding-sheathing can cut costs as much as 40 percent. It requires little maintenance. Takes staining beautifully. And comes in 40 styles.

**Plywood inside and out creates quiet, beautiful dwellings in Port Ludlow, Washington.**

Units of this condominium at Port Ludlow (Hood Canal) in Washington State sold for $30,000 to $47,000. They are part of The Admiralty Resort. (See cover and 3 below.)

Pope and Talbot Development, Inc., demanded premium construction. And got it:

Siding is rough-sawn textured plywood, over plywood sheathing. The combination adds the warmth of wood and structural rigidity -- plus a good sound barrier for airborne noises from outside.

Cedar shingles over plywood roof decks offer further sound-deadening characteristics.

Plywood subflooring with underlayment gives firm footing and is an ideal base for sound-deadening resilient floor covering: vinyl and carpeting.

Architectural firm: Naramore, Bain, Brady and Johanson, Seattle.

Builder: Solie Construction, Bremerton.

For more information on textured plywood see back page of ad.
Enter industrialized construction, hellbent for hurry-up housing.

Post and plywood panel components with a utility core in Berkeley.

The $11.50-per-sq.-ft., two-family home at left is based on a patented building system which includes an entirely new joining method, plywood components, and a service utility core. It was developed by Technology Consortium, Inc., Berkeley, California.

Prefabricated plywood panels are insulated with polyurethane foam, joined to 4x4 corner posts anchored to the slab (1 below). Based on room-sized, rectangular cells formed of panels and upright posts, each post provides vertical support for respective ends of up to four panels. The system can be used for multi-story, detached, and clustered dwelling units.

Exterior walls are 3/8-in. plywood, with texture-painted sheathing grade plywood interiors. Floor panels are polyurethane core skinned with plywood on top and bottom.

The utility core is pre-assembled, delivered to the site as a unit and anchored in place.

How student housing stacked up at the University of Massachusetts.

Modular, wood-framed plywood housing for married students at the University of Massachusetts cost $12 per sq. ft. including everything but land.

The factory-produced modules were prefabricated at Guerdon Industries' Magnolia plant, South Hill, Virginia, and trucked to Amherst, Massachusetts. Plywood's diaphragm strength and nail-gluing helped them take the jolts of the 800-mile haul.

Exterior siding and key interior walls and ceilings are textured plywood. Fold-up roofs are stressed skin plywood panels with finished roofing. Removable panels permitted on-site inspection of mechanicals (diagram 2/photo 3 below).

Architects are Armstrong and Salomonsky, Richmond, Va. Developer-owner is Glen Development Co., Washington, D.C.

High volume assembly line and glued components in Wausau, Wisconsin.

Schuette Brothers can turn out a completed, quality-built home in a single day. The homes range from $6,000 to $30,000 and 850 sq. ft. to more than 2,500 sq. ft.

Key to high production is a pre-assembled mechanical core (4 and 5 below), built on a stressed skin plywood pallet that becomes part of the floor system. Floor and roof components are fabricated in the factory. Plywood is electronically glued to the top and bottom of the floor joists to make stressed skin floor panels.

Roof panels are similar, but plywood is on one side only. Prebuilt plywood wall units are preprimed with one coat of stain.

Wausau also produces multi-family structures using the same assembly line procedures.
Get more facts on building systems for the seventies from the people who have been bringing you profitable building systems since the thirties.

American Plywood Association.

For free books, use circle service card at back or send coupon.

- APA Glued Floors
  - Glue recommendations and equipment supplier lists.
  Circle Service No. 25

- Industrialized Housing
  - 6 new case histories in an industrialized housing portfolio.
  Circle Service No. 27

- Textured Plywood
  - Portfolio of new ideas for textured plywood.
  - Guide to plywood for siding, including facts on APA single-wall construction and manufacturers' lists.
  - Data sheets on plywood siding.
  Circle Service No. 26

- Basic Construction Guides
  - Plywood in apartments, with 8 pages of new data of plywood sound control systems.
  - Plywood construction guide for residential building.
  - 2x4-1 plywood design and installation data.
  Circle Service No. 28

The APA Story. American Plywood Association is a non-profit organization devoted to research, promotion, quality testing and inspection for more than 30 years. Included here are just a few examples of the timesaving, economical systems and products developed by APA over the years. You can depend on them, just as you can depend on the DFPA grade-trademark. Make sure every panel you buy or specify bears this mark. It means the plywood is subject to the rigid testing and inspection program of American Plywood Association. And that means you're getting the best possible plywood for the job.
If Noah had only known about Bituthene, he wouldn't have needed a pitch pot.

In fact, all it takes to apply this remarkable new waterproofing is two willing men. Shem and Ham, for example, would have been able to cover more than 4,000 square cubits per day using nothing but their bare hands and a chalk line.

Bituthene® is a rugged 10-mil polyethylene membrane backed by 60 mils of a special rubberized asphalt. It comes in 3-foot-wide, 60-foot rolls (separated by a special release paper), and it sticks to any horizontal or vertical surface. This means a positive bond on every square foot—there's no chance of water getting in and running underneath it. And once Bituthene is surfaced (with concrete or asphalt) your structure is waterproofed for life.

Just talk to your Grace man-on-the-job. He'll give you all the facts on this remarkable, labor-saving product—and show you the jobs in your area that have already had the Bituthene treatment. Construction Products Division, W. R. Grace & Co., 62 Whittmore Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140.
mind if we reduce one of your dimensions?

shorter passenger destination time than ever before is delivered by HAUGHTON'S new 1092-IC elevator control system.

Change your building!? You bet! The time dimension—passenger Destination Time—will be the shortest you’ve ever known.

It happens this way: Micro-miniature integrated circuits pack 1092-IC with more electronic logic than any conventional system can provide. Every factor affecting passenger service is sensed and responded to— instantaneously. More than double the “alertness” of any other system. Then, whenever a call button is pressed, an elevator will respond and deliver the passenger to destination faster, more directly than ever before.

1092-IC never lets well-enough alone. It pays millisecond attention to all changes in load, location, commitments, interference; constantly allots and reallots calls to cars that are in the best condition to serve them.

No more “bus stop” waits. No more “milk-run” trips. No question about it—here is the world’s fastest and most efficient elevator service. And you may take more of our words for it:

Write us for your copy of the HAUGHTON 1092-IC brochure.
Meet the Powerglow® family with new GE-designed flexibility

Write for your copy of Powerglow Ideas.

3 distinctive shapes.
9 designer colors. Your choice of mercury, metal halide or Lucalox® lamps. And the Powerglow story has only begun.

One 4000-watt Powerglow effectively and economically lights a full acre of parking area to recommended light levels.

For details about the Powerglows and their application, write Lighting Systems Department, Hendersonville, N. C. 28739.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Resilience is a vital factor in the life of any carpet. With Creslan® acrylic fiber you have a lot going for you.

The fiber is naturally resilient—with a high elastic recovery which means that it springs back when it’s been flattened by feet or furniture. The fiber shape, round-cross-section, is designed for maximum resilience. And with Creslan you can select the type of crimp best suited for the carpet construction you prefer. For high-pile plush constructions, for example, specify the monocomponent stock dyeable fiber with stabilized mechanical crimp. For low-profile constructions, the bicomponent fiber with innate helical crimp. Both systems produce carpets that give you standout performance—resistance against crushing and walkout problems.

Creslan acrylic fiber is a product of American Cyanamid Company, Wayne, New Jersey.
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Put a Bally Prefab Walk-In Cooler/Freezer in the kitchen. It's the way to more profit in Country Club feeding with beef and beer at the 19th hole . . . steak and salad for banquet crowds . . . chateaubriand and champagne for candlelight couples. Count on 'round the clock refrigerated storage in temperatures from 35° cooling to minus 40° freezing. Write for free 32-page booklet and sample of urethane wall.

There's an evolution in the kitchen

BALLY PREFAB PANELS . . . FIRST TO PASS UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES (UL) FIRE TEST!
Security—
Uptight or
Out-of-Sight.

Cookson Steel Rolling Doors and Counter Doors provide the widest range of applications in all types of commercial, industrial, government and institutional buildings. They meet the most demanding architectural and design specifications. When locked up tight, they deliver the greatest possible security and protection against damage; yet they roll up, out of sight, into a compact hood whenever desired. Smooth and easy operation, trim appearance, reliability, reasonable installation and maintenance cost—all are Cookson Steel Rolling Door and Counter Door by-words. As are many exclusive special features to fit your specific needs.

For more complete information on Cookson Steel Rolling Doors and Counter Doors, “Servire” Fire Doors and Counter Fire Doors, Rolling Grilles, Side Coiling Grilles and Operable Walls, write for Bulletin 7001, or see us in Sweet's.

THE COOKSON COMPANY
700 Pennsylvania Ave.,
San Francisco, California 94107
Plexiglas® Keeps the Sun in its place!

To have the sun's light and warmth on your terms, you need control. The best control is easy with transparent gray and bronze Plexiglas acrylic plastic—the “Solar Control Series”.

There are five densities of both transparent gray and bronze Plexiglas to provide a scale of visible light and solar heat transmittance values. This range of transmittance values permits you to select the density of Plexiglas which most effectively satisfies the interrelated requirements for adequate illumination and control of glare and solar heat gain.

Besides effectively controlling the sun, Plexiglas offers light weight; high breakage resistance; economical formability; and freedom from thermal shock cracking. Plexiglas is a slow burning plastic that is widely approved under local building codes.

You can use the Plexiglas acrylic sheet “Solar Control Series” for window glazing, flat or formed sunscreens, and formed skylights and dome enclosures.
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If you’re not using NFPA’s latest NATIONAL FIRE CODES you may be breaking the law.

We’re referring, of course, to The Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act—particularly to subpart B calling for contractors’ compliance with the applicable standards, specifications and codes developed and published by the NFPA. The kind available to you only in the latest NATIONAL FIRE CODES—1970-1971. Whether or not you do business with the government, you’ll find the authoritative guidelines you need in the NATIONAL FIRE CODES. An indispensable reference set, the CODES enable you to comply with the law, make your job easier. They are written for anyone concerned with the reduction of fire losses—engineers, property owners, architects, public officials, fire equipment manufacturers, transportation specialists and others. Revised annually. Ten volumes, 206 NFPA Codes, Standards, Recommended Practices and Manuals in 8,011 pages, 5 x 7¾", with sewed bindings, plastic coated covers. Order the set or by individual volume. Today, why not?

Volume 1—Flammable Liquids, Ovens, Boiler-Furnaces. Twenty-one standards pertaining to the storage, handling and use of flammable and combustible liquids; the recommended system for the identification of the fire hazards of materials; and standards on ovens, boiler-furnaces.

NFPA No. NFC-1 820 Pages

Volume 2—Gases. Sixteen standards covering the storage, handling and use of flammable and certain nonflammable gases and equipment employing these gases.

NFPA No. NFC-2 714 Pages

Volume 3—Combustible Solids, Dusts and Explosives. Thirty-one standards pertaining to the storage, handling and use of combustible solids, dusts, and explosives developed by NFPA Committees on Chemicals and Explosives, Dust Explosion Hazards, Pyrotechnics, and Wearing Apparel.

NFPA No. NFC-3 916 Pages

Volume 4—Building Construction and Facilities. Twenty-six standards concerned with building fire safety considerations including the famed Life Safety Code, the Lighting Protection Code, and standards covering air conditioning systems, fire doors and windows, chimneys, etc.

NFPA No. NFC-4 774 Pages

Volume 5—Electrical. Seven standards pertaining to the hazards arising from the use of electricity in buildings and to special types of electrical equipment and services. Included is the National Electrical Code, and the Standard on Electronic Computer/Data Processing Equipment.

NFPA No. NFC-5 782 Pages

Volume 6—Sprinklers, Fire Pumps and Water Tanks. Eight standards covering the installation of sprinkler systems, foam-water sprinkler and spray systems, centrifugal pumps, water tanks, and outside protection systems.

NFPA No. NFC-6 620 Pages

Volume 7—Alarm and Special Extinguishing Systems. Nineteen standards including those dealing with foam, carbon dioxide, water spray, and dry chemical fire extinguishing systems, plus the important standards on fire alarm signaling systems and municipal fire alarm systems.

NFPA No. NFC-7 748 Pages

Volume 8—Portable and Manual Fire Control Equipment. Twenty-seven standards concerned with fire department organization and operation, management handling of fire emergencies, and such manual fire control equipment as motive fire apparatus, portable fire extinguishers, fire hose, private fire brigades, etc.

NFPA No. NFC-8 858 Pages

Volume 9—Occupancy Standards and Process Hazards. Twenty-three standards directed at occupancy fire problems and certain process hazards. Examples are: hospital laboratories, garages, mobile homes, recreational vehicles, libraries, nuclear reactors, static electricity, etc.

NFPA No. NFC-9 832 Pages

Volume 10—Transportation. Twenty-eight standards devoted to aviation, marine, and ground transportation. Includes standards on aircraft rescue and firefighting, aircraft fuel servicing, aircraft hangars, aircraft maintenance, marine motor craft, powered-industrial trucks, etc.

NFPA No. NFC-10 938 Pages

All 10 volumes No. NFC-1-X $40.00

Order by No. below

All 10 volumes set @ $40.00

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
60 Battery March St., Boston, Mass. 02110

Please send me the following National Fire Codes—1970-71:

□ Complete 10 Volume Set @ $40.
□ Volume (s) Numbered_________ @ $5. each.
□ Volume (s) _______ (please specify)

All orders $5.00. F.O.B. Boston.

□ Check enclosed. □ Bill me.

Name __________________________
Street & No. _______________________
City_________________________ State________ Zip_________
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Whatever your feelings about office landscaping, you’ll want your free copy of this 32-page study from Heugatile.

Beautifully illustrated in full color, The Landscaped Office presents a stimulating discussion of the problems involved in the change from the classical concept of the “cell office” to the new “landscaped office”.

It tells how large European companies achieve 20% to 30% increases in efficiency with landscaped offices—how leading designers handle light, color, acoustical problems, furniture, floor coverings, air conditioning, wiring and other special requirements of office landscaping.

Heugatile’s revolutionary loose-laid carpet squares play a very special role in the landscaped office. Locked to the floor by their own vacuum, they can be lifted or moved easily for underfloor access to electrical connections. Because they are rotatable and can be moved from heavy traffic lanes to light traffic areas, they give your client two to three times the wear of ordinary carpet. Heugatiles are known throughout the world as a must for the landscaped office.

Send me your new study, THE LANDSCAPED OFFICE.
Send me more information on Heugatile.
This is for a current project.

Name __________________________ Title __________________________
Company ________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ________ Zip ____________

Contents

Background
The Administrative Revolution
Management Decisions
The Marriage of Man and Efficiency
Scientific Factors
Science, the Marriage Broker
Economic Factors
Landscaping—a Complex Factor
Practical Details
A Magnified Look
Interior Design Factors
The Finishing Touch
Heuga Landscaped Offices
A Bird’s-Eye View
Commentary
Experience from Actual Practice

Warehouses and showrooms from coast to coast.
The large fixed windows comprising the window walls in this extensive laboratory complex were carefully engineered in close cooperation with the architectural designers. Special attention was given to windload, glazing and installation. All window frame components (head, jamb and sill members) were machined from light structural steel beams and hot-dip galvanized before assembly. From the outset all Hope's efforts in engineering, fabrication and erection were directed towards producing an installation of custom steel windows which would require minimal future maintenance.
The circuit breaker you can use anywhere.

From high rise buildings to campers to hamburger stands—any place there are electrical circuits to be protected—you'll see more QO® circuit breakers than any other make.

One big reason is quality. Only QO breakers have VI$-TRIP® indication to show at a glance which breaker in a load center or panelboard has tripped. Every connection in a QO type device is UL listed for use with copper or aluminum wire. All QO breakers have ambient compensated thermal trip units as well as QWIK-OPEN® magnetic tripping to offer the best all-around protection possible.

Another big reason is the variety of devices we make available. Main lugs only or main breaker load centers or panelboards with branch QO breakers are available through a wide range of ampere ratings. Circuit breakers, either main or branch, may also be selected with one of three interrupting capacities; 5,000, 10,000 or 65,000 amperes RMS. These breakers are tested in QO devices which proves the performance of the complete installation, not just the breakers alone.

So, regardless of the application, we have the products you need and the quality you want. Why not get the complete story from your Square D distributor? Or write Square D Company, Dept. SA, Lexington, Kentucky 40505.
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No one ever pays much attention to an escalator unless it’s out of order... That’s why quite a few people don’t realize that Otis Elevator Company makes the finest escalators in the world. And keeps them running in stadiums, municipal buildings, airports, bus terminals, shopping centers, ships... everywhere... anywhere.

Otis
HAS A SYSTEM
INDOORS...a huge expanse of easy to care for monolithic white terrazzo

For beauty...for economy...Florida shopping mall features portland cement terrazzo...indoors and out

OUTDOORS...an inviting promenade of attractive washed rustic terrazzo

This is IBG DOMESYSTEM. IBG also designs, manufactures and builds IBG BARRELVAULT and IBG SKYLYTE glazed structural systems and IBG SUN/FUN pool enclosures. See our catalog 7.5 lb in Sweet’s. IBG, P. O. Box 147 Deerfield, Illinois 60015. Phone 312 634-3131. IBG OF CANADA, LTD., 90 Bartlett Road, Beamsville, Ontario. Phone 416 563-8276.
Another building built to last with glazing gaskets of Du Pont Neoprene.

They are neat . . . for better appearance.
They are resilient . . . to keep a tight grip.
They are Du Pont Neoprene . . . for dependability.

Neoprene has proven resistance to sun, weather, heat, cold, ozone, chemicals and physical wear.
And, Neoprene won’t propagate fire.

Du Pont makes Neoprene, not gaskets.
For more information on the architectural uses of Du Pont Neoprene, write the Du Pont Company, Room 22023, Wilmington, DE 19898.

NEOPRENE
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StanLock Neoprene gaskets manufactured by the Standard Products Co.

Kentucky Lions Eye Research Institute University of Louisville Joseph & Joseph, Architects—Engineers
4726 Corbin... where the crowd moves with safety

When you take off with Corbin, you're going with the best. Corbin exit devices are renowned for their whisper quiet dependability combined with the ultimate in thin line design leadership. If safety is a factor in your next project, contact a Corbin distributor for information and service or write P & F Corbin, Division of Emhart Corporation, Berlin, Connecticut 06037. In Canada, Corbin Lock Division.
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A chair that works, for people who work

If you're like most of us, you and your clients spend about a third of your lives sitting behind desks, working.

So, each of you needs a chair that is comfortable, good looking and well priced, yet is built to help get your job done. Our new Double-Shell chair is that kind of chair.

It helps you work better. It's good looking, very comfortable, well priced, and has some terrific engineering features that no other chair has.

For example, the Double-Shell construction lets us fasten cushions and covers so they can't come loose or bunch up. This helps you work better.

The Double-Shell idea also gives an incredibly strong and stable fastening point for the chair base. It won't wobble. This also helps you work better.

And, a unique trim channel on the outer shell protects both chair and desk from getting all nicked up, and saves you from aggravation.

This has to help you work better.

It has many other good ideas, all built into eight models that swivel, tilt, roll or telescope according to your particular needs.

See them now at your Steelcase showrooms. Steelcase Double-Shell chairs, the general office chairs of the 70's.
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Showrooms and Offices:
New York - Chicago - Grand Rapids
San Francisco - Philadelphia
Boston - Cleveland - Dallas
St. Louis - Atlanta - Detroit
Los Angeles - Portland, Oregon
Toronto - Montreal.

Steelcase
Furniture That Works For People Who Work.
The qualities described by these eight words have a place in almost any design project. But especially in design for merchandising. Using eight outstanding examples that range from tiny boutiques in a New York department store to a revitalized 19th century commercial block in Denver, this Building Types Study attempts to explore the problems and opportunities in store design facing today's architects. It begins with the aesthetic aspects and ranges through planning considerations to the practical problems which must be faced and solved if the store is to be a success. There are some matters in merchandising on which the designer has little influence. All too often the location for the store has already been chosen when the architect is called in, yet no other single decision does more to determine its future prosperity. The sales service offered is beyond his control. And the quality of merchandise, which can change so drastically over the life of a store, cannot be regulated by the designer even though he may feel his taste ought to be the norm. It is just a coincidence, incidentally, that the shops included here all sell goods with which architects would love to surround themselves. What the designer can do is to restore to the shopper the sense of delight that a child feels when he runs into the toy department at Christmas-time. After all, shopping should be fun. And shopping that is fun can be profitable, too. Many of the stores you will see on the following pages have produced much more higher income than expected by either designer or client. Extra care pays off in design for merchandising.

—James D. Morgan
No matter what else he does well, the architect who designs stores must be especially good at drawing customers in from the sidewalk. Agreed that location, service, and quality of merchandise are all important to a store’s success, the attractiveness of the facade is still the most important design element. The four stores shown here have each solved the problem a different way but always with clarity: each design conveys the quality of the store quickly; each entrance is easy to find; each has a crystalline vitality that stops the window-shopper in his tracks—especially at night.

Le Dernier Cri, a men’s clothing boutique on the second floor of a Madison Avenue building in New York, took over the first floor space on the street recently in order to make their presence more obvious. Interior designer Allyn Berchin’s solution, upper left, does that and much more. His simple, large-scale sloping exterior of stucco and glass prepares the approaching pedestrian for something special. But the real magnet is a sculptural staircase placed diagonally into the store and with a brilliant yellow panel extending all the way to the ceiling of the second floor.

Crate and Barrel, in Chicago’s Old Town, far left, had to be compatible with its somewhat over-preserved 19th century neighbors yet clearly say “contemporary design” to the pedestrian. Architect Richard Acott has used wood and warm masonry to make a good balance between the two. Although the entire facade is glass, the wood screen over the upper portion shields it from morning sun and yet is open enough for the two-story space to be apparent on the exterior at night. The clear light globes illuminate the sign but do not detract from the screen’s transparency.

The crowded sidewalks of Madison Avenue near 57th Street in New York presented architect James Stewart Polshek with special problems as he designed the new Georg Jensen store. He has turned them to advantage by developing a design that concentrates the shopper’s attention on a 14-ft-high band across the bottom. Below the bold logotype a multi-purpose show window, see p. 102, is contrasted with a pair of metal doors covered by a large bas-relief of the Jensen crest. The scale of the displays in the windows is kept deliberately small so that those hurrying by see many objects freely placed, each speaking for itself.

Robert Mittelscheidt’s design for Streeter and Quarles West, a San Francisco sporting goods shop also placed in an old building, is based on maximum transparency. The brilliantly-lit interior with its colorful merchandise is separated from the street by the least-substantial glass wall possible. The enormous lettering on the window and on the transparent beam in front of it, the banner and the colors all draw attention to the store without diluting the openness of the design. Furthermore, the transparency of the new store, surrounded by a solid framework of classical architecture, provides a bold contrast with the other stores.
1. Streeter and Quarles West
   Jeremiah Bragstad photo
2. Bonwit-Teller, Otto Baatz photo
3. Wooff Bros. Subway
   David Phillips photo
4. Le Dernier Cri, Otto Baatz photo
Boldness, long understood as an effective visual selling tool by roadside retailers, is the newest design technique in presenting high-quality merchandise. It does not always work. But when bold color and graphics are coupled with thoroughly disciplined functional and spatial concepts, the result can be a compelling magnet for those who respond to an exciting, up-to-the-minute environment.

Both of the shops on the opposite page use visual images in the interior which the shopper has first seen from the street. The giant photo-murals of sportsmen in action and vivid colors inside Streeter and Quarles West are used to draw people in. Then they guide them through a series of inter-related floor planes (see plan, p. 98) which might be confusing without such large-scale reference elements. The over-all effect, once inside the store, is quite restrained. But no matter, by then the brilliant colors of the sports equipment and clothing take over to attract the buyer’s eye.

Allyn Berchin uses the soaring yellow panel in Le Dernier Cri’s staircase to not only draw people in off the street but to pull them up to the second floor where most of the merchandise is to be found. The powerful color and diagonal geometry of the stair (see plan, p. 104) are contrasted with severely restrained colors and textures on the facade and the lower selling floor to heighten the customer’s desire to go upstairs.

Although Bonwit-Teller’s Pierre Cardin boutique in New York, left, does have a door to the street, most customers enter it from the main floor of the store, unprepared for its barrage of color. One of an extraordinary series of specialty shops created by interior designer Harry Hinson for the Fifth Avenue store, this tiny boutique is a fitting jewelbox for the high-fashion men’s clothing it contains. Mirrored doors are used on a continuous clothes storage wall along one side of the corridor. They effectively double the space, reflecting floor and walls covered with red goat-hair carpeting, purple ceiling and large bull’s-eyes painted on ingenious hanging racks. The suits, in more subdued colors than those of the room, stand out against the ordered geometry of the design.

Woolf Bros. Subway, Kansas City is a living example of design reversing severe merchandising and functional problems. Located in the basement of an addition to Woolf Bros. on the Plaza, an extremely staid shopping center, the youth-oriented cavern has in fact become the busiest part of the store. Architect Norman De Haan’s solution was to use very bold color and forms, left, along with a flexible fixture system to provide a space which can respond to the enormous changes that can take place in this type of retailing. The Subway also contains a fast-food restaurant, a dating center, a photography studio and meeting rooms to emphasize its interest in attracting and serving young people.
INTIMACY
DESIGN FOR MERCHANDISING

There is not much an architect can do to enrich the atmosphere of a discount store or a supermarket; it's sad but it is a fact. Until recently, mass selling techniques seemed to be the only valid ones for future merchandising. But in the last few years, something has happened: whatever the reasons, and they range from moral to economic, people who once sought possessions in quantity now buy much more selectively. That means they shop more carefully, they pay attention to the quality of their purchases and they respond to the quality of the stores in which they shop.

Intimacy is a quality found not only in the tiny, off-beat boutique, but in any store which cares enough about the merchandise it offers to consider the feelings of the customers it hopes to attract. The selling spaces shown here are part of two New York department stores mentioned earlier. They are internationally known for their merchandise and their service. To continue that tradition and to broaden their appeal to newly discriminating buyers, each has developed a series of highly individualized selling spaces.

The B. H. Wragge boutique, devoted to women's sportswear, is another design for Bonwit-Teller's New York store by Harry Hinson. Around three sides of a 41-foot by 19-foot space adjacent to one of the large selling floors, upper photos, Hinson has built a series of closets, in effect, each two-feet-eight inches wide. During busy selling seasons, all of these niches are filled with clothes; at other times, a floor-to-ceiling panel, similar to those with paintings, left, and covered with the same fabric, can be placed over any niche, hiding it completely. The vertical white boards and the repeating panels form a quiet but very functional backdrop for the sculpture and elegant furniture that the customer sees when she steps off the elevator a hundred feet away. This inviting room, not unlike the living room of a spacious New York apartment, grossed over $1,250 per square foot in 1970.

When Georg Jensen decided to leave their large Fifth Avenue store for less expensive space on Madison Avenue, they asked architect James Stewart Polshek to make every possible square foot of their new store productive without losing any of the elegance for which the store is known. His solution is full of intriguing ideas for any store designer. But the most pervasive is the sense of intimacy that comes from experiencing a continuous series of distinct spaces scaled to the merchandise. The lofty main floor with haughty floorwalkers is gone. Immediately upon entering a two-story entry, three floors are visible: the basement, far left, by way of a mirrored staircase; the main floor down a step or two and the mezzanine, left. The main floor and the mezzanine have brilliantly-lit, very low ceilings above gleaming jewelry cases and furniture. Each of these spaces has its own character and seems, when one enters it, to be the only one in the store.
Flexibility in planning commercial space means not only easy changeability but also maximum opportunity for contact with merchandise by the potential buyer. In other words, in shops where the goods tend to sell themselves (and that is the case with all of the shops in this Study), the more completely yet subtly the designer can move the consumer to all corners of the selling area, the more likely it is that the consumer will buy something on impulse. And even if he does not, a pleasant memory of moving about the store will bring him back again when he is ready to buy. Easy circulation, therefore is a most important criterion of good design for merchandising.

Richard Acott’s straightforward plan for Crate and Barrel North, Chicago, a store specializing in elegant housewares and fabrics, allows the buyer to see each display of merchandise individually. The plan and view from the mezzanine, left, show how spacious the circulation paths actually are. Yet at the shopper’s eye-level the room seems agreeably full without being cluttered. Thus, with extremely simple means Acott has accomplished a nice balance between the retailer’s natural desire to display as much as possible on his selling floor and the buyer’s natural desire to be free to browse—that is, to inspect the retailer’s offerings without feeling undue pressure to either buy or get out.

The same principle, of exposing customers to a maximum amount of merchandise, was used by Langdon Morris at Larimer Square, a block of 19th century buildings near downtown Denver. The original arrangement of stores, facing on the major street, top in the plan at left, with the rear as service area, has been substantially changed. Not only do some of the shops now open onto the alley, but in his renovation, architect Morris has developed a promenade through the middle of the block onto which many brand-new stores face. These very small boutiques specialize in unusual items such as candles, leather goods or stained glass objects. Of the twenty-eight businesses housed in the renovated block, twelve have new interiors and exteriors by the architect. For the long, narrow upper floors of the new Georg Jensen store, James Polshek has done a system of display elements whose flexibility will provide a series of ever-changing small rooms in which to view china, glassware and the other accessories for which Jensen’s is so famous. Dropped beams, which contain mechanical equipment and barely clear a tall person’s head, span the narrow dimension of the typical floor. The multi-purpose U-shaped units shown opposite are designed to stack three wide between, and two high under the beams, thus permitting the display people at Jensen’s to develop a high degree of enclosure between any two beams; in effect any floor can become a series of boutiques. Units can have adjustable glass shelves, sliding door hardware or integral lighting.
COMPLEXITY

1. Larimer Square, Wayne Hecht photo
2. 3. Larimer Square, Bruce McAllister photos
4. 5. Streeter and Quarles West, Jeremiah Bragstad photo
It is not an accident that almost all of the projects presented in this Building Types Study are remodelings in one way or another. Recent economic trends have made many commercial clients re-examine their existing space and resolve to redevelop it for more intensive use. Furthermore, many marginal or abandoned structures are being thoroughly revitalized by careful renovations. The complexities which such projects present can seem insurmountable to the client's eye. But it is here, more clearly than in most construction, that the architect's ability to seize spatial opportunities, as well as to deal with structural anachronisms and functional problems, pays off.

In addition to its excellent planning (p. 96), Larimer Square, Denver, is an example of complexity in renovation turned to advantage through emphasis. Instead of trying to hide the architectural idiosyncrasies behind a smooth new veneer (an unhappy commonplace in the nationwide trend to reuse solid old buildings), architect Langdon Morris chose to reconstruct masonry walls and restore architectural details such as cornices, arches and columns. But where such refinements had never existed on the humble rear elevations of the buildings, he was free to build the new arches and openings that his mid-block walkway required in a less literal way. The lower-level courtyard with its outdoor cafe, opposite, required a certain amount of new masonry. The upper photograph illustrates the difficulties which the masons faced as they began their work; careful study of the photograph below it will reveal the subtlety with which Morris integrated his new openings into the existing fabric. An interesting juxtaposition of old and new is a tie shop, bottom photograph on the mid-block promenade. It is one of several in Larimer Square completely designed by the architect.

A large but awkwardly-shaped volume (in what was once a major downtown San Francisco department store, now divided into several elegant shops and a parking garage), was the envelope with which Robert Mittelstadt had to work designing Streeter & Quarles West. The drawing, opposite, indicating a total of 24 feet between the lowest and highest levels, also shows how he developed "a series of 'floating' platforms that serve two functions: to provide a labyrinthine attraction for customers and to maximize the sales area." As the photograph on this page shows, the easy flow of the floor levels, one to another, could have a truly magnetic quality for the shopper. Beyond that, he has developed a series of flexible furnishings and fixtures to complement the spatial scheme. As the business grows, he finds himself still involved: tuning the lighting system, designing new fixtures and working with the sales staff on display set-up. But the basic conceptual framework of the shop, which grew out of careful study of the existing space by the architect, has proved to be the most flexible aspect of the design.
The big question is: how much should the merchandiser spend for capital investment or improvement? It is clear that for the store to be a commercial success, there must be a reasonable relationship between capital investment and future income. After all, economy really means spending wisely, not just minimally. One basic way to define the ratio of spending to expected income is to develop a “merchandising plan,” in effect a financial program. By determining at the outset what parts of the operation will produce the best return, the allocation of space within the envelope of the total project can be made based on facts rather than whims or hunches. Past volume patterns, new trends and documents, such as the Departmental Merchandising and Operating Results of the National Retail Merchants Association (a collection of national store averages by departments), can all be used to determine the future volume of various parts of a new operation or to adjust proportions of an existing one about to be remodeled.

As cost estimates are being prepared for the amount of area or work the project will cover, both designer and client should remember that income will probably increase substantially as a result of the new work. In fact, the NRMA reports “volume increases of 25 to 35 per cent and more after modernizing an existing store, and from 50 to 75 per cent when enlarging and/ or moving to a better location.” There will be increased expenses also, of course, in rent, salaries, insurance, inventory and taxes. Another important consideration at this stage is the allocation of the total budget to the various parts of the job. The NRMA suggests that as much as 50 per cent may be allowed for the store front with 35 to 40 per cent for fixtures. They point out that each project has different requirements and offer these only as rough guidelines. But it is true that one of the architect’s major contributions is to identify, early in the project, the total scope of the work required so that the owner can make provision, not only in terms of the budget but in terms of time, for the temporary operation of his business. All in all, completion of the project’s economic design, before physical planning begins, will make the limits of job very clear and will forestall later disappointments for both client and designer.

Several of the projects included in this study represent as careful economic design as space design. Le Dernier Cri is an example of an inexpensive and fast job which has transformed a business hidden away on the second floor into one of the traffic stoppers on Madison Avenue. With a budget of $60,000 and a construction period of three months, the renovation has already substantially increased business over a similar period during the previous year. By focusing the money spent basically on the staircase and the facade, maximum effect was achieved with minimal means.

Robert Mittelstadt reports that although the design for the Streeter and Quarles West project exceeded the original budget (the construction cost including carpeting was $154,700) and the owner had to raise additional money, the response to the project and its merchandise has far exceeded expectations that a profitable future is now assured. The question of whether a merchant should use an experienced store architect or, as SQW did, someone who has done no previous stores, is moot. While the experienced firm will no doubt come up with a more accurate financial program and thus building estimate, it is a real possibility that the fresh ideas of the beginner will compensate by producing a design with unexpected potential thanks to its reception by the public.

Harry Hinson, as director of design for the entire Bonwit-Teller chain, has had to deal with the problem of accomplishing new construction while maintaining business as usual nearby. He points out that alterations are more costly than new work and that alterations during continued business are even more costly. But loss of income during a total shut-down is even less desirable. So the simple, direct quality of his designs stems from the need to accomplish maximum change with simplest means as fast as possible. Thus to a degree that many architects would find uncomfortable, Hinson produces selling environments that are meant to change. Two levels of flexibility are apparent: the most obvious is operational adaptability as seen in the B. H. Wragge boutique, p. 94 and 95. But in addition there is the idea that the whole area might be ripped out after a couple of years if merchandising trends change, and be replaced by another substantial but thoroughly different structure. While this approach might seem more akin to theatrical set design than to architecture, it proceeds in Hinson’s case from the same thorough analysis of function and structural technique as any well-designed building and is all the more impressive for that reason. Ironically, it is a closer approach to the total flexibility that architects agree will be necessary in the future than many architects are now easily able to make in their own work.
DESIGN FOR MERCHANDISING

The store is a selling machine. Goods enter the building in quantity, must be inventoried and stored, then placed on the selling floor all with a minimum of effort. Programming for daily efficiency in operation is as much the architect's job as devising the seductive facade. And at best, the bold and clarified form of the store derives directly from a thorough analysis of how it will be used. There are three classes of users: the customers and the merchant-client, of course, but also the employees. They are, after all, the ones who will be spending the most time there. Adequate provisions for employees certainly will pay off in better service, an important consideration to today's shopper.

The National Retail Merchants Association, 100 West 31st Street, New York, New York 10001, is an organization that is interested in raising the quality of store design. In addition to a staff of experts available for consultation on various technical matters, the NRMA has recently published a book by architect Charles S. Telchin and Seymour Helfant, "Planning your Store for Maximum Sales and Profit." For the architect designing his first store, the book is a concise primer of information relevant to efficient design. It is available through the NRMA.

One area often neglected by the designer, note the authors, is the cash and wrap station. Confusion and delay there can destroy all the pleasure of shopping in an otherwise attractive store. In his design for Woolf Bros. Subway, Norman DeHaan has made a very bold element of it, bottom photo. The circular form allows many customers to be serviced at once and provides a central information and control center, the focus of the store.

Another very important consideration in design of stores today, shoplifting prevention, is handled at Woolf Bros. in a flip but effective way. The closed-circuit television screens above the cash desk allow the young customers, says DeHaan, "to see themselves as thief or star." Thus the system becomes self-monitoring at the same time that it amuses those waiting to complete their purchases.

At Le Dernier Cri, unlike many stores, a policy of service only if the customer asks for it necessitates an unobtrusive means of control. The camera in the photo at far left covers the entrance and the stairway while another covers the second floor. Both are monitored at the secretary's desk. If necessary, power for the electric sliding door can be shut off by remote control.

An architecturally inconspicuous device, designed to detect goods from which a special electronically-sensitized tag has not been removed, has been installed at Streeter and Quarles West, top photo. The two white columns, three feet high and eight inches square and flanking the ramp near the entrance, ring an alarm and flash lights when an unauthorized attempt to remove merchandise is discovered.
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EFFICIENCY

1. Streeter and Quarles West, Joshua Freiwalk photo
2. Le Dernier Cri, Otto Baize photo
3. Woolf Bros. Subway, David Phillips photo
Inventive detailing is the key to the truly effective, flexible merchandising environment. Simple and yet versatile details can be found in all eight projects in this study. In fact, almost any of the photographs will reveal the clever solution to a specific problem. But these final three pages focus on particularly intriguing examples of storage, display and especially lighting. The highly portable, bright red changing booth at Streeter and Quarles West, left, nothing more than a section of tubular fiber concrete form, exemplifies the best combination of bold ingenuity and utter flexibility.

Three quite different but equally straightforward examples of clothing display racks appear on this page. Each can be easily moved or modified as merchandising needs change. Each makes use of materials which, relatively simple in themselves, throw full attention upon the merchandise being displayed. Each puts the goods at the buyer's fingertips.

At Woolf Bros. Subway, top left, a system of chrome-plated industrial pipe structures, fastened to a ceiling grid, provides display fixtures that can be moved about easily and whose configuration of shelves, hanging rods and display panels can take many different forms.

Occasional tables of chromed-steel tubing became clothing racks when hung on the wall in Bonwit-Teller's Pierre Cardin Boutique. A brilliant bull's-eye design on white acrylic replaces the original glass top (see p. 93).

Utterly open and accessible storage and display of merchandise is the basic design premise of Crate and Barrel, (see plan, p. 99). Architect Acott has provided, bottom photo, various types of fixtures on the mezzanine of the store, all hung from the wood ceiling. The tubes and hanging tables in the foreground, of acrylic sheeting, take little away from the merchandise itself and the warmth of the wood construction. As selling patterns change, these inexpensive elements can be easily moved or stored for future use.

A highly flexible lighting system is one of the most important aspects of design for merchandising. The new Georg Jensen store not only has such facilities throughout the interior but in its display windows as well, opposite page. To implement the small-scale window displays mentioned on p. 91, Polshek has designed a steel window frame that not only includes adjustable fit-
tions for shelves and display boxes but a concealed track and power supply for adjustable spotlights. Thus the window dresser has the means to put proper emphasis on the objects he chooses to display and the flexibility which will encourage frequent substitution of new objects.

In addition to the light beams occurring every ten feet on upper floors of Jensen's, the architect has chosen on the first floor and the mezzanine, very visible from the street, to emphasize the low ceiling, left, with a grid of small exposed bulbs, eighteen inches on center. In addition, at larger intervals, outlets for plug-in spotlights to highlight special pieces of jewelry have been provided. This system and the light beams are also shown on pp. 94 and 95. Actually, examples of flexible lighting can be found in almost every project included here, including a three-phase system at Woolf Bros Subway: fluorescent two tube high output during midday; one tube low output in late afternoon and incandescent stage lighting only in the evening.

Lighting, this time with fixtures hidden, also plays an important part in the design of the stairway at Le Dernier Cri. A simple detail, bottom left, makes the entrance platform to the store seem truly to float above the existing floor, thus underscoring the effect of the new construction. An extension of the platform used for display, left, is the same size as the square cut in the floor above and also emphasizes the juxtaposition of the new stairway with the geometry of the old store and Madison Avenue as well. The narrow stairway, emphasizing the intimate scale of the shop, works well since relatively few customers are ever shopping there simultaneously.


GEORG JENSEN, New York City. Owner: Georg Jensen Holding Co.; architects: James Stewart Polshek and Associates—associate in charge: Dimitri Livan, project architect: Joseph L. Fleischer; project interior designer: Nancy Jane Hertzfeld; structural engineer: Andrew Elliot; mechanical engineer: Jack Stone; lighting consultants: Kilpatrick and Gellert; general contractor: James Inman Construction Corp.

LE DERNIER CRI, New York City. Owner: Le Dernier Cri; Interior designers: Alyn Berchin Design Office—project designers: Dave Snyder, Rena Kahl; mechanical engineer: Ralph Case; general contractor: Elan Construction Corp.


STREETER & QUARLES WEST, San Francisco. Owner: Michael Harrington, Inc.; architects: Robert Mittelstadt, Architect and Montie S. Bell; project design: Robert Mittelstadt; structural engineers: Forell-Chan; electrical engineer: Mel Camissa; photo murals: Lloyd Johnson.

CREATING CONSOLIDATED CLINICAL TECHNIQUES SPACES FOR AN EXPANDING ROLE IN HEALTH CARE

A proposal for a spatial system through which the mainstreams of health care can flow, independent of the traditional inpatient-outpatient dichotomy

by Sheila Clibbon, A.R.I.B.A., and Marvin L. Sachs, M.D.

A rare opportunity to free hospital organization and design from historically deep-rooted constraints has been created by the authors' research. Their work, supported by private foundations, government, industry and a university medical school, has been totally independent of the specific planning or building projects of any institution or architectural practice.

In their analysis of health care institutions, they point up architecturally inconsistent connotations of conventional department labels: a laboratory is a place, medical records are things, outpatients are people, obstetrics concerns a health condition, radiology is a group of techniques, etc. What is revealed is a loose federation of bailiwicks, sometimes administratively useful, but not clearly directive for programing or design. In articles in The New Physician for June 1969 (1) and in the Fall 1970 volume of Health Services Research (5), Miss Clibbon and Dr. Sachs advocate a like-spaces rather than a bailiwick approach to design. Rejecting the notion of a universal space, they present their conclusion that the core of the hospital may logically be composed of three major systems of like-spaces, each horizontally contiguous and in one layer: on the top the patient fostering spaces (PFS), where residential patients are based and dispersed clinical techniques carried out; on the bottom consolidated clinical techniques spaces (CCCTS), to which both residential and non-residential patients go for clinical techniques centralized there; and in the middle the industrial techniques spaces (ITS), which serve the other two but to which patients never go. Within each of these space systems large changes in use can be accommodated. An associated set of purveying systems facilitates the movement of people, information, commodities, substances and power. The intrinsically adaptable nature of these spatial and purveying systems allows rapid and wide changes in administrative policies.

Essential to the idea of a hospital are patient fostering spaces for the accommodation of patients in beds. Such spaces formerly dominated hospital buildings. But clinical techniques spaces (CTS) are growing rapidly; now in many community general hospitals they are about two-thirds the area of patient fostering spaces, and in a few hospitals they are about the same size as the PFS. As more alternatives to expensive in-hospital care are sought, this trend will continue. The consolidated clinical techniques spaces, proposed as a hypothesis in the article that follows, allow for both flexibility and expansibility.

When the hand-carried bag of instruments and drugs was an apt symbol of medical practice, health services were given at the bedside of the sick at home or in a hospital, and ambulatory patients went to doctors' offices. Equipment was relatively simple and easily moved. Now many techniques of health care cannot be carried out efficiently except in a stable setting, to which the patient, whether or not ambulatory, must go. Changes in the degree of mobility and of centralization of clinical techniques have a crucial influence on rational design and on future adaptability of health care facilities.

Our specific meaning for the word techniques implies collections of resources; that is, various kinds of people, information, commodities, equipment, substances, and power in a space designed to accommodate them, administratively synchronized to meet any of the purposes of health care. Clinical techniques are those which involve live human subjects.

The growing number of complex clinical techniques has led to their concentration in relatively large health care facilities, where they are performed in two locations: one patient-based, which we call patient fostering spaces (PFS), where techniques are brought to the patient; the other technique-based, to which the patient goes. The latter we call clinical techniques spaces (CTS). When a number of clinical techniques are brought together in horizontally contiguous spaces, we call these consolidated clinical techniques spaces (CCCTS).

Clinical techniques and organizational units Multiple clinical techniques can be used for a variety of purposes, and there usually is a choice of techniques available to meet a given purpose. The technique of introducing a hollow needle into a vein, for example, may be used to withdraw blood for diagnostic purposes or to inject medications for therapeutic purposes. Thermography may be used for showing impaired blood flow to a limb or for locating the placenta, two different diagnostic purposes. Temperatures can be taken with mercury-in-glass thermometers or with thermocouples, two different ways to meet one purpose. Hyperbaric oxygenation can be used in the treatment of gas gangrene, with radiation to treat certain tumors, or with surgery in the treatment of some congenital heart defects, one technique applied with others to three different therapeutic purposes. Patients susceptible to bedsores might be placed on a special flotation device, such as a water mattress, as a preventive measure; and those who already have bedsores can be treated by the same technique. A new technique may develop from research to accomplish a specific purpose yet ultimately prove more useful to serve an entirely different purpose.

Many difficulties in discussing clinical techniques are due to inexact word usage or to application of the same word to a technique, to a purpose it may serve, or to an organizational component, such as a department. The state of anesthesia, for example, is clearly the purpose of a variety of techniques (such as the administration of gases by inhalation, injection of solutions, or the application of electrical currents to the brain). The word "anesthesia," then, is not only the purpose but also a collective term for a group of quite different techniques, as well as the name of a department of the hospital. This department is in one sense purpose-oriented. Some departments, such as radiology, are more technique-oriented, handling closely related groups of phenomena regardless of the purposes for which they are used. The distinction between technique and purpose is an essential step toward clarity in programing and design.

It would make reference much easier if a technique nomenclature were devised that avoided all words indicating a purpose or an organizational unit, but this would be jargon unsuited for ordinary communication. We want to speak of centralized techniques without implying departments, yet we must use many conventional departmental names for ease of understanding. We refer, therefore, to surgical, anesthetic, delivery, radiological and physical medicine.

These studies, reported from the Department of Community Medicine and the Department of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, and the Architectural Research Unit, University City Science Center, Philadelphia, have been supported by the Sears-Roebuck Foundation, the U.S. Public Health Service, Grant HM 00210 the U.S. Steel Foundation, Merck, Sharp & Dohme, general research funds of the School of Medicine and funds of the Department of Community Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania.
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techniques, all of which presently exist in most hospitals, centered in discrete departments. The basic techniques of history-taking, physical examination and discussion are condensed in the term “consulting” used in Fig. 1 Key.

We refer to “physiological monitoring and measuring,” which includes a great variety of techniques, and we refer to “specimen taking,” a group of clinical techniques for obtaining samples of body fluids or solids from the patient. Techniques in these two categories especially may be partially conducted in a decentralized way—in the patient fostering spaces, for instance. For the sake of simplicity, we have lumped together ultra-sound, infra-red, and many other clinical techniques under the term “other techniques”.

Many techniques, like specimen taking, are presently accommodated in the laboratory (or clinical pathology department) for the lack of somewhere else to put them. These spaces are dominated by the “specimen processing” techniques, which are not clinical, since they are done in the absence of the patient. They are properly what we call industrial techniques and they are a part of the third major space system, the industrial techniques spaces (ITS). Purposes are intangible, techniques concrete. From the point of view of building design it is the techniques that count, for they determine the kind and arrangement of spaces.

Historical evolution and contemporary organization of clinical techniques spaces

About a century ago two powerful influences affected hospital design. Fear of contagion led to segmentation into increasingly isolated pavilions, and differentiation of the medical profession led to the organization of many pavilions into specialty bailiwicks. Each chief set up the clinical techniques he needed in spaces within or adjacent to his ward. Many of these “adjunct” facilities were duplicated in the traditionally separate building for outpatients and in emergency departments. This replication of small adjunct clinical facilities was no burden in hospitals which were overwhelmingly devoted to wards for bed patients.

In pavilion hospitals of a century ago, the floor space devoted to CTS was a very small fraction of that for the PFS. But gradually the CTS expanded, especially since the early nineteen-fifties. In most contemporary hospitals the CTS occupy half as much area as the PFS, and in some the CTS equal or exceed the area of the PFS. To think now of the CTS as adjunct to the PFS is anachronistic; quite the reverse is true today. Whether patients come into hospitals to stay or as day or other non-resident patients, they now come primarily for the clinical techniques available.

The organization of centralized clinical techniques spaces in recent hospitals follows one of two main approaches to the design of health care facilities. One ap-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSOLIDATED CLINICAL TECHNIQUES SPACES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">CIRCULATION</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">GERIATRICS</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">ADULT CARE</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">PEDIATRICS</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">ANESTHESIA</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">SURGERY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">PHYSICAL MEDICINE</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">RADIOLOGY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">PHYSIOL. MONITORING</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">DELIVERY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">SPECIMEN TAKING</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">OTHER TECHNIQUES</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">PSYCHIATRY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">OBSTETRICS</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">OTHER CONDITIONS</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">LONG TERM</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">EMERGENCY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">OTHER AREAS</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The monochrome line drawing (a) is the conventional form in which an architect's drawings are presented. The one shown is the plan of that level of a podium in a typical tower-and-podium hospital on which most of the centralized clinical techniques are located. The same plan is illustrated in our form of graphic presentation (b). The key explains the meaning of the colored dots. To the same scale, a much clearer consolidation of centralized clinical techniques is shown in (c) for a hospital of much greater size. Reciprocity of use is shown by halved dots.

Techniques are shown in reds (mid-range of the key above). Physicians' offices are shown in blues for patient conditions (psychiatry, etc.), yellows for age groups (geriatrics, etc.), brown for long term (the rest are assumed to be short), and one grade of emergency, green. Gray dots denote non-clinical areas.

Gordon Friesen (3) has described the economic advantages and general adaptability of side-by-side arrangements of surgery and delivery and of emergency and outpatient departments, as in Fig. 1c. In this plan, radiology and other departments unfortunately separate emergency from surgery and delivery.

Fig. 2. Within the broken-line outline of a building of small city-block size, the four solid black squares contain vertical circulation for people (elevators and stairs). Three internal zones of space are shown in principle. The sterile zone for surgery and delivery is in darkest gray at the center. The diaphragm of physicians' offices is outermost in the lightest gray. Between them is the intermediate zone for all other centralized clinical techniques. Spaces for reception and waiting are outside the diaphragm.
The CTS or "adjunct facilities" at the back were shared by both "inpatients" and "outpatients." Perimeter-plan hospitals, air-conditioned successors to the T, have PFS along the edge of each floor, surrounding mixed CTS which are used by the corresponding group of outpatients. This requires a nearly constant ratio between PFS and CTS. Forced ratios of spaces and necessary replication of certain facilities are disadvantageous, but the freezing of bailiwick structures is more detrimental. Reorganization of departments is inhibited and separation of groups of patients emphasized in street-system hospitals also, even though an appropriate organization may be established initially and new departments easily added.

Also in evidence in contemporary hospitals is a like-spaces approach to design, oriented to grouping techniques requiring like facilities regardless of who needs them.

During the last twenty years, the tower-and-podium hospital has developed as a popular solution to the design of large institutions in the United States. Nursing units (PFS) have been layered in towers of identically shaped floors, and the facilities to which patients must be taken for clinical techniques (CTS) have undergone a process of consolidation into part of a spreading podium of "loft" type building at the base, usually in somewhat less than one level of a typical two-level podium. Both elements, the PFS and CCTS, are linked by improved means of vertical circulation.

The consolidation of CTS has been incomplete. Stumbling blocks, only gradually recognized, have been drug dispensing and specimen processing. Two industrial techniques usually mixed up with the CCTS, possibly to help even up the areas.

Another example of the like-spaces approach is LeCorbusier's Venice Hospital proposal, designed entirely of loft spaces punctuated here and there by courtyards. Of the three levels, the top is clearly PFS, but there is some confusion about the allocation of CTS and ITS on the lower two levels. In the translation of his technical report (2) LeCorbusier said, "The second level is the floor for preventive care, specialties and rehabilitation. It is the level of medical technology." This was not defined as clinical, so not only is specimen processing included but, surprisingly for the nineteen sixties, so is sterilizing, causing an unnecessarily complicated commodity handling problem.

Distribution and expansion of techniques in the CCTS

The same color dot graphic system used in Fig. 1 for podia of two recent hospitals is applied in Figs. 3 (right) and 4 (next page) to our proposal for consolidated clinical techniques spaces. Fig. 3a uses the same outline as Fig. 2 (at larger scale) with the addition of a thin solid black line square representing the glass line well within the broken-line square which represents the edge of the building. The dots show an arrangement of largely conventional departments. Surgery, delivery and anesthesiology are in the sterile zone. To the right in the intermediate zone is emergency and specimen-taking, and, counterclockwise, other techniques, physiological monitoring, radiology and physical medicine. The diaphragm, consisting of the outer row of dots separated by black lines, has obstetrics one side and surgery the other side of the emergency entrance and, clockwise, pediatrics, psychiatry, extended care, and adult medicine. A variation shown in Fig. 3b has an irregular glass line, articulating some of the special facilities, such as snack bars, which form part of the waiting zone. As the consolidated clinical techniques expand, the glass line is moved out (Fig. 3c).

A different arrangement is shown in Fig. 4 (next page). Radiology is extended to flank the emergency section, which is at the middle of the right side of the drawing. The halved dots indicate areas of flexibility of allocation and expansion along the edges of the various techniques spaces in the center and intermediate zones. Those in the diaphragm could represent subspecialties like pediatric surgery. This arrangement further contributes to a view of emergency as being dealt with not so much by a separate department as by emergency services operated by the relevant departments extended to converge around the emergency entrance.

(Caption continued next page)
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Changes in medical practice affecting requirements for future CCTS

Most medical care in the United States is delivered in or through the offices of doctors, and most of the offices are outside large health care facilities. In his consulting and examining room, the practitioner of medicine deals with a number of clinical techniques, but most practicing physicians must send patients to a centralized CTS for radiological and other special techniques. There has been a movement toward consolidation of solo practice offices into group practice clinics in the vicinity of or even within the hospitals in which the physicians practice. The advantages of economy in travel time, of access to clinical techniques spaces without independently duplicating them and of easier direct communication with colleagues are important. Another strong trend has been an increase in utilization of emergency rooms in hospitals for non-emergency health care.

Increases in demand and cost for health care, shortages of manpower, and many other factors are creating pressure for major changes in our health care system. "Alternatives to hospitalization" are frequently proclaimed urgently needed. In the future, the need for day care will increase and the centralization of clinical techniques for all of a physician's patients will become more common. The effect will be more non-resident patients to be accommodated adjacent to an increased CCTS.

A new proposal for consolidated clinical techniques spaces

In our previous paper on patient fostering spaces (reference 1), we proposed as an example a low-rise hospital building square in plan, about the size of a city block, with the PFS occupying the top floor. Using the same schematic example, the CCTS, which is at or near ground level, is shown in simple outline in Fig. 2. The shaded portions illustrate our principle of internal zones as described in the caption. The outer zone in light gray, what we call the diaphragm, is primarily a band of physicians' consulting suites through which waiting non-residential patients are filtered at selected points to the intermediate and sterile zones of CCTS. One of the filtering points in the diaphragm is opposite the emergency entrance, assumed in this example to be in the center of the side to the right, where patients in need of delivery or emergency surgery are provided with immediate access to the sterile zone, obviating the need for duplication of facilities or extensive travel. For disaster situations, the emergency waiting area can be extended to include all the waiting spaces as triage and holding areas.

Residential patients arrive in the intermediate zone from the PFS via the vertical circulation cores, which are connected by a ring corridor at the CCTS level. The diaphragm can be pushed out locally to accommodate expansion either of physicians' offices or of the inner zones.
No structural alteration is required for such expansions since they merely occupy more of the outer zone waiting spaces. When accumulated expansions render the waiting area too small, it can be pushed out, either locally or totally, again without the need for structural work, until the point is reached when a really major expansion is necessary.

When major expansion becomes necessary, some techniques such as certain elaborate rehabilitation and physical medicine techniques, may be removed from the main node and constitute a second node as described in Figs. 5c and d, right. When full hydrotherapy facilities are provided, including a swimming pool that may be used by the staff, they take up a great amount of space. The same applies to some occupational, vocational, educational, and diversional therapy techniques. The offices of psychiatrists and geriatricians may take up the diaphragm. Furthermore, both resident and non-resident patients may spend a lot of time in these facilities and be in need of meals and snacks. If these facilities are segregated for psychiatric patients, they may be further separated into a third node (Fig. 5e), but a more likely reason to establish a third node is the need for auditoria and other assembly spaces for educational purposes in medical centers. In a medical center, extensive dining facilities will be required for students and faculty in addition to those for patients and personnel, and these might constitute a node also, together with lounges, libraries, and changing rooms. These personnel functions can, of course, be planned on another level.

To convey some ways this kind of CCTS might be developed, we will illustrate possible arrangements of the sterile zone, discuss the diaphragm and its relationship to the intermediate zone, and show how the reception and waiting spaces, historically grim, can be comfortable and pleasant places for the community and the institution to meet.

Growth of the central sterile zone

Anesthesia, surgery, and delivery facilities are provided for in the sterile zone, which is protected from intrusion in its central location on the CCTS floor. Patients enter by direct elevators from the obstetric and surgical PFS or from the adjacent parts of the intermediate zone, diaphragm, and reception spaces which are specialized for handling emergencies.

Fig. 6 illustrates a way of designing and expanding the inner sterile zone at the center. Fig. 6a shows an eight-room suite with five allocated as operating rooms and three as delivery rooms. They are each octagonal and arranged in a ring so that patients are wheeled in through entrances on the outer edge, the staff entering from the inner scrub and work space. The outer corridor as well as the inner space is partitioned to prevent movement of people between the surgical and delivery suites, (from bottom right, opposite.) of the waiting area which does not require servicing from the ITS terminals. Specimen taking has been decentralized into four sections, one for each quadrant, because of the increase in distances with greater size. "Other techniques" are shown more realistically as being separated. The diaphragm has a distribution of physicians’ offices without rigid departmental proximities. This situation might occur after years of alteration and expansion which have not been closely controlled. In extreme situations the accidental adjacencies could be like those found in a doctor’s office building, some of which, of course, may turn out to be beneficial. Nevertheless, there should be no problem maintaining existing departments, restructuring them, or adding new ones.

Growth by nodes for large scale expansion

All the examples of expansion so far given could be accomplished without major structural changes or additions to the building. Fig. 5 (right) shows several patterns of large expansion of the CCTS.

Every illustration of the CCTS so far shown has been of a single "node," as in Fig. 2, repeated (on a smaller scale) in Fig. 5a. Fig. 5b is an expansion to correspond with an expanded single-court PFS (1). The multiple node arrangements shown in Figs. 5c, d and e correspond with two-, three- and four-court PFS levels respectively. There are reasonable limits to the size of a node from the point of view of the time taken to walk around it, but they can be quite large. When a new one is established, the old one shrinks once facilities have been hived off from it into the new one. The old can then continue again to expand as well as the new one. New nodes may be minor as in Figs. 5c and e. Two new nodes which are fairly equal in size may be developed as in Fig. 5f. The single node complex in Fig. 5f has psychiatric facilities, classrooms, and administrative offices in an outer band of conventional space in accordance with one of the suggested ways of expanding our patient fostering spaces (1).
although some partitions may contain doors for emergency egress.

The dark squares in Fig. 6 are terminals which are part of the industrial techniques spaces and through which purveying systems serve the operating and delivery rooms. These large terminals are used for the supply of clean instruments and commodities (X-ray film, etc.); for the removal of used materials; for the supply of conditioned air, water, solutions, gases, vacuum, power; for connection to the information handling system of the hospital, including physiological and building monitoring equipment. The terminals are man­

penetrated for maintenance and repairs from spaces external to the CCTS so that work in CCTS is not interrupted.

In this example, each of the rooms except those flanking the staff entrance has a face of each of two separate terminals for access to all necessary hatches and panels. The operating table may be placed within the octagon to facilitate viewing read-out panels and monitors and to bring substances and power system controls within easy reach of the anesthesiologist. The two rooms having only one terminal face would be for the simpler procedures. Faces of terminals in the central scrub and work area are used for the purveying systems appropriate to the activities carried out.

Expansion to a 15-room suite is illustrated in Fig. 6b which shows 11 rooms for surgery, 3 for delivery, and one which may be used for either. Once the dual-use room is allocated to, say, delivery, doors to the surgical scrub are locked to ensure no accidental entrance from it, unless it is preferred to use both entrances for handling Caesarean sections. In this arrangement, two rooms have three terminal faces for especially complicated procedures. Rather a high proportion of rooms have only one terminal face. If this is not adequate, extra terminals may easily be introduced on the perimeter (Fig. 6c), reducing the number of single-terminal rooms to three, while double-terminal rooms are increased to eight and triple-terminal rooms to four. Adjacent operating rooms can, of course, be provided with a movable partition between them, as shown at the right, to be withdrawn for transplant work.

A further expansion to a 19-room suite is illustrated in Fig. 6d. Although it is shown with an allocation of 13 operating rooms, 5 delivery rooms, and one room used for either, this is only one of several possibilities. If the partition on the dotted line farthest to the right in the work area were used instead, the allocation would be 16 operating rooms, 3 delivery rooms, and one room used for either. Use of a center division would provide 9 rooms each to surgery and obstetrics, and one for either. The decision as to which partition to use can be made at relatively short notice, even on a daily basis. Additional terminals may be added to the large and the small versions as well as to the medium-sized one.
at the sides as well as at the ends, to form the arrangement that would best meet the needs.

Design for direct access to the entire suite shown in Fig. 6e (bottom opposite) would be simple. Here we have shown only the entrance to the ring corridor, directly opposite the emergency section.

To the right is anesthesia. Anesthesiologists emerge right into either the surgical or delivery circulation through one of two doors. Below anesthesia in the drawing is the entrance to the surgical suite with nine beds in the surgical prep and holding area, five of them in individual rooms. To the left is the 20-bed surgical recovery area with, in the center of the left side, the cast room. Large terminals like those used to service the operating rooms are provided for each two beds and for the nursing stations. The corridor used for patient entrance is not straight, bleak and forbidding; all operating room doors are sheltered, and there are plenty of bays for holding patients in case of a last minute delay and for private conversations with the patient before entering the operating room.

Above anesthesia to the right is the entrance to the delivery suite, with staff changing rooms between it and the staff entrance to the delivery scrub area in the center. At the entrance to the patients' access corridor is the fathers' lounge. Beyond the delivery entrance is the labor suite of eight rooms and at the top, a four-bed postpartum recovery room. The dotted lines across the patients' access corridor in front of it are alternate positions for operating a partition to divide the two suites, depending on the use to which the octagonal room in the middle is put at any given time. Each labor room has one large terminal, and the three large ones could easily be used for normal deliveries.

All labor, surgical hold and prep, and surgical and postpartum recovery beds are attached to terminals and are so similar that if the ratios between allocation of them prove to be incorrect, there will be no difficulty in arranging divisions at different points. These divisions are in no way permanent; movable doorless partitions may be operated to effect different subdivisions from day to day. There are nurses' stations for every four recovery stations, though it is unlikely that all would be used. Those in the upper left quadrant would be the last to be used, and the dotted lines indicate how some of these can be allocated to postpartum recovery.

If the total allocation of these beds is too great, more space can be given over to other techniques in the intermediate zone approached from the ring corridor; or, if more beds are needed, space can be taken from the intermediate zone. In the large version shown in Fig. 6d, an elongation in one direction only is shown, necessitating pushing the ring corridor further out on one side.

Optional arrangements of the diaphragm and the intermediate zone

The band of consulting spaces has been called the diaphragm because it separates the public spaces from the CTS and can easily be expanded or contracted on short notice. No structural changes in the building would be required to move it, and terminals to serve it can be provided wherever they are needed. It serves as a filter, each patient entering at a point close to the doctor he is going to see or near the centralized techniques in the intermediate zone of which he will be subject.

Many variations are possible in developing the diaphragm. One of the simplest versions is shown in Fig. 7a, with self-contained suites on the outer side of the corridor, suitable for the staff of a community hospital. They consist on average of three examining rooms to one consulting room, but these ratios could readily be changed. The internal and external bends of the corridor allow variations in the sizes of offices and the number of examining rooms. Each room has access to one face of a small terminal. The terminals, which can be created at various points along a floor grid, accommodate air-conditioning ducts, pneumatic tubes, water supplies and drains, electrical wiring and communications leads. Adjacent benches have sinks. On the inner side of the corridor are shown toilets which may be approached either from the diaphragm corridor or the intermediate zone. They are repeated in each quadrant. The rectangular terminal gives access to plumbing connections for the toilet fixtures.

A double-loaded corridor version is shown in Fig. 7b. On the outer side of the corridor are physicians' offices and on the inner side an equal number of general access examination rooms, as well as the toilet accommodations as before. This arrangement is suitable for a university medical center where clinical consultation by the faculty takes up a relatively smaller proportion of the physicians' time. Not all the physicians need examining rooms during the same hours, so their use may be scheduled.

If the diaphragm is departmentalized, appendices to it may be formed in which special facilities may be incorporated, such as secretarial space and conference rooms (Fig. 7c).

However the diaphragm is designed, we think of the doctor's office as his personal space, his headquarters in the hospital, with furnishings that please him, his own books and pictures, a place that tells his patients something about him. And those who work closely with him—nurses or secretaries or others—have their work spaces close by.

Physicians' offices may be arranged according to specialty or department, or so that those physicians who frequently prescribe a technique they need to observe can be close to that part of the intermediate zone where it is carried out. All procedures are, however, within reasonable walking distance of all physicians' offices and are on the same level. Those technique-oriented doctors who do not regularly have consultations with patients, such as some radiologists, may not need offices in the diaphragm. If the number of physicians interested in a particular procedure increases, or if the space for a procedure must be expanded, the diaphragm can be pushed out locally to accommodate the expansion as well as to increase the number of offices.

The intermediate zone has characteristics of both the diaphragm and the center zone, and it may have small waiting spaces too. It may contain spaces as elaborately equipped and supplied as operating rooms, as for cardiac catheterization and angio-
graphic studies, and spaces as simple as an average examining room. The variety of intermediate spaces varies with the program.

An increasing role for reception and waiting spaces

The spaces along the perimeter of the clinical floor relate to the CCTS as reception and waiting spaces, but they are intended to be much more. They are where the community and the hospital meet, and they say a great deal about what the hospital thinks of its patients and visitors. Surrounded by windows, this outer zone forms a continuous promenade in which such convenience facilities as coffee shop, snack bar, gift shop, newsstand, public telephones, meditation room, writing area, library, exhibition space, booths for viewing patient educational films and a creche are located. The irregular depth adds to the interest of the space and in no way compromises its efficiency. Its continuity allows easy distribution of patients near appropriate entry points in the diagram.

Figs. 8 and 9 show a few ways the waiting spaces might be designed. The first pair illustrate a development at ground level. Fig. 8a shows the space at an early stage, with a straight glass line set well in from the edge of the building. The louvred band to the right is the edge of the diag phram containing physicians' offices and at the far end of the lounge is a small pavilion containing telephone booths flanked by newsstand and gift shop. An expansion is shown in Fig. 8b with most of the glass line taken to the edge of the building. This version shows a snack bar to the left. If the total area of the CCTS and waiting spaces needs to exceed that of the patient foster ing spaces including their courtyards, such an expansion presents no problem, particularly when this floor is at ground level as shown in these perspectives. There are also possibilities for expansion at a floor below grade. Fig. 9a shows how the "moat" which might be formed outside could be landscaped. Where building into the moat is substantial, skylights can be installed, provided adequate landscaped courtyards visible from each lounge area remain. The expansion in Fig. 9b is achieved by building out at intervals. In this case, the creche for well children is moved out into an equally visible but less audible and better guarded position. If the CCTS were located on an upper floor, expansion could also be achieved to a limited extent by the provision beforehand of a continuous cantilevered projection which would serve as a balcony in the early stages. If the floor is only one or two stories above ground level, supports for an expansion can be taken to the ground, forming a colonnade.

The proposals presented in this article are not entirely in accordance with all of the recommendations made for what we call the CCTS by proponents of tower-and-podium hospitals. D. L. Price (4) reflects them as follows: "Because of the departmental interdependency of direct patient services for the care of ambulatory patients in our hospitals, the location of these facilities is extremely important. Each must be expandable independently of its neighboring service. Therefore, the outpatient department, emergency unit, physical medicine and rehabilitation service special services . . . (such as electrocardiography, electroencephalography, cardiopulmonary, and clinical radioisotope facilities) . . . ambulatory patient or observation bed unit, and day care center should be located on an outside wall and on the ground level." (Our italics.) While many of today's best hospital buildings have been designed on the basis of these assumptions, which do result in a CCTS that is a horizontally contiguous like space, we are suggesting a different way to handle it. Although these ideas have been developed in conjunction with industrial techniques spaces arranged to allow servicing of the terminals mentioned, there seems no reason why the main concepts presented could not be used for the consolidated clinical techniques spaces of conventional tower-and-podium hospitals, or of any hospital building in which these techniques are housed in a single loft floor.

By definition, hospitals have an unavoidable responsibility to provide patient fostering spaces for the care of bed patients. But the mainstreams of health care flow outside patient fostering spaces through clinical techniques spaces, and these streams are converging more and more on hospitals. This has caused great stresses on administrative, financial, and spatial arrangements within hospitals and has altered the way the public interacts with them. Most hospitals need effective, efficient, adaptable and expandable spaces for clinical techniques, easily accessible to non-residential as well as to residential patients. All health care facilities need humane, comforting and hospitable spaces that enhance a warm and cooperative relationship with the community.
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"Architecture loves repetitive elements," says Marcel Breuer in referring to the visual rhythms these elements create as they bend gently around the "Y-shaped" plan of his new complex for IBM in southern Florida. These rhythms, set in motion by the sun, have much the same dynamism as an Op Art print and some of the same insistence. The precast panels, thirty-five feet tall and stiffened with sun screens, are structural over two floors and carried by tree columns to form an arcade at the building's periphery. In spite of its enormous length (nearly 800 feet), "the office building" say Breuer and associate Robert Gatje, "is accurate to a quarter of an inch." This same precision—and these same repetitive elements—will carry into Phase II now beginning.
The site, 500 acres of Florida's coastal plain with an average elevation of ten feet, lies in the south Atlantic hurricane belt and is therefore subject to periodic flooding. To protect against rising water, the architects have set first floor elevations at sixteen feet and all parking at twelve feet. To obtain the 450,000 cubic yards of fill this requires, three lakes (two of which exist already) will be scoured out at various on-site locations. These lakes, linked to the sea by a filagree of small canals, will serve to stabilize water levels and provide standing reservoirs for secondary fire protection. A planned extension of N.W. 40th Street will cut the site into two parcels. IBM will occupy the northern sector while the southern portion is held in reserve.

The program required a mixture of offices, laborato-
ries and manufacturing facilities combined to form the first such center for IBM in the Southeast. It was further stipulated that the buildings be arranged to accommodate a somewhat unpredictable pattern of growth. IBM's earlier experience with this type of facility pointed to a horizontal solution and there was sufficient specialization among IBM staff members to suggest the creation of subcenters—each with its own architectural identity. Twin office structures will flank the central lake and a sculptured island is planned for its center. Next to the office buildings are one-story structures for manufacturing and materials distribution. Each is approximately 100,000 square feet and all are linked by an on-level, covered circulation spine designed to accommodate fork lifts. Central shipping and receiving areas are served from a truck yard and rail spur although each building has its own service approach. On-grade parking for 1,600 cars is distributed in clusters around the project and individual lots are treated with drainage swales that provide opportunities for planting.

Employee recreation facilities are supplied on the site's northwest corner.

New access roads and interchanges are projected to serve the growing needs of the complex and these are being worked out in careful conjunction with City traffic planners.

Roof and floor systems are designed with long span, prestressed concrete "tees." Beams and columns are mostly precast. The tree columns, not precast, are poured in reusable wood and steel forms. The upper chord of these elements is post-tensioned with five 1-1/4-inch steel bars. Foundations are set on sand especially prepared by "vibro-flotation" to receive these loads and all first-floor slabs are laid directly on grade after normal compaction procedures.

The 60-foot clear span in the office structure offers maximum planning flexibility. Ductwork is modular to facilitate partition moves.

The interiors are direct, handsome, and handled with Breuer's customary assurance. Finish materials, for the most part, are not luxurious. Except in a few prime areas, floors are covered in vinyl asbestos tile. Walls are plasterboard or exposed block. Ceilings throughout are treated with acoustic tile. Colors are used judiciously in furniture fabrics and inventive wall graphics. Most partitions are moveable to accommodate changing internal rela-
A—Administration
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C—Materials distribution
D—Manufacturing
E—Laboratories
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tionships. The concrete work, both inside and out, is uniformly excellent and these buildings represent a technical triumph of the kind we are starting to take for granted from this distinguished office.

Breuer’s planning principles are by now familiar. The precast panels and the sculptured tree columns are among his signatures. The “Y” plan, with its potential for growth in three directions, can be traced in slightly varying form from UNESCO (or earlier) through the IBM facility in La Gaude, France (1961) to the new headquarters for HUD in Washington, D.C. (1969). These buildings like Wright’s Usonian houses or Faulkner’s novels, bear a striking family resemblance. Taken separately, each is vigorous and vibrant. Taken together, they begin to embody an expression of our corpo-
rate and cultural values that, like it or not, tells us a great deal about who we are and where we have been going. In this connection it is also worth noting that IBM is continuing to commission architects of proven ability and developing with these architects the kinds of working relationships that consistently result in buildings of note.

In a wooded ravine in the center of metropolitan Toronto, architect E. H. Zeidler has created this remarkably appropriate and liveable house for his own family. The site drops about 160 feet vertically into the ravine, which connects with the Don Valley River, and the architect's prime desire was to create a “non-house disappearing into the natural environment of the sloping hillside”. As constructed, the house does this extremely well: it is only really visible from one side—the other facades merge with the trees and the retaining walls, to become part of the natural setting. Old stone walls of a previous house were retained in the new structure, which subtly extends and drops with the contour of the land.
A very unusual organization of the plan has been used to zone living activities, and to make the most of the slope of the land, variable daylighting, and the beautiful views the site affords. Rooms are arranged on four levels and divided into a "children section," and an "adult section," linked at the bedroom level and at the kitchen. The kitchen (the second) level is the life center of the house, with dining, family living and work space (photo below center)—with a formal entrance to the house on one side, and a children's entrance leading to the pool on the opposite side. From the main entrance, one enters into a dramatic four-story space (below, right) replete with windows, glass walls and skylights which frame views of the trees, sky and the deep valley below. The adult living spaces—living room (photos near right), dining room and study (top right)—pivot off the core on succeeding levels, each of which has an outdoor deck or terrace.

At the top of the hill, only the top-level garage, with a door to the family stair tucked under the overhang, is visible (below). A "secret room" is behind the garage on this top level, reached by a ladder as a play space for the children, and out of bounds for adults, as a "hide-away."

Only two basic construction materials have been used in the house: the existing gray stone (relocated in some instances) and rough mill-sawn cedar. The cedar siding is carried over the roof deck surfaces to give an overall design impression of a series of wood decks stepping down the forested hill. They are broken only by the many skylights which illuminate the interiors. Materials inside the house are as restrained as without—all is neutral gray and white, with people, views and art as color accents in the otherwise monochromatic scheme.
As in many rooms of the house, the formal dining space, shown at top (part of the two-story adult living area), is lined with books to double for study and reading. The family dining space (left) is part of the kitchen, family-living and work space; the glass walls lead to an outdoor terrace and pool. The decks and glass bays that closely link all areas with the outdoors can be seen in the photo below.

Architects: Craig, Zeidler and Strong
Owner: Mr. Eberhard H. Zeidler
Location: Toronto, Ontario
Designer: E.H. Zeidler
Structural Engineer: Gordon Dowdell
Mechanical Engineer: Hardi Craig
Contractor: Plorin & Pede
Industrial buildings still provide some of the best opportunities to express those qualities of our culture that modern architecture was invented to express: efficiency, precision, rationality, our desire to understand the structure of things. Industrial buildings were “discovered” by a few architects who were out to change the world in the early 20th century, and industrial facilities were used as examples of the forms those designers liked; forms that were gradually applied to other types of architecture. Unadorned surfaces and spaces dictated mostly by their functions have been appreciated for several decades; now some architects are beginning to doubt that such simplified, mechanistic expressions are appropriate to our culture, or at least to the way people are beginning to want to live today. But they still remain appropriate in the field to which they were first applied. With industrial architecture today, we can still believe that efficiency and clarity and economy are the values on which the system should be based, and we can work within the architectural forms and rules invented to express those values. Most industrial buildings make no attempt to express any values beyond that of keeping the weather out, of course, except when the owner worries about his building being seen, as well as its being worked in, and hires architects to help him.

The three industrial buildings on the next nine pages—The Brockton Water Filtration Plant, The Monarch Machine Tool Company, and the Pepperell Spring Water Company—are examples of the inventive expression of materials, structure, and function by architects who obviously understand the roots of their visual training, and who helped their clients enormously.

—Robert Jensen
Many water filtration plants have their various elements—filtration beds, pump rooms, reservoirs—spread randomly over their sites, but this one in Brockton, Massachusetts is different. The architects and the sanitary engineers have worked closely with each other to integrate usually scattered parts into a coherent whole so that the plant's heavily wooded site is disrupted as little as possible, and so that the plant may still be expanded in the future. The major portion of the Brockton plant is the “doughnut”-shaped building on these two pages. The spaces for pumps, filters, chemical injection, and offices have been arranged around a large open court housing the sedimentation basins, while the sludge lagoons have been placed away from this core in the trees. Expansion of the core itself will take place through a second “doughnut” structure behind the present one. The facade (below) appears to float over a concrete base and this is appropriate, as the section shows: most of the material underneath the building is water, expressed on the surface by the crushed rock bed in front of the building. The entrance ramp bridges this filtered-water reservoir. People and machinery that need attention occupy the upper portion of the building with its exposed aggregate fascia, while water and piping occupy the lower portion, walled with unpunctured, poured-in-place concrete.

BROCKTON WATER FILTRATION PLANT, Brockton Mass.
Architects: E. Verner Johnson • Robert N. Hotvedt and Associates. Sanitary, structural, mechanical, and electrical engineers: Camp, Dresser & McKee; landscape architects: Sterling Myrick
You sense the controlled proportioning of this industrial plant—its architectural decisiveness—almost immediately, and by the time you have passed it along the highway outside Cortland, New York, or pulled into the drive, you are asking yourself those first questions that good architecture can elicit; . . . who designed that . . . what goes on in there? It is the Monarch Machine Tool Company manufacturing plant, designed by William Downing Associates of Ithaca, New York, and by arousing your sense of architectural appreciation, the industrial building has done exactly what its owners hoped it would do.

This plant makes machine-fed automatic drill presses to custom specifications. The drill presses are highly sophisticated—e.g., they change their own bits automatically, and are operated by computer-punched paper tape—and they are expensive, often running into six figures. So they are not ordered by telephone; machine tool specialists from other firms come to the Monarch factory to explain their needs, and sometimes work with the Monarch designers for weeks, before finally ordering a drill press. The architecture was planned to represent visually and spatially that same sense of quality, efficiency and skill that Monarch knows it must provide in its machines, and in the processes that produce the machines. The plant is a sales facility as well as a manufacturing facility, and both the client and the architect knew that from the beginning.

In form the plant is two linked structures, one for manufacturing and the other for engineering and administration. The administrative offices (both photos, this page) are in a long, linear structure sited nearest to the highway, and it is seen from the road across a shallow lake that is the plant's emergency fire protection. The whole plant is laid out on one floor, but the slight slope of the land upward from the highway allows a two-story facade along the administrative wing, with pumps and unexcavated earth at the water level, underneath the offices. Behind the offices are the high-bay factory spaces (see next page), about five times as large as the administrative spaces. Both parts of the plant are steel frame structures supported with exposed wide-flange or pipe columns, but they are expressed differently on the exterior. Where the factory is a simple insulated aluminum panel siding with doors and windows expressed as punched holes, the office portion is a complex mix of masonry infill, concrete fascias and sunscreens, metal columns, skylight hoods, and concrete piloti in water. The offices have a visual affinity to LeCorbusier's architecture that is hard to miss, while the exterior of the factory structure behind is much more like the metal-walled boxes we have come to accept in industrial buildings. But the interior of the factory links it dramatically to the rest of the architecture, as the next page shows. The offices, the factory and the whole site are integrated through a planning grid and a system of proportioning with diminishing modules. The factory uses a plan grid, 50 feet by 25 feet and the office structure uses modules of 25 feet by 12½ feet and 12½ feet by 6¼ feet. The exposed exterior columns of the offices, which jut out of the water, are in line with the column modules of the factory space.

A consistent and controlled rationalism has been employed throughout the whole complex to express in the architecture a machined feeling—close tolerances, parts that fit—that is proper to the plant's function and fulfills its owner's purpose.
The plan (above) shows the relationship of the plant to the main road and the lake. The lake has been used in place of a large water tower, which is what is usually seen in conjunction with industrial plants. The presence of either one reduces the cost of fire insurance, but a lake was cheaper than a tower would have been, and adds dramatically to the quality of the site. There is a separate entrance to the plant for trucks, which bring rough castings to the plant to be machined. All other parts that go into the drill presses are manufactured within this plant itself. It is not a linear assembly line operation, because no two machines are really alike; parts are manufactured and assembled in parallel.

At left is an office interior, with windows facing into the area allotted for future expansion. Above right, is a photo of the machine shop itself, showing the careful use of paint for color coding and brightness, and showing the immaculate condition in which the plant is maintained.
The Pepperrell Spring Water Company bottles spring water for retail sale. It owns 350 acres in northeastern Massachusetts, and it hired the firm of Stifter and Baum to produce an ecological study of the site, to recommend future land-uses and the best location for a new bottling plant, and finally to design the plant itself, shown on these pages.

The plant is an essay in the rationality and pragmatism that has guided the whole project. Its functions are organized linearly between two parallel concrete walls that read as extensions of the foundations. They set the pattern for future expansion, and can take continued abuse from fork-lift trucks and heavy pallets. Straddling the walls is a steel superstructure clad in sheet siding, with one roofing system for the high, skylit production space, another for the office and support areas. Because the side walls are used for storage, natural light is gained primarily from the ten rectangular acrylic domes in the roof (isometric left, and color photo, right). By using these domes, the light level inside is nearly the same as outdoors. The metal end walls are designed to be unbolted and re-used when expansion occurs, and the insulated sandwich panels, along with the corrugated aluminum siding, are detailed with a butt-joint at each bay, which permits demounting without damaging adjacent panels. Ventilation occurs through the banks of awning-type windows at both ends of the production space, and the area is heated by gas-fired units suspended from the ceiling, as shown in the photograph, next page. The Pepperrell Spring Water Plant has a studied purity that is seldom found in industrial architecture and it is worth close examination.
The interior of the main working space (above) and a detail of the exterior siding and concrete wall (right) exhibit the careful articulation of parts and expression of function that pervades the whole building. At left are two sketches showing the processing of water from well to shipping (upper diagram) and the movement of bottles and water within the plant itself prior to shipping by truck (lower diagram). Process diagrams like these were created before any actual building designing took place, and the final ones dictated the building's form. The major objective was that the entire operation—from drawing water to shipping to waste disposal—be protected from contamination in any form.
Necessary: a standard for insulating glass

Architects want assurance that insulating glass will not fail because of condensed moisture or contaminants in the air space. Because use of insulating glass has increased greatly, and because new products by new manufacturers are on the market, a commonly-agreed-upon test procedure is urgently needed—applicable to all products and reflecting the wide range of weather conditions they face.

Groundwork has been laid by industry and consumer groups, in cooperation with Federal agencies, for development of an ASTM standard for the testing of factory-sealed, double-glazed insulating glass units. Presently, there is no universally accepted testing procedure. Some of the larger insulating glass manufacturers have their own in-house "weathering" equipment, as does at least one sealant manufacturer. In Canada the Division of Building Research of the National Research Council developed tests, with industry support, used by the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation to determine acceptance of insulating glass units, and which, subsequently, were used as the basis for a standard developed by the Canadian Government Specifications Board. The acceptance program has been in force since 1961. In the United States, a group of independent insulating glass manufacturers formed the Sealed Insulating Glass Manufacturers Association in 1963, and two years later introduced a specification which calls for a series of tests that check the integrity of the seal, subject test units to accelerated weathering conditions (laboratory), and check the ultraviolet radiation resistance of organic seals. A certification program has been initiated.

Insulated glass has been sold for 30 years and the last 10 have seen new types emerge

The greatest push for a universally accepted standard has come from various government agencies because of the greatly increasing use of sealed insulating glass units, and also because of the growing number of manufacturers in the field.

Factory-sealed insulating glass units were first made by the large glass manufacturers whose installation recommendations and whose warranties the architect could have confidence in. These companies have had a good record of experience for over 20 years.

Improved polysulfide technology in recent years made a new type of seal possible which uses fewer materials, is easier to manufacture, and can be less expensive. Because of the basic simplicity of manufacture of these units, inexperienced companies could enter the sealed insulating glass field along with responsible manufacturers. So to protect consumers and to monitor the industry for its own good,
The air space of sealed insulating glass units has to be dry and free from contaminants. Two tests check whether sample units pass or fail.

SIGMA was formed—the basic purpose being to upgrade and maintain the quality of polysulfide-seal units.

The first types of sealed insulating glass units—those made by the large glass manufacturers—were of three types: 1) glass-to-metal edge in which the inner glass surfaces at the periphery are metalized and tinned so that a lead alloy separator strip can be soldered to the glass (this type has been made for over 30 years); 2) glass-edge seal, in which two lights of glass are fused together at the edge (this seal has been made since 1950); 3) spacer strips, polyisobutylene mastic seal and metal edge for supporting the glass (this type was introduced in 1946, but for 5-10 years the seal has been butyl rubber). With the first two types, the air space between lights is purged with dry air through a small hole in the seal which is sealed after this operation. The third type utilizes a desiccant which is relied upon to dry the air space after assembly.

The polysulfide seal type of units has been marketed for 10 years and more. It utilizes metal spacers and a two-part polysulfide sealant which, first, provides an edge seal, and, secondly, holds the two lights of glass together. Desiccant within the spacer absorbs moisture from the air space.

While polysulfide-sealed units are in some respects the easiest to manufacture, the right materials have to be used, and the units must be assembled under the proper conditions. For example, the polysulfide sealant must be properly formulated; also it must be properly mixed and in the right proportions. An ultraviolet-radiation-resistant polysulfide formulation must be used; otherwise possible loss of adhesion to the glass could occur. Further, the polysulfide must be of a type impermeable to water vapor diffusion. If the product is cheapened by the addition of low-cost diluents, these materials may volatilize later and cause fogging on the inner surfaces of the glass. The glass must be almost surgically clean. The desiccant needs to be "dry." The sealant must be applied evenly. Mismatch of expansion coefficients of spacers and glass should be avoided. Because the manufacturer of insulating glass units cannot control the types of glazing materials used in the field, an oil-resistant formulation of polysulfide sealant should be used. Problem is that oil-based glazing compounds harm ordinary polysulfide.

Once-dry insulating units should remain dry the length of their expected service life. An imperfect seal allows moist air or water to enter the air space when there is a difference in pressure between the air space and the ambient air. These pressures are induced by temperature or barometric pressure changes, or by wind. Further, if the seal is permeable, water vapor may diffuse through the seal. In either case, the moisture may condense, obscuring vision. Beyond this, over a long period condensa-
tion may leave a permanent cloudy film on the glass.

But moisture condensation is of even further significance with respect to the new reflective glasses. It can react with the reflective surface which may change the appearance as well as the effectiveness of the reflective film.

What sort of tests are needed? Obviously field tests are too slow to check out new sealing systems and materials and to monitor production for certification programs. Accelerated testing is needed, but these test methods must be correlated with field performance before they can be used with confidence.

Basically, accelerated tests should reproduce the harmful effects of weather

What do the accelerated tests need to check for? The tests that are selected and/or developed must subject insulating glass units to conditions adequately simulating the stressing conditions that the units must withstand during their service life. Stresses leading to seal failures are imposed by pressure differences between the air space and surrounding air; by differential expansion or contraction of components caused by different thermal expansion of materials and by differential temperatures; by wind pressures; and by forces that may develop as a result of faulty installation.

It is recognized, however, that the greatest “stress” on the seal comes from vapor pressure difference between outdoors and the air space. Few failures, for example, have occurred in the dry Southwest.

The measure of whether an insulating glass unit is effective is the dewpoint of the air in the air space. This is easily checked, generally by means of a glass-to-copper seal cylinder containing alcohol or acetone to which dry ice is added. With a thermometer, the observer checks the temperature at which condensation first appears on the inside of the glass.

To check the efficacy of insulating glass seals, accelerated laboratory tests use techniques of various sorts to simulate the effects of weather. All tests involve temperature cycling. Some have water-spray cycles; some have high-humidity cycles; some have continuous high humidity. Other tests have been devised to check the ability of organic sealants to withstand exposure to ultraviolet radiation, either with or without water being present. Still another type of test is used to check whether there are volatiles present in the sealant that might cause fogging of the insulating glass unit. The Norwegian Building Research Institute is the only organization to use simulated wind gusts. Originally the test units were subjected only to pressure pulsations, air temperature cycling, and to ultraviolet radiation. But now the Scandinavian specification calls for temperature and temperature cycling, ultraviolet exposure, and wetting and drying of

To make testing practical, accelerated procedures have to be used, but for them to be meaningful, there must be sufficient field correlation.

The five types of factory-sealed insulating glass units made in the U. S. are shown above and at left. Original ones are the three above. In the last 10 years, with the advent of improved formulations of polysulfide, this seal has found increasing application. Another type is the combination butyl mastic, polysulfide seal.
the bottom edges of test units via a tray filled with water, once a day.

An ASTM standard must be technically correct and practical at the same time

What are the requirements that a commonly-agreed-upon test procedure must meet? First, the tests must subject insulating glass units to all the significant deterioration-causing conditions that are encountered in the field. Secondly, these tests must correlate with field experience so that predictable durability can be deduced from accelerated laboratory tests. Question is: how many cycles of accelerated laboratory weathering tests are necessary? Considerable field test information has been collected by various manufacturers, but the view held by some independent research people is that the information is still too limited to provide quantitative correlations that relate to all the different products and possible field conditions.

Here is where ASTM's aegis could serve an important function. Under independent auspices, where competitive factors are absent, manufacturers would be most likely to let their field test data be used. Thirdly, the tests must be economical to run within a reasonable period of time. Many people in the industry feel that present tests are too costly and too time-consuming. Part of this is attributable to the small number of test units that present apparatus can handle. Fourthly, the test procedures and apparatus must be such that different test laboratories can achieve comparable results. Further, it is very important that the significance of the tests in the standard that is to be promulgated be understandable to the specifier—so that he knows what the tests are for and what they do and do not cover.

To cope with these problems, Committee E-6 (Building Constructions) proposed a six-step program, the first step of which is to be completed by next month:
1) conduct round-robin testing at existing facilities; accumulate and record field experience of these facilities; 2) review results in light of field experience; 3) draft improved test method/performance standard based upon results of round-robin testing and field experience; 4) design, construct and use new prototype apparatus; 5) compare results of improved prototype apparatus and procedures with round-robin tests; 6) revise test method and prepare draft of a proposed ASTM standard.

Plans are for the National Bureau of Standards to design and build the improved test apparatus, and to support this activity (cost of the equipment and salary of an NBS research associate) a fund-raising campaign has been initiated among manufacturers of insulating glass and of insulating glass components and from regulatory agencies. Original target date for the draft of a new test method and for a proposed ASTM standard was set for 1973.
Hallmark

by DAY-BRITE

A unique luminaire that establishes a dramatically new standard of excellence in surface lighting.
Hallmark

...is more than a new fixture. It is a creative concept in prismatic lens processing...in chassis design. It achieves for the first time a nonfixture, "in limbo" look which doesn't detract from interior designs. Gone are the traditional opaque ends. In their place is an exclusive one-piece injection molded prismatic lens that provides luminous ends as well as sides. A splay around the entire chassis permits uplighting, completely dispelling fixture shadow. And with unique corner "fins", Hallmark retains a crisp, square look when viewed from any angle.

HALLMARK...architecturally correct, highly efficient...with as many applications as your mind can conjure. See it. Then draw your conclusions.

DAY-BRITE

DAY-BRITE LIGHTING DIVISION
EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.
541 BULLWEIR
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63147

For more data, circle 52 on inquiry card
CHASSIS—Hallmark eliminates the traditional 'pocket' to achieve uplighting. Instead, entire chassis fits flush-to-ceiling, angles inward to permit uplighting around entire fixture. Unique corner 'fins' offset splay to retain a clean, vertical corner line when viewed from any angle.

LATCHES—Enclosure is hinged on both sides for easy access in cleaning and servicing, and remains captive when in fully open position. Positive-lock, invisible mechanical latches will not let lens get out of alignment.

SPECS—Hallmark is a slim 3" deep, 12" wide in the 2-lamp model... 16½" wide in the 4-lamp. It comes in 4 and 8 lengths, for use singly or in tandem, surface or suspended. Metal splay is available in baked white enamel finish, or matte black.
We build better classroom casework because we’ve done our homework.

We know, for instance, the way in which a colorful and neatly-organized room can stimulate students and teachers alike. We know, too, how important a part minimum maintenance plays in your plans. And how you appreciate on-time dependability and the complete flexibility of design that only made-to-order casework allows. And we know enough to offer two distinct lines—one heavy, one light. After all, we’ve been doing our homework for over 35 years.

St. Charles® Custom School Storage Furniture

Write for our School Catalog • St. Charles Manufacturing Company, St. Charles, Illinois 60174
Desk series features raceway system concealing all wiring

Raceways deliver electric power, electronic and telephone hook-ups to each desk in a series, with only one in-put point for each service. Rapid relocation of desks and constant access to all wires and services with a minimum of structural interference are design features. The raceway system is installed on site. Mounting screws are fastened and the components of the raceway are snapped onto the screws. The manufacturer supplies all hardware. • JG Furniture Co., Inc., Quakertown, Pa. Circle 300 on inquiry card

LIGHTING SYSTEM / This lighted ceiling, designed around an 8-way fitting in its structural grid, creates an irregular pattern of lighting pyramids. The pyramid light diffusers may point upward or downward in uniform or alternate patterns. Flexible in design, this three-dimensional system can accommodate decorative incandescent lamps at any exposed grid junction, lending a glittering chandelier effect. Color diffusers may be interchanged with standard opal white diffusers. The lay-in diffusers can be easily removed and replaced for cleaning and access to relamp. Standard modular sizes are 2 1/2 ft by 2 1/2 ft, 3 ft by 3 ft, and 4 ft by 4 ft. Applications include libraries, board rooms, theater lobbies and department stores. • Integrated Ceilings, Inc., Los Angeles. Circle 301 on inquiry card

WALLBOARD / This vinyl-faced gypsum wallboard system is produced with loose vinyl flaps extending from both long edges, creating a continuous wall covering appearance when the flaps are set with an adhesive. Fasteners and panel joints, finished with the manufacturer's joint compound, are concealed by the vinyl flaps and allow installation of the entire system in the course of a single day. Panels are 1/2 in.-thick, 4 ft-wide and range in length from 8 ft to 14 ft in one-foot increments. Vinyl surfaces are available in five patterns (woodgrain shown above) and 25 colors. Matching vinyl roll goods are available. • National Gypsum Co., Buffalo. Circle 302 on inquiry card
Bradglas bowl colors borrowed from nature.

Bradglas® Washfountains. Colorful like nature. Durable like steel. Smooth, nonporous. Resistant to abrasion, acid and corrosion. Won’t swell, shrink or warp. Won’t chip, peel or flake. Vandal-proof and fire-safe, too.

Reinforced polyester, so they’re tough, to take it when the going is rough. Light for easy installation ... 80% lighter than precast stone. Cut installation costs too ... because they serve up to eight people with one set of plumbing connections. Save on wall and floor space. More sanitary than lavatories because they’re foot operated.

Circular and semi-circular Washfountains. For the places you’ve never considered putting Washfountains before. See your Bradley washroom systems specialist about them.

Bradley Washfountain Co., 9109 Fountain Boulevard, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051

For more data, circle 53 on inquiry card

11 bright ideas from Bradley

Leader in Washroom Fixtures and Accessories.
what's so special about this telephone?

everything.

It's the heart of the RAULAND TELECENTER—the new Total Communications concept keyed to the needs of today's schools... It's the vital part of an Administrative Control Network in which modern pushbutton telephones provide the instant, automatic communications required for effective schoolwide control. An integral part of the network is a Program Distribution Center (now locatable away from the general office) which offers a remarkable resource for comprehensive distribution of program materials.

Learn how the RAULAND TELECENTER can enhance administrative control in any school.

RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION, Dept. R
3535 West Addison Street, Chicago, Illinois 60618

FREEZERS / This line of storage cooler and freezer units features rigid fiberglass exterior wall panels and urethane insulation. These prefabricated panel sections are precision designed to customer specifications. The frosted-in-place urethane panels provide a stronger, rigid, more uniform composition than standard foamed-in-place urethane panels, according to the manufacturer. Elliott-Williams, Indianapolis.

Circle 303 on inquiry card

OFFICE FURNITURE / Flexibility is built into this office work center. The roll-out worksurface provides additional working surface, adjusting easily to desk- or machine-height level. The communications center provides more desk space by shelving the phone, dictating unit and letter trays, all units conveniently located at head level. Steelcase, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Circle 304 on inquiry card

AIR CONDITIONER / This thru-wall, year-round air conditioner offers a choice of hot water, steam or electric-control heating. All moving parts are isolated with sound-deadening rubber mounts. Heavy gasketing between chassis and sleeve excludes condenser side-sound and outside air leakage. This model is available as a combination heating/cooling unit, as a cooling unit with provisions for add-on heat, and as a heating unit with provisions for add-on cooling. Slant/Fin, Greenville, N.Y.

Circle 305 on inquiry card
A round edge board that minimizes ridging and beading.

Start specifying Georgia-Pacific's new round edge board. And you can solve ridging and beading problems. But that's not all. This new board uses 1/2 less joint cement than other special edged boards. And since there is more gypsum on the board itself, it holds to fire ratings better.

G-P's round edge board. Cuts down on costs.

A joint cement with a one hour working time.

Georgia-Pacific's new Speed Set is a vinyl gypsum adhesive that sets in only one and one-half hours. This high strength cement provides a smooth monolithic surface. In addition, it has low shrinkage and is easily sanded. Its surface takes almost any finish. Texture, Paint, Wallpaper.

Better see your G-P representative today. Ask him about these new gypsum products from Georgia-Pacific.

A gypsum board that can be used for exterior soffits.

Georgia-Pacific's new Soffit Board is specially designed for use on exterior soffits. A special round edge minimizes ridging and beading problems. What's more, this new board goes up and finishes as easily as regular wallboard. There are no exposed nails or joints. And it takes almost any finish.
FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT / Designed for hospital use, this food delivery cart is available in 16-, 20-, 24- and 30-tray capacities, with 5 inches of clearance between trays. Both interior and exterior are of one-piece molded fiberglass. • Shelley Manufacturing Co., Miami.

Circle 306 on inquiry card

TABLES / This Astro Stack/Gang Table is especially designed for use in multi-purpose rooms. A positive level “gangin” device levels tables together with no space between tops to provide seating for large groups. No latches or bolts are used. Companion Add A leaf permits a 30 in. by 48 in. top, with no legs attached, to gang between two regular Astro Stack/Gang Tables to seat twelve. • Fixtures Manufacturing Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Circle 307 on inquiry card

CONCRETE PLANTERS / These planters, available in five sizes, may be used to complement the manufacturer’s line of concrete furniture, or used alone. A variety of colors and three finishes may be selected. • Random Industries, Farmington, Conn.

Circle 308 on inquiry card

FIRE ALARM / Flexalarm II consists of a control panel which connects to manual stations; fire, heat and/or smoke sensing devices; sprinklers and other types of fire extinguishing systems. The system can be expanded easily with the addition of modules. Options include positive, non-interfering and successive coding circuits and standby power. • Gamewell, a Gulf & Western Systems Co., Newton, Mass.
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PANELING / An aluminum-hardboard composite panel for commercial and residential use offers built-in cost-saving features. Pre-painted, they can be installed as easily as plywood panels. The company guarantees that the panels will not rust, peel, blister, flake, chip or split under normal weathering conditions for a period of 10 years. Designed for interior and exterior use, Miralume panels come in four-ft widths and in lengths of 8, 10, or 12 ft. • Kaiser Aluminum, Port Carbon, Pa.

Circle 310 on inquiry card
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CERAMIC WALLS / Composed of textured and sculptured ceramic units installed like tiles, this 12 in. by 12 in. "nuts and bolts" design creates a wall of small-scale geometrics. The density of pattern obscures the joints between the large square units. This is one of 125 basic designs in the collection. Applications include facings for lobbies, accent walls in office interiors, and other areas both indoor and out. • Design-Tech-nics Ceramics Inc., New York City.
Circle 311 on inquiry card

SOLID WASTE COMPACTOR / Designed for commercial and industrial use, this portable unit can accommodate five to six times the amount of trash normally contained in a regular 20-gallon trash can. Any solid waste can be placed in the compactor's two 25-gallon removable polyethylene bags (one in the single model). A stainless steel ram exerts over 3,000 pounds of pressure, reducing the waste into a solid and compact 3½ cubic ft package. The compactor operates on compressed air. • Automatic Refuse Systems, Inc., St. Clair Shores, Mich.
Circle 312 on inquiry card

SYNTHETIC BRICK / Made from high quality polyester with the look and feel of real brick, each weighs approximately two ounces and is one-quarter-in. thick. Designed for interior and exterior use, it can be applied to almost any surface that is firm, dry and free from dirt. • Plastronic, Inc., West Yarmouth, Mass.
Circle 313 on inquiry card

CARPETING / This geometric print by Walter Carpet Mills, designed for contract use, is available in 17 tri-dye ground colors in 12 ft widths. It carries the five-year Anso nylon surface wear guarantee for commercial carpets. • Allied Chemical Corp., Fibers Div., New York City.
Circle 314 on inquiry card

Goodbye, Mrs. X—and about $1300 worth of merchandise.

She's going out a side door. She's plausible and charming. Nobody's looking. The door is unattended.
Say goodbye to your $1300. Part of the tragedy is that Mrs. X (or whoever) may well be a favorite employee. The other part of the tragedy is that it all might have been avoided—
with Trim-Gard™ on duty.
Trim-Gard is a simple (but sophisticated) door alarm for commercial premises. Put Trim-Gard on any door (either in-or out-swinging) and turn it on with a key.
It won't reach out and grab anyone by the collar, but it will alert you whenever the door is opened. It will protect you against Mrs. X. It may well protect Mrs. X against herself.
Consider two unfortunate facts. By far the largest single category of crime in the country today is employees stealing from their employers. And right after that category, comes shoplifting. Employees, obviously, aren't your only concern; Mrs. X may just be a visitor.
Trim-Gard is concise, efficient, business-like. It's narrow surface-applied profile (13/8 X 12") even allows unobtrusive installation on narrow stile doors. This unique feature combined with heavy-duty construction and solid-state circuitry makes Trim-Gard a practical answer to your security problems.
Count the number of unattended doors in any commercial establishment. Consider what may be going on those doors. Money. Inventory. Profits.
Now you know what to do. Install Trim-Gard. It does the job.

Trim-Gard by
Continental Instruments Corp.
3327 Royal Avenue, Oceanside, New York 11572
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**DOOR DRAMA IN SEATTLE**

Automatic doors can be beautiful. Where the Olympic Mountains cascade into Puget Sound, swing off Seattle's monorail into the soaring tower of Washington Plaza Hotel. Custom-tall 9-foot glazed teak doors slide away or swing open automatically for your grand entrance.

One Dor-O-Matic Invisible Dor-Man® hydraulic power unit actuates 20 main entry doors: four smooth-gliding Slide'n'Swing® doors with double-acting emergency breakaway action for guests' safety . . . plus 16 center pivoted automatic swinging doors. Activating mats are hidden under lobby carpeting; bottom guides of Slide'n'Swing doors are off-floor, in-wall, so no track shows!

Dor-O-Matic gives you complete architectural freedom to design or buy doors with flair. We design only the controls and activating devices. Dramatically. Call our representative, or write for AIA Bulletin B.31/Dor today.

---

Seattle Washington Plaza Hotel  
Door Controls by  
DOR-O-MATIC  
Division of Republic Industries, Inc.

7360 West Wilson Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60656  
(312) 867-7400
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Ty-Seal gaskets cut big jobs down to size.

Take a job like the Jordan Marsh warehouse in Quincy, Massachusetts.

Nearly five miles (more than 500 tons) of cast iron soil pipe and fittings went into the drainage system for the huge, 30-acre facility.

All of it was joined with TY-SEAL® gaskets.

Why TY-SEAL?

A joint was needed that could accommodate settling without leaking. The answer was TY-SEAL.

A joint was needed that could be made in any weather, in any temperature, even in water-filled trenches. Again, TY-SEAL.

A joint was needed that could help meet progress schedules. On the Jordan Marsh job, the installing mechanical contractor was always on or ahead of schedule.

We've collected the facts about TY-SEAL in the Jordan Marsh job and put it together with actual case histories of other TY-SEAL jobs, both large and small. For your free copy, write us at P. O. Box 2027, Tyler, Texas 75701.

If it goes into a DWV system, Tyler makes it.

Tyler Pipe
Subsidiary of Tyler Corporation
PPG Extrusion Coatings create a dramatic, enduring finish... at surprisingly low cost

Extruded aluminum shapes now can be finished in rich new PPG color coatings, allowing you complete color freedom... but at far less cost than other finishing systems. Color uniformity and stability of these PPG coatings are outstanding. These finishes are now available in DURACRON® thermosetting acrylic enamels and DURANAR™ fluoropolymer finishes to achieve the desired film durability on windows, mullions and other extruded shapes.

Take advantage of all of the architectural benefits of these new PPG color coatings—and pass the savings on to your clients. Check your latest Sweet’s Architectural File, or write Market Manager, Extrusion Coatings, PPG INDUSTRIES, Inc., Dept. 16W, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paint, and Glass. So far.
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All you need to know about

Automatic Pneumatic Tube Communications Systems
by Standard Conveyor
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Our new, 32-page SPRINKLER SYSTEM GUIDE lays it all out. Building codes... insurance considerations... fire protection costs... and much more we can't tell here. Dozens of explicit illustrations. It's free. Send for it... before you get burned!
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Arne Jacobsen had an idea for Fritz Hansen. Design a basic chair for comfort and function. With or without arms. On steel chrome-plated legs, with or without swivel. And make them stackable! And then offer a combination of any and all-in oak, teak or rosewood, or upholstered in fabric, leather or vinyl.

For more information please write to Fritz Hansen, Inc., 979 Third Ave., New York 10022.
An LP® polysulfide membrane would have kept him dry

There'd be no leaking seams or joints. No lateral movement of water under the membrane. Not if an LP Polysulfide membrane had been used.

This elastomeric membrane is seamless, even around pipes. It bonds to the substrate so that even if the membrane were punctured, water could not run laterally beneath it.

Thiokol polysulfide-based membranes are applied by spray or hand. No build-up of layers, joint sealing, splicing or adhesives. They're inert, continuous and rubbery...above or below grade... and effective to -40°F. The usual thickness is 60 mils.

For quality and economy in membrane systems, look for this trademark. And for more information plus a list of licensees, write to Dan Petrino, Thiokol Chemical Corporation, P.O. Box 1296, Trenton, New Jersey 08607.

Thiokol
HOUSINGS
for Mercury lamps

PRESCOLITE has no HOUSING shortage. We have MERCALITE™ fixtures available for... indoor or outdoor use, hi-bay or lo-bay. Round or square recessed, ceiling cylinders, wall brackets, outdoor spots and floods, post lights, aisle lights or flush mount ground units. Over 100 different Mercury units to choose from.

Let us help with your Mercury HOUSING requirements. Write for our MERCALITE™ brochure No. M-1.
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NEW FROM SHERWIN-WILLIAMS®
FULL HIDING, SOLID COLOR STAIN

For wood siding, shingles, shakes, decks, porches, steps, railings, fences, benches.

For terrace walls, interior beams, ceilings, paneling, or any area where wood is used.

- For exterior — interior use.
- Use on new wood or previously stained or painted wood.
- No topcoat necessary.
- Superior alkyd formulation for toughness and longer life — not a conventional oil stain.
- Excellent weather resistance.
- Repels moisture; mildew and mold resistant.
- Won't crack, peel, or blister.
- Lap marks won't show.
- Needs no priming or thinning.
- Easy to apply by brush, roller, spray, or dipping.
- 24 beautiful non-fading colors, plus white.

Now you have a choice of using Solid Color or Semi-Transparent Sherwin-Williams Stains, or Weathering Oil® for a rich weathered effect.

See specification Nos. 71.07, 71.14, in our catalog 9.9/SH, Sweet's Architectural and Industrial Construction Catalog Files. Or circle inquiry card or write the Sherwin-Williams Co., Architectural Service Division, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
New Fascia System by SILBRICO

A fascia, water dam, gravel stop, curb and cant...all in one simple, durable system. The Silbrico extruded aluminum fascia system is designed and installed to meet Factory Mutual roof perimeter flashing requirements of Date Sheet 1-49, to resist wind uplift of 60 lb./Lin. Ft. of wall. It controls water, prevents leakage at the roof perimeter, withstands high winds, hides building irregularities and provides a most attractive non-corrosive, durable fascia for any building. An exclusive vinyl seal throughout an extruded aluminum liner-flashing is held tight by the Silbrico "Cam-Lock" locking device to assure a positive water seal always. Wide variety of finishes and colors. Compare fascias...then specify "the tough one"...the Silbrico Fascia System. Write for details, specifications and brochure showing complete range of sizes.

SILBRICO CORPORATION
6300 RIVER ROAD, HODGKINS, ILLINOIS 60525
CHICAGO PHONE (312) 735-3322

WHAT'S NEW IN ARCHITECTURAL SIGNING?

Contemporary Letter styles are What's new in Architectural Signing.

The Graphics Lab has them. Write for your copy of our catalog. Letter Styles for the 70's.

KNIGHT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
5975 Armour Drive P.O. Box 15282 Houston, Texas 77020

A completely biased panel* has judged the NEW 1971 STYLING of HAUGHTON ESCALATORS absolutely superb!

*All of us at Haughton hail this handsome fresh look, of course. And so do the architects, contractors and owners who have already specified this smart new styling for more than 100 Haughton escalator installations.

But judge for yourself. Find out that distinctive escalator appearance is still compatible with very smooth, very quiet and very reliable operation. Don't overlook a chance to look it over. Call your Haughton representative or write us.

RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
HAUGHTON ESCALATORS
P.O. BOX 780, TOLEDO, OHIO 43601
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the indestructibles
endurables in the era of discontinuity

If it is superb quality casework you want, that is the only kind we make. If it is stainless, enameled, or high pressure laminated casework you want, we make all three. If you require custom work, we are specialists. One source. Reliable. Experienced. Anxious to be of service. Why not ask to see our catalogs?

Jamestown Products Division
178 BLACKSTONE AVE. JAMESTOWN, N.Y. 14701
The Rada Thermostatic Mixing Valve does a superior job of conserving hot water. Because it does a superior job of controlling it.

Once set, Rada's bimetallic brain automatically adjusts for both temperature and pressure fluctuations in the hot and cold lines and holds steadily to the temperature you set.

Result: a safe, steady shower temperature without scalding or freezing bursts. Greater comfort for them, but more important, the safety you must have in schools, hospitals and other institutions.

But that’s not all. Rada cabinet assemblies also reduce design and installation costs. We’ve designed 50 different cabinet assemblies so you can select the thermostatic control center that’s best for your system.

Next time be certain to specify Rada. It’s a comfort to showerer and specifier alike.

For an explanatory booklet and specifications on Rada Thermostatic control centers call or write:

Richard Fife, Inc.
1140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001
Phone: (212) 683-0745
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6 years in preparation—entirely new in organization and format—

The Sixth Edition of Ramsey and Sleeper’s

ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STANDARDS

Prepared by the American Institute of Architects

Paralleling the sixteen divisions of the Uniform System for Construction Specifications, Data Filing, and Cost Accounting, the chapters in this encyclopedic handbook cover the standards of practice, terminology, space and size relationships, minimum and maximum space allowances, area requirements for planning, and material selection used in current everyday practice.

Special features include—

- 657, 9" x 12" completely new plates. Not a single page of the old edition has been reproduced.
- Coverage has been updated and expanded to include new information in every chapter.
- Entirely new formatting throughout the book has permitted the inclusion of much more information on every page.


1970 712 pages $39.50

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario
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Another step towards a perfectly dry Manhattan.

New York City's World Trade Center, which will cover thirteen city blocks, will be one of the largest building complexes in the world. And it'll also be one of the driest because Tremco sealants and glazing systems will be used in the right places.

Take the two 110-story twin tower buildings. They will use Tremco's Polysulfide Lastomeric, the non-oxidizing, non-shrinking sealant. It's ideally suited to situations that anticipate dynamic movement of the joint. And provides excellent adhesion to metal without priming. They will also use Tremco Acoustical Sealant to reduce sound transmission. And Tremco Curtain Wall Sealant on unexposed joints.

The Tremco glazing system — Mono, Pre-shimmed 440 Tape and Vision Strip — is also recommended for the plaza buildings surrounding the skyscrapers. And there are good reasons why: Weather tightness. Windows that are evenly balanced for high wind loads. No pressure points. And neat sight lines. So whether you're planning to build a 110-story skyscraper or a one-story warehouse, Tremco can solve the sealant problems. No, we don't have an all-purpose sealant. We're just an all-purpose sealant company. Call your Tremco Representative today and see for yourself.

The Tremco Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio 44104
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HIGHWAYS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

John Robinson. At last, a sharp, objective analysis of the environmental problems created by highways and cars, together with a series of constructive alternatives, and methods needed for citizen action groups to get them put into operation. 6 valuable appendices, 352 pages, 275 photographs, $8.95 x 10½, $24.50

MANUAL OF BUILT-UP ROOF SYSTEMS

C. W. Griffin for The American Institute of Architects. The first single-volume source of practical facts, figures, and basic theories on built-up, multiply, and felt-and-bituminous roof systems, with a vast amount of information on the newer materials, design, construction, field inspection, specifications, and performance standards. 241 pages, 98 photographs and other illustrations, $14.50

FURNISHING THE CITY

Harold Lewis Malt. Filling a long-felt need, the environmental designer of Washington, D.C., and recently appointed expert consultant to the Model Cities Administration of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, tackles the visual pollution of our cities by ugly and obsolete street furniture and proposes practical curative alternatives. 254 pages, 228 photographs and other illustrations, $8.95 x 9½, $16.50

PUBLIC WORKS:

A Dangerous Trade. Robert Moses. No man, now living, has had such a deep and lasting effect on the landscape of our time as New York's famous Robert Moses. In a rich and timely book, he reveals his experiences with and without other big-time government personalities in the planning and building of parks, public works, transportation, housing, World's Fairs, and much, much more. 864 pages, 96 photographs and other illustrations, $14.50

OFFICE LITERATURE

For more information circle selected item numbers on Reader Service Inquiry Card, pages 291-202

CEILINGS / A complete line of acoustical tile and lay-in panels is illustrated in a catalog giving sound absorption coefficients and sound attenuation factors as well as technical data for finishes and flame spread, and fire resistive ratings.  Simon Timber Co., Seattle.* Circle 400 on inquiry card

LIGHTING / A complete line of outdoor luminaires is described in a 40-page catalog featuring a wide selection of individually shaped globes, together with a choice of poles, bases, brackets and adaptors. * Pemco Corp., Philadelphia. Circle 401 on inquiry card

REFUSE COMPACTORS / A 4-page specification bulletin gives applications of the company's refuse compactors in commercial, industrial, institutional and high-rise buildings. * The Heil Co., Milwaukee. Circle 402 on inquiry card

DOOR CONTROL / Designed especially for corridor smoke doors, this system, described in a 4-page bulletin, assures positive hold-open, closing and latching of center pivoted, offset pivoted or hinged doors. Actuation can be accomplished by smoke detectors, presence sensors and other kinds of adjacent or remote switches. The system is concealed in the floor with no wall, ceiling or floor latches. * Republic Industries, Inc., Dor-O-Matic Div., Chicago.* Circle 403 on inquiry card

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL / A 4-page guide to the manufacturer's equipment and systems which control environmental factors lists 18 basic products. Featured are hospital systems which include appropriately controlled acoustics, humidity, and temperature for audiological, psychological and cardiological examination and research, and acoustic structures for industry showing applications for engineering noise-control and hearing-conservation programs. * Industrial Acoustics Co., Inc., Bronx, N.Y.* Circle 404 on inquiry card

COATINGS / A guide to the evaluation of coatings for nuclear power plants features the manufacturer's line of coatings for light water reactor vessels. * Wyandotte Chemicals Corp., Subbox Division, Fairmont Park, Hackensack, N.J.* Circle 405 on inquiry card

COMMUNICATIONS / Six basic health care communications systems are described in a 4-page brochure. Included are bedside cabinets with electronic controls, nurse call systems, information display systems, radio paging, doctors' register and administrative intercom. * DuKane Corp., St. Charles, Ill. Circle 406 on inquiry card

It's A Bommer Mailbox, Suh...
First Class Don't You Think!

First class is the word for the 570 and 600 Series Bommer Apartment house mailboxes. He could have used the word "rugged" and still have been right. Because that's what the Bommer mailboxes are. Quality constructed. Whether they're made with steel, stainless steel, aluminum or brass, you get toughness and beauty. Enhances any lobby. A breeze to install, too. Most models are available with speaker panels, directory panels, push buttons, magazine racks and government approved 5-pin tumbler locks. And they're practically piler proof. Write for more information on the complete family of Bommer apartment mailboxes today. All made right here in the U.S.A. I'll be first class.
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We're known as difficult people.

O.K., maybe you're not planning a Coney Island in the clouds. Even so, you might be interested in a customized, prefabricated, aluminum pool. Completely pre-tested, it's the perfect watering spot for hotels, apartments, schools and the like.

This design includes a full perimeter, recirculation system; a nonskid coping ledge and overflow gutter; fade-resistant coating; and—best of all—a watertight warranty against leaking. This pool is faster and easier to assemble, and will resist corrosion better than any other. It'll never require grouting or sealants or caulking because it's welded. And it'll never be affected by the weather.

The design is completely adaptable to all known, and probably a few unknown, specifications. We like to think we can do almost anything when it comes to metal fabrication.

To get in the swim, contact Overly Manufacturing Company, Architectural Metals Division, Department 10B, Greensburg, Pa. 15601.
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Make Your Residential Advertising Dollars Work Harder Longer

A strong recovery in the housing market is under way and large gains are in the cards for the coming months. According to F. W. Dodge, 1971 should show a 17.5 per cent increase in housing units over 1970—with the apartment segment of the total due to increase by 22 per cent.

In mid-May Architectural Record's "Record Houses and Apartments of 1971" offers a timely opportunity for manufacturers of quality residential building products to exert year-long influence on those architects and builders who are at the forefront of this booming market. It will reach all major groups of specifiers and buyers in the housing market:

- over 40,000 architects and engineers who are verifiably responsible for over 87 per cent of the dollar volume of all architect-planned residential building.
- the nation's 20,000 foremost builders qualified by Sweet's on the basis of annual building activity to receive the Light Construction File.
- (at your option) 5,000 leading interior designers qualified by Sweet's to receive the Interior Design File.
- in addition, bonus bookstore distribution to an important segment of the house building and buying public.

"Record Houses and Apartments" offers you two unique advantages:

- Makes your dollars work longer. "Record Houses and Apartments" has the longest working life of any issue of any architectural magazine. Of those architects who received the first "Record Houses" annual 15 years ago, nearly half still refer to it!

- Makes your dollar work harder. Advertisers in "Record Houses and Apartments" earn a lower rate for all their advertising in regular issues of Architectural Record. And in many cases the new McGraw-Hill Market-Directed® Rate Incentive Plan allows an advertiser to add "Record Houses and Apartments" to his regular schedule at surprisingly little extra cost.

Ask your Architectural Record representative to show you how to get greater mileage out of your residential advertising dollars in America's most influential housing annual.
QUARRYETTES
GO EVERYWHERE... FOR ECONOMY FARE

Quarryettes are miniature extruded Quarry Tile... offering almost unlimited design versatility, beauty and durability in all kinds of buildings... schools, hospitals, homes, commercial and institutional structures.

Quarryettes are available in a wide range of compatible natural earth colors, modular 1” x 1” x 1/4” and 2” x 2” x 1/4” sizes... straight shades and blends... four contoured shapes.

Best of all... Quarryettes “go” on floors and walls everywhere at costs competitive even to products that wear out. Ask your Summitville representative, Tile contractor or check Sweet’s catalog.

SUMMITVILLE TILES, INC., SUMMITVILLE, OHIO
MEMBER: TILE COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC. PRODUCERS COUNCIL
Why coat stainless steel?

... because proper soldering of stainless steel requires an extra step of pretinning or use of corrosive fluxes. These fluxes must be removed after soldering to prevent attack on the stainless. TCS solders perfectly using a non-corrosive rosin flux. Pretinning is unnecessary.

... because architectural metals are subject to corrosive attack in severe chemical, industrial or marine environments. TCS enhances the proven ability of stainless steel to resist corrosive attack under these conditions.

... because the reflective surface of stainless steel may sometimes be undesirable in architectural applications. TCS weathers naturally to a predictable, uniform and attractive dark gray. If color is desired, it can also be painted.

TCS, Terne-Coated Stainless Steel, is 304 nickel-chrome stainless steel covered on both sides with terne alloy (80% lead, 20% tin). It is a product of Follansbee Steel Corporation, Follansbee, West Virginia.
FIVE PLUS FIVE MEETS YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN FLEXIBILITY, AESTHETICS AND BUDGET . . .

- **Lighting** — Five-foot modular light sources.
- **Air Supply** — Relocatable air supply devices.
- **Partitioning** — Modular partition-accepting grids.
- **Air Return** — Inconspicuous, compatible returns.
- **Acoustical** — Effective acoustical options.

No single ceiling system can meet every project's requirements. That's why Conwed created Five Plus Five . . . a truly total systems concept encompassing many ceiling system options. Five Plus Five gives you:

- **Lighting** — not one but FIVE options.
- **Suspension** — not one but SIX choices.
- **Air Supply** — not one but FIVE methods.
- **Air Return** — not one but EIGHT options.
- **Acoustical** — not one but SEVEN choices.

Let the knowledgeable Conwed professional field service team help you with ceiling plans and problems. For further information on Five Plus Five Ceiling Systems, see the Conwed section in Sweets Architectural File (No. 615) or write: Conwed Corporation, Dept. C 5+5, 332 Minnesota Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

For information on flexible Conwed 7000 Series Partition system (shown on front) write Conwed Department C/P Partitions.

---

**Front Page Photo**

PRODUCT: 7000 Series partitions combined with Five Plus Five Ceiling System.

**Left**

PRODUCT: Conwed 5+5, bays of 60"x60" regressed splays (perforated) 3'x3' fixtures.  
ACOUSTICAL CONTRACTOR: Larry Brooks & Associates.

**Top Right**

PROJECT: Western State Bank, St. Paul, Minnesota  
PRODUCT: Conwed 5+5, 30"x60" vaulted fixtures, ventilating grid and semi-concealed lay-in panels.  
ACOUSTICAL CONTRACTOR: Hauenstein Burmeister

**Bottom Right**

PROJECT: Barber-Colman Corp., Rockford, Illinois  
PRODUCT: Conwed 5+5, 30"x60" air delivery fixtures, low profile air fittings, 30"x60" fissura panels.  
ACOUSTICAL CONTRACTOR: Continental of Rockford.
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It's Terra Vitro®. The famous architectural tiles from the kilns of American Olean. They're the natural thing for floors and walls, for all the reasons you like natural things: beauty, permanence, honesty.

Well, Terra Vitro comes in ten great new indoor-outdoor sculptures. There are low and high reliefs, overall, directional and accent patterns, even some with which you can develop continuous designs.

And the glaze! More textured, yet more transparent, in handsome new colors.

For more data, circle 82 on inquiry card

Write for a Terra Vitro brochure showing all the news. American Olean Tile Company, 1517 Cannon Ave., Lansdale, Pa. 19446.
New Schemenauer unit ventilators handle classroom comfort

Design by Latham, Tyler, Jensen—Chicago.
People aren't supposed to cram things into the grille of a unit ventilator. People aren't supposed to sit on unit ventilators, or kick them, or draw on them, or try to scratch them. But people do. So we built a unit ventilator that's up to what people are up to.

The discharge grille is designed to direct any foreign objects into a drain pan for removal during normal service. Formica tops won't scratch, peel or rust. Strong, welded frames and double-panel doors and end panels handle a lot of weight and a whole school of hard knocks without giving in.

There are tough, extruded aluminum wear strips at all leading edges. And there are special locks and fasteners to prevent unauthorized opening.

Underneath this people-proof exterior you'll find other things like improved performance on mechanical and natural cooling and heating, infinite variable speed motor control, and quick-change one-piece filters that slide in and out like a drawer for easy inspection and cleaning.

And colors! We've got 13 colors, plus five Formica selections including woodgrain and slate. Plus a complete line of accessory furniture.

Our new unit ventilators are quiet, easy to service, and economical to operate. And, they offer the same high quality that, over the years, buyers and specifiers have learned to expect from Schemenauer equipment. But that's another story.

Floor and ceiling types available for hydronic or electric heating plus chilled water cooling. For details, see your local representative or write Modine, 1500 DeKoven Avenue, Racine, Wisconsin 53401.

Nothing quite equals Modine/Schemenauer heating and air conditioning quality.
One of the requirements of good building design is that it be left alone. Inside and out, Flexalum Venette® 1-inch louvers do just that. They're functional without being obvious. Open, they virtually disappear. Closed, they give you complete privacy. In between, they control light with unprecedented subtlety and comfortable diffusion.

And the Venette is strong. Its spring tempered louvers are made of a special aluminum alloy for extra strength and resiliency. A rigid torque-tube head, aluminum wand tilter and polyester cable ladders help make this blind last longer—look newer longer.

The Venette—truly a classic in its own time—everything you'll ever want in a blind. Now. For more information write, Alcan Aluminum Corporation, Building Products Division, 100 Erieview Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Cataloged in Sweets, Spec-Data and IDAC.
Weath-R-Proof units are made in a wide range of configurations, providing complete "design flexibility" to meet your most creative ideas.

Weath-R-Proof units can be promptly supplied for the largest projects; and we care enough to give you personal attention from design through glazing.

...backed by a 20 year warranty.
GRANCO STEEL PRODUCTS

growing through 20 years of imagination in steel

Imagination. This is the key to the wide use and respect which Granco has earned through the years as a quality source of forms, deck and other steel products for floor, roof, bridge and highway construction. Imagination in the pioneering of original and imaginative products for better, lower cost construction. Imagination in an ongoing program of research and development which is continually spawning new concepts, new products and systems. And engineering services available to help utilize Granco products and systems to their fullest potential. Imagination which has helped designers and builders bring freshness and versatility to their craft. Imagination. Something to be found in the entire family of Granco products—products you can specify with confidence. For new product-design manuals, consult Sweet’s file or contact your Granco district sales office. Or write Granco Steel Products Company, St. Louis, Missouri 63147. A subsidiary of Granite City Steel Company.
The electric climate is for architects who want unlimited design flexibility.
Here's how it helped Harwood K. Smith & Partners design an 18-story building that saves its owners thousands of dollars every year.

The Zale Corporation wanted a unique and striking building for their headquarters in Dallas, Texas. Yet it had to be efficient, functional and built within a strict budget. Architects Harwood K. Smith & Partners found the answer: They had the Zale Building constructed with an all-electric environmental system for year-round comfort—which adds up to the electric climate.

With the electric climate, there's no need for a large maintenance staff because all-electric systems require less care and attention. Result—the building's owners will save thousands of dollars every year.

And the building's occupants? They'll work in year-round comfort since electric environmental systems are steady, even and quiet.

Before planning your next building, ask your electric utility company to show you how they can help you turn your next blueprint into satisfying reality—for you and your client.

Live better electrically

Edison Electric Institute, 750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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ENAMEL / "Guide to Designing with Architectural Porcelain Enamel on Steel," a 32-page manual, gives types of insulated panels and an evaluation of core materials, design data on veneer and fascia panels, color ranges and weather resistance tests for porcelain enamel, and details on fabrication considerations. Specifications are included. * Porcelain Enamel Institute, Architectural Div., Washington, D.C.

Circle 408 on inquiry card

ELEVATORS / Descriptive literature introduces a line of elevators using two small hydraulic cylinders enclosed in self-supporting structural steel columns, eliminating the need for a precision cylinder shaft, penthouse, or pit. Present installations are limited to a maximum cab travel of 18 2/3 ft. n Keefab Corp., Omaha, Neb.

Circle 409 on inquiry card

PARTITION SYSTEM / A single-panel room-divider system set on ceiling-mounted track is described in a 4-page bulletin. A variety of work surfaces, coated fabrics and woodgrain reproductions are available. * New Castle Products, Modernfold Div., New Castle, Ind.*

Circle 410 on inquiry card

FLOORING / A line of parquet floor patterns available in a variety of hardwoods is presented in a 12-page catalog. The flooring units are available in unfinished, paper-fronted panels, or pre-finished, felt-back panels. Specifications are included. * Bangkok Industries, Inc., Philadelphia.*

Circle 411 on inquiry card

WASTE COMPACTOR / A stationary packer designed for commercial and institutional operations is described in a bulletin. The unit has a packing capacity of 63 cu. yds., has push-button control, and a cycle time of 42 seconds. An optional limit switch system prevents jamming problems. n Kysor Industrial Corp., Anchorage Div., Jackson, Mich.

Circle 412 on inquiry card

AIR CLEANER / Construction and operation features of this electronic unit are detailed in an 8-page bulletin. The unit utilizes individual power cell modules to remove foreign matter from the air. A table of capacities and dimensions is included. n Westinghouse Electric Corp., Sturtevant Div., Pittsburgh.*

Circle 413 on inquiry card

POOL ENCLOSURES / A line of swimming pool enclosures is described in literature showing installation photos for both private and commercial pools. These enclosures make year-round pool use possible. Specifications and detailed drawings are included. n Structures Unlimited, Inc., Manchester, N.H.*

Circle 414 on inquiry card

WATER COOLERS / Product descriptions and specifications on nearly 50 models are given in a 16-page catalog. Water-cooler construction is detailed, with explanations outlining each component function. n Ebco Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.*

Circle 415 on inquiry card

* Additional product information in Sweet's Architectural File.
HOW LONG DO YOU THINK IT WILL TAKE TO ERECT THIS CURTAINWALL?

Job: DETROIT TRADE CENTER
Owner: T.C.& M. Co., Southfield, Michigan
Architect: Jickling & Lyman, Birmingham, Michigan
Project Director: Edgar F. Joppich
Bldg.: 21 Story, Steel Frame
C.W.: F.O.S. Structural Aluminum Curtainwall

801 Fabricated-Off-Site Finished Units, Duranodic Extruded Aluminum
Attachment to Structure (only) - 1 point to columns, each end of unit
Erection is scheduled to begin approximately March 1, 1971

The Curtainwall Contractor is estimating 21 calendar days to complete - excl. 21st and Mezzanine

We are holding a competition on this. Give us your estimate. That estimate closest, in days, hours, minutes, to the actual erection time will be awarded a weekend at a famous Midwestern Resort.

Upon request, we will supply you with a kit of further information.

ALUMINUM STRUCTURES COMPANY
466 CENTRAL
NORTHFIELD, ILL. 60093
PH. 312 446-5161
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Up
down
under
thru

Easy does it with a BILCO Door

When you’re about to provide the best in access through a horizontal surface — think BILCO — leader in design and quality of special purpose doors.

There’s a BILCO Door for every need — for convenient personnel access through roofs, floors, ceilings — for access to pumps, valves, meters. All are ruggedly built for long service. All operate with the ease and safety for which BILCO Doors have earned a universal reputation.

And when you need an extra-large special size in any type, specify BILCO for a product designed and built to insure your client’s lasting satisfaction.

Where in the world do you go for the best in horizontal access doors?

Somewhere between the first concept of design and the time of selecting the necessities, there comes the moment when aesthetics and function overlap while you think about lighting.

At that moment, may we suggest that you think about Touch-plate if you wish to provide your client something more than just absence from darkness, if you wish to give him convenience, protection, the latest design, a little drama and a lot of satisfaction, think about placing Touch-Plate’s low-voltage control centers and Flush-Plates throughout the building.

They come in one’s, two’s or three’s and can be controlled from master switches which come in sixes or multiples thereof.

A Touch-Plate system will enhance your design and lower the cost of adequate lighting control. Who else does that for you?

Write today for Touch-Plate’s new design data. They will help you turn your clients on.
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ESPECIALLY FOR MEN WITH MARKETING RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD NEWSLETTER is designed and written to help you keep pace with building industry developments that affect your company.

This marketing information service brings you important news and developments each month on:
- Market trends
- Marketing Methods
- Industry plans
- Legislative developments
- Government programs
- Association activities

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW...
just fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD NEWSLETTER
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

Please enter my subscription for 12 months @ $30.

NAME ____________________________
MAILING ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ______ STATE ______ ZIP ______
TITLE OR POSITION ____________________________
FIRM NAME ____________________________
FIRM ADDRESS ____________________________
A/1 □ PAYMENT ENCLOSED □ BILL ME □ BILL MY FIRM
The most important development in the control of veiling reflections is the KSH 701 LENSMATIC LIGHTING PANEL. This FLAT LENS gives you twin beam candlepower distribution, the most important factor in controlling veiling reflections. Lenmatic can be used in fixtures presently utilizing flat prismatic lenses. Lenmatic also minimizes direct glare and provides fantastic lamp hiding power. Look directly up at the lighted panel and no lamp streaks are visible.

Write for Informative Lenmatic Bulletins

KSH, INC.
10091 MANCHESTER
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63122
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This revolutionary can change the way next building.
At last there's a framing system that's going to help you beat today's "cost squeeze"—the increasing cost of labor, money, and the wildly fluctuating cost of lumber.

It's Wheeling's new Steel Framing System. It's the most complete light weight structural system ever introduced. And pound for pound it carries more load than any other framing material.

Our system's made up of a full line of load-bearing steel studs, track, bridging, and joists. And all the joists and studs are pre-punched to speed installation of mechanical service lines.

In addition, it gives you complete design freedom. Because it accommodates any exterior or interior surface material—masonry, steel, wood, gypsum, etc.

There are numerous other advantages our system has over conventional methods.

For example, it's quick to install. It can be prefabricated off site as well as on—which saves on labor and financing.

It's half the weight of wood—which saves on materials and foundation.

The studs form a hollow wall which conceals mechanical and electrical equipment.

And because it's made from high tensile steel, it's incombustible. It won't shrink, swell, rot, or warp and is termite and vermin proof.

It comes in two finishes (red oxide zinc chromate and weldable galvanized). Both take 100% weld.

All of which means our new Steel Framing System is ideal for the construction of schools, nursing homes, garden apartments, specialty stores, and other similar structures.

So now that you know a little about our system, we'd like you to learn a lot more. The best way is to send for our complete brochure WC 455, which has all the physical and structural properties and load tables that'll interest you. Write now. And start designing your own revolution.
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All tracks lead to Epco.

Sliding doors. Windows. Display cases. Cabinets. For every conceivable requirement for tracks and guides, EPCO has the ideal product. Choose from a variety of materials and finishes—everything from hardened fibre and polished aluminum to high-impact plastic. Available in a wide range of sizes—from 1/8” to 3/4”. Lengths up to 12’.

EPCO’s E-Z Glide line is designed for ease and economy. Durable. Functional. Handsome. It features simple, time and cost-saving installation. Doors lift up and out for easy removal. And no moving parts—nothing to wear out, rust, corrode or lubricate.

EPCO. The name behind quality tracks and guides to satisfy every requirement.

For information on the complete line of EPCO products write EPCO, P. O. Box 108, 601 Kelso Street, Flint, Michigan 48501 or call (313) 767-2050.

---

MODERN DOCK DESIGN HINGES ON...

RITE-HITE MECHANICAL DOCK LEVELERS

The widest choice of styles and models to meet your exact dockside requirements. Choose from: Fully-automatic truck actuated, semi-automatic flush return, torsion bar walk down, vertical stored for bi-level docks, and edge-of-dock add-on dock levelers. Also fully mechanical railcar ramps, truck bumpers, and total dock safety kits with wheel chocks.

FREE Send today for your 8-page dock design catalog

RITE-HITE CORPORATION

6005 S. Pennsylvania Ave.
Cudahy, Wisconsin 53110

IN CANADA: Matthew Moody Ltd.
251 St. Louis Street
Terre Bonne, P.Q., Canada
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In safety glass, variety is the name of the game at ASG. Variety in tempered, wired or laminated. Patterned, clear or tinted, for indoors or out.

No matter how wild your safety problem, ASG comes through. Like we did for Como Park Zoo in St. Paul, where Don and Donna, the gorillas, stay safe and happy in a cage of laminated tempered plate sides and polished Nuweld® top. It's an everyday business with us across the country.

This wide world of safety comes to you from a single source, shipped in one lot from one factory. You get exactly what you want, when you want it, in one economical shipment. You save time. You save bothersome handling. You save money!

ASG tempered, laminated and polished wired glasses qualify as safety glass under USAS Z97.1—1966. And Armor-Gard® burglar-resistant and Armorlite® bullet-resistant glasses are UL approved. Nuweld wired glasses are approved by the National Board of Fire Underwriters as fire retardant glasses. All meet FHA standards.

Whatever your needs in safety glass, ASG can handle them a better way. We don't ape anyone. For special “Safety Glass and Safety Codes” brochure, write: ASG Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 929, Kingsport, Tennessee 37662.
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rchitectural Catalog File

Your 1971 Sweet's File

... features three major innovations to speed and simplify your product search:

1. Organization within the Uniform System

2. Inclusion of a new Product Index carried in each volume of the File

3. Newly designed File graphics facilitating quick search of more product areas

Result: More usefulness, and more ease-of-use...of every catalog made available to you year-round by the manufacturers represented in your new Sweet's File!

Sweet's Architectural Catalog File

McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company
330 W. 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Did you miss these important issues of RECORD HOUSES? If so, there is a limited supply available.

1968—$2.00 per copy
1969—$2.00 per copy
1970—$3.25 per copy

Small Office Architects—Expanding Architect-Engineering Firm seeks small office architects for participation in a plan which will be mutually beneficial. Especially desirable at this time are young firms of two or three years’ experience and eager to grow fast. Senior practitioners or others planning retirement programs or design-oriented small firms will find our approach tailor made. Submit confidential resume of experience and volume to P-1715, Architectural Record.

Design City—Larwin, One of the Nation’s Leading Real Estate Development Firms is seeking a “key creative man” for its corporate architecture and design department. The individual selected will have broad responsibility in profit feasibility and design and all major areas of real estate development including housing, apartments, modular units, commercial and community development of recreation land. Background needed to effectively perform this position will include strong academic credentials in architecture, ability to organize and supervise the department and directly related development experience. Please send resume and salary history to: Ron Cook, Larwin Company, 1910 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, California 90212 (no phone calls please).

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES


BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

CONSTRUCTION COST CONTROL, INC.
Consulting Engineers
Construction Management • Preliminary Estimates • Working Drawings • CPM Scheduling
6155 N. Broadway Chicago, Ill. 60626
312-328-6060

MOORE SURVEY & MAPPING CORP.
Engineers-Surveyors
Geodesy • Photogrammetry • Property Surveys
Aerial Photography • Construction Layout
29 Grafton St., Shrewsbury, Mass 01545
617-844-4181
Add a new dimension of elegance to the floors you design with this exclusive new styling achievement in Azrock vinyl asbestos tile. Thru-Onyx is created with fine particles of actual marble and translucent vinyl chips, some containing asbestos. Patterning is distributed through the tile thickness, as illustrated in the abraded sample above. Beautifully designed for heavy-traffic commercial, institutional, and residential use. 1/8" gauge, 12" x 12" size.

Specify **AZROCK**® with confidence

Consult Sweet's File or write for samples.
Azrock Floor Products, 553A Frost Building, San Antonio, Texas 78205
ANOTHER PLUS FEATURE OF SLOAN FLUSH VALVES...

NEW BAK-CHEK

retains water at normal line pressure to protect against supply line pressure failures

Our "camel" has a new way of storing water. By spring-loading the seat plug of the Sloan Control Stop, we now retain water at normal line pressure in the control stop and in the flush valve when not in use.

This new feature, which we call Bak-Chek, means simply that the retained water is held at normal line pressure regardless of a significant drop or loss of pressure in the supply line—even if a negative pressure develops. This prevents spontaneous flushing or continuous running flush valves when normal supply line pressure is again restored.

Bak-Chek is incorporated in all new Sloan Flush Valves as standard equipment—no extra charge. It is but one of seven flush valve features introduced by Sloan within the past eighteen months—seven more reasons for Sloan's continuing flush valve leadership. For the best in flush valves specify and insist on Sloan—most people do.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
4300 West Lake Street - Chicago, Illinois 60624

For more data, circle 100 on inquiry card